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Abstract 

Ribonucleoproteins (RNP) comprising a protein and a nucleic acid component are 

diverse complexes involved in various regulatory processes within a cell. Protein-RNA 

interaction usually is key for proper function and the recognition of RNA can range from 

complete unspecific binding to high sequence or shape specificity. For this purpose distinct 

RNA recognition motifs have evolved and are either an integral part of a larger protein or 

protein complex or a solely RNA binding protein (RBP). Many RNA binding proteins comprise 

multiple RNA binding domains (RBD) and considerable dynamics within the protein and RNPs 

are often an intrinsic and important feature. 

In this thesis a major theme is double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) recognition by different 

proteins. For this work NMR is used as a powerful tool to obtain information especially on 

dynamic systems and is combined with other biophysical techniques. 

RNA interference (RNAi) is a pivotal tool for cells to regulate protein synthesis 

posttranscriptionally either via mRNA cleavage or inhibition of translation. A double-stranded 

RNA is processed by tightly regulated protein complexes into a single-stranded effector short 

interfering (siRNA) or microRNA (miRNA). The RNA induced silencing complex (RISC) 

comprising an Argonaute protein (Ago) and the single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) binds sequence-

specifically to RNA targets and initiates subsequent degradation, inhibits translation or serves 

in viral defense. Important factors in processing of dsRNA are double-stranded RNA binding 

proteins (dsRBP). These multidomain proteins exhibit different functions and show a dynamic 

and usually sequence-independent binding. In the main project of this thesis I show that 

Loquacious-PD (Loqs-PD), a Drosophila dsRBP, could serve as a sensor for siRNA asymmetry 

which is a crucial step when converting dsRNA into single-stranded siRNA. Furthermore, I 

confirm the dynamic binding of Loqs-PD to its RNA substrates and provide a semi-quantitative 

NMR-based analysis of sliding. 

Another possibility to control translation is directed messenger RNA (mRNA) 

localization. Using motor proteins and complex networks of microtubules and filaments as 

cellular highways mRNAs are transported to designated cellular compartments which allows 

spatial control of protein expression. One protein involved in mRNA transport within the 
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nervous system is the dsRBP Staufen-2 of M. musculus. It is crucial for memory formation and 

recognizes stem loop structures within the RNAs as localization signals. In this thesis I could 

confirm that double-stranded RNA binding domain 1 (dsRBD1) and 2 of Staufen-2 are 

independent of each other and contribute to dsRNA binding. Additionally, binding seems to 

be accompanied by dynamics as shown before for Loqs. 

Besides RNA interference and RNA localization the degradation of RNA is another 

option for translational control. Distinct RNA degradation pathways exist that strictly control 

RNA turnover but are also crucial for processing of functional precursor RNAs: The S. 

cerevisiae exosome contributes to ribosomal precursor tRNA maturation. As an unspecific 

degradation machinery the exosome requires tight control and regulation by various co-

factors. One of these, the helicase Mtr4, enables the exosome to degrade and process 

structured RNAs after unwinding of the substrates. Mtr4 comprises an usual insertion which 

contributes to RNA binding. In this work I prove that this so called KOW domain binds 

structured RNAs and tRNAs. Binding to Nop53, an exosome recruiter that directs the complex 

to the ribosome, occurs via a distinct interface and allows simultaneous binding of both 

ligands to the domain. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Ribonukleoproteine (RNP) bestehen aus einem Protein und einer Nukleinsäure-

Komponente und bilden vielfälftige Komplexe die in unterschiedlichen regulatorischen 

Prozessen der Zelle involviert sind. Üblicherweise sind Protein-RNA-Interaktionen 

entscheidend für die Funktion der Komplexe und die RNA-Erkennung variiert von 

unspezifischer Bindung bis hin zu hoher Sequenz- oder Struktur-Spezifizität. Daher 

entwickelten sich differenzierte RNA-Erkennungs-Motive, die entweder ein integraler 

Bestandteil eines gröβeren Proteins bzw. Proteinkomplexes sind oder einzig ein RNA-

bindendes Protein (RBP) darstellen. Viele RNA-bindende Proteine beinhalten mehrere RNA-

bindende Domänen (RBD) und dynamische Veränderungen innerhalb der Proteine und 

Ribonukleoproteine sind wichtige intrinsische Eigenschaften. 

Das Hauptthema dieser Thesis ist die Erkennung doppelsträngiger RNA (dsRNA) durch 

verschiedene Proteine. Für diese Arbeit wurde NMR als ideales Werkzeug für dynamische 

Systeme eingesetzt um Informationen über die Komplexe zu erhalten und wurde durch 

weitere biophysikalische Methoden ergänzt. 

RNA-Interferenz (RNAi) ist ein wichtiges Werkzeug für Zellen um die Proteinsynthese 

posttranskriptionell zu regulieren. Dies geschieht entweder durch den Abbau von mRNA oder 

Inhibition der Translation. Eine doppelsträngige RNA wird durch streng regulierte 

Proteinkomplexe in eine einzelsträngige, funktionsfähige, kurze interferierende (siRNA) oder 

microRNA (miRNA) umgewandelt. Der RNA-induzierte Silencing Komplex (RISC) besteht aus 

einem Argonautenprotein (Ago) und dieser einzelsträngigen RNA (ssRNA) und bindet 

sequenzspezifisch an Ziel-RNAs. Dadurch initiiert der RISC den RNA-Abbau, inhibiert die 

Translation oder fungiert als Abwehr gegen Viren. Wichtige Faktoren für die Prozessierung 

der dsRNA sind doppelsträngige-RNA-bindende Proteine (dsRBP). Diese Multidomänen-

Proteine haben vielfältige Funktionen und binden üblicherweise sequenzunabhängig und 

dynamisch an RNAs. In dem Hauptprojekt dieser Arbeit zeige ich, dass Loquacious-PD (Loqs-

PD), ein dsRBP aus der Fruchtfliege Drosophila, als Sensor für siRNA-Asymmetrie dienen kann. 

Dies ist ein entscheidender Schritt bei der Umwandlung von doppelsträngiger zu 

einzelsträngiger siRNA. Des Weiteren konnte ich das dynamische Binden von Loqs-PD an RNA-
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Substraten belegen und stelle eine semi-quantitative NMR-basierte Analyse des sogenannten 

Slidings vor. 

Eine weitere Möglichkeit die Translation zu kontrollieren stellt gerichtete 

Lokalisierung von messenger RNA (mRNA) dar. Mit Hilfe von Motorproteinen und komplexen 

Netzwerken aus Mikrotubuli und Filamenten als einer Art zellulärer Schnellstraβe werden 

mRNAs in bestimmte zelluläre Bereiche transportiert, was die räumliche Kontrolle der 

Proteinexpression erlaubt. Ein Protein im mRNA-Transport im Nervensystem ist das dsRBP 

Staufen-2 aus der Hausmaus M. musculus, welches wichtig ist für die Gedächtnisbildung. 

Staufen-2 erkennt Stamm-Schlaufen-Strukturen innerhalb der RNAs als Lokalisierungssignal. 

In dieser Thesis konnte ich bestätigen, dass die doppelsträngige-RNA-bindende Domänen 1 

(dsRBD1) und 2 von Staufen-2 unabhängig voneinander sind und beide dsRNA binden. 

Zusätzlich scheint die RNA-Bindung, wie zuvor für Loqs beschrieben, dynamisch zu sein. 

Neben RNA-Interferenz und der Lokalisierung von RNA bildet der RNA-Abbau eine 

weitere Möglichkeit der translationalen Kontrolle. Es existieren verschiedene RNA-Abbau-

Wege die den RNA-Umsatz kontrollieren und an der Prozessierung von funktionalen RNA-

Vorläufern beteiligt sind: Das Exosom der Bäckerhefe S. cerevisiae trägt zur Reifung 

ribosomaler Vorläufer-tRNAs bei. Als eine unspezifische Degradations-Maschinerie muss das 

Exosom streng durch zahlreiche Kofaktoren kontrolliert werden. Einer dieser Faktoren, die 

Helikase Mtr4, ermöglicht dem Exosom nach Entfaltung der Substrate den Abbau 

strukturierter RNAs. Mtr4 beinhaltet eine ungewöhnliche Einfügung die ebenfalls zur RNA-

Bindung beiträgt. In dieser Arbeit belege ich, dass diese sogenannte KOW-Domäne 

strukturierte RNAs und tRNAs bindet. Die Bindung an Nop53, welches das Exosom rekrutiert 

und zum Ribosom führt, erfolgt über eine andere Stelle an KOW und ermöglicht dadurch das 

gleichzeitige Binden beider Liganden an KOW. 
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Introduction 

1 
   

1 Introduction 

Every organism interacts permanently with its environment and is exposed to varying 

stimuli. Its’ well being is depending on adaptation to this dynamic environment which requires 

the organism to be flexible and integrate both internal and external signals. This capability to 

react is based on properties of the smallest building block: the cell and its components. Each 

cell is composed of the main biomolecules DNA, RNA, proteins, lipids and sugars and a 

complex interaction network confers features to the cell and the organism. Proteins for 

example occur as enzymes, antibodies, co-factors, binding factors, molecular sensors, 

receptors and motors. They pursue diverse tasks, be it e.g. in metabolism, cell division or viral 

defense. Protein production, modification and degradation thus needs to be carefully 

regulated and a pivotal regulation tool is to control translation (Figure 1.1).  

 

Figure 1.1: RNPs control translation, a key step in protein production. The dogma of molecular 
biology comprises transcription of DNA to RNA in the nucleus, processing of the mRNA and 
translation into proteins in the cytoplasm. All processes are strictly regulated and one 
possibility to do so is translational control by ribonucleoproteins. Different RNPs can enhance 
or limit translation and exhibit different functions apart from translation control. 

 

Translation is the conversion of mRNA into functional proteins and different 

mechanisms are available and commonly used by cells to control it. Translational control can 

occur via RNA interference (section 1.1), RNA localization (section 1.2) and RNA degradation 

(section 1.3) and in all pathways complexes of proteins and RNAs are involved. Most 

complexes exhibit functions beyond translational control like viral defense (section 1.1) or 
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maturation of particles (section 1.3). In this thesis three different ribonucleoproteins (RNP) 

are characterized, their RNA binding is analyzed and potential implications for biology are 

deducted. 

 

1.1 RNA interference 

1.1.1 Formation of RISC and RNA interference 

Three different classes of RNA are involved in RNA interference (RNAi): microRNAs 

(miRNAs)1 were first described in C. elegans to exhibit regulatory functions via 

complementary binding2 while short interfering RNAs (siRNA)1 were analyzed five years 

afterwards3. Here, the great regulatory potential of dsRNA compared to single-stranded RNA 

was analyzed. The third group of RNA are Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNA)4,5 that have a distinct 

interference mechanism than the other two. For mi- and siRNA the fundamental mechanism 

is the same: they both interfere with RNAs and require a certain degree of sequence 

complementarity1. For these two RNA classes most of the processing pathway is very similar: 

Both mi- and siRNA derive from longer dsRNA precursors1,6 that get processed to shorter 

fragments. During processing one strand is aborted and only a single strand is loaded onto 

the so called RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC)6. The RISC comprises an endonuclease7 

that exhibits the – mostly – inhibitory function of RNA interference. RNA interference thus is 

a specific type of RNA degradation and shares several features with other RNA degrading 

pathways (see section 1.3).  

Despite important similarities all pathways differ significantly: miRNAs are usually 

transcribed by the RNA polymerase II8 or III9 (Figure 1.2 A). These products are called primary 

miRNAs (pri-miRNA)6 and are very often co-transcribed with the coding regions nearby or 

derive from mono- or polycistronic clusters10,11. In fact they often are indeed introns6. These 

precursors are further processed by the so called microprocessor comprising Drosha12, an 

RNase III enzyme13, Pasha12, a double-stranded RNA binding protein, or in humans DGCR8 

(DiGeorge syndrome critical region 8)14. Besides their function in RNAi Drosha is involved in 

neurogenesis via suppression of the transcription factor NFIB15 and DGCR8 can also act 

independently and recruit the exosome to degrade dsRNAs16. While DGCR8/Pasha17 is crucial 
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for accurate positioning of the RNA within the complex14,18, Drosha harbors the catalytic unit 

that cleaves the RNA13. The product forms stem loop RNAs (pre-miRNA) which are exported 

via exportin 519 from the nucleus to the cytoplasm where another endoribonuclease Dicer 

(Dcr) cleaves off the loop to leave a dsRNA20 (Figure 1.2 B). One of the RNA strands (called 

miRNA) is loaded onto an Argonaute protein (Ago) that forms the functional and mature 

RISC6,20 (Figure 1.2 D). This transient complex is called the RISC loading complex (RLC) and 

comprises a dsRBP, Dicer, Ago and the respective RNA21,22 (Figure 1.2 C). Potentially certain 

factors like TAF11 support tetramerization of RLC components which might enhance loading 

activity23. The other strand (miRNA*) is usually degraded. However, several cases are known 

where the miRNA* remains intact and exhibits a specific function, e.g. miR-9*24 and miR-

21*25. Though most miRNAs are processed as described above, some have different origins, 

processing and function: Specific miRNAs derive from the spliceosome where an intron forms 

a miRNA called mirtron26,27. In these cases no processing with Drosha is required, instead the 

RNA can directly be cleaved by Dcr26 and is loaded onto RISC. Similarly to siRNAs miRNAs may 

also derive from viruses28. 

MiRISC binds sequence-dependently to mRNAs and inhibits protein translation6,29 

(Figure 1.2 E). MiRNAs act post-transcriptionally on both translation intiation by blocking 

proper ribosome assembly30 or other mechamisms31 and translation elongation32. Therefore, 

usually only a partial sequence complementarity1,33 within the seed region (2-8 nt) and the 

3’-UTR of the RNA is necessary allowing miRISC to silence multiple RNAs at once34 which often 

derive from one gene cluster. In case of perfect matching miRNA miRISC acts like siRISC and 

leads to mRNA decay35. MiRISC thus does not only inhibit specific functions, it can also 

enhance degradation of mRNAs.  
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Figure 1.2: Schematic pathway of RNA interference. A) Pri-miRNA are processed by the 
microprocessor complex comprising Drosha and DGCR8 or Pasha. The pre-miRNA and 
endgoneous siRNA get exported from the nucleus via exportin-5. B) Pre-miRNA and both 
endo- and exogenous siRNA are bound by Dicer and a dsRBP and are processed into smaller 
double-stranded fragments (19-23 nt). C) Upon binding of an Argonaute protein the RISC 
loading complex (RLC) forms. Strand selection occurs based on thermodynamic stability of the 
RNA duplex termini. D) After degradation of the passenger strand the guide strand is loaded 
onto Ago to form the mature RISC. E) The RISC binds sequence-specifically to its substrates 
and exhibits various functions. Green arrows indicate a positive enhancement. 

 

In contrast to miRNAs siRNAs can be both endogenous or exogenous36,37 (Figure 1.2 

A). They either derive from transposons, RNA hairpins, pseudogenes or viral RNA6,38,39. Like 

miRNAs they are processed form long dsRNA precursors but in contrast to miRNA precursors 

they are perfect matching40. In contrast miRNAs may contain not perfectly base-paired 

sequences, mismatches and loops. SiRNAs are directly processed in the cytoplasm by Dcr and 
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the mature siRNA is 19-21 nt long, comprises a 5’ phosphate and a 2 nt 3’ overhang6,40, both 

necessary for Ago binding7. As for miRNA one strand of the double-stranded siRNA precursor 

gets degraded (passenger strand)41 while the guide strand is loaded onto Ago to form the RISC 

(Figure 1.2 C, D). In general strand selection depends on the thermodynamic stability of the 

siRNA duplex42: The strand with the less stable 5’ end is maintained and part of the functional 

RISC. However, in case of lacking clear thermodynamic asymmetry both strands might get 

incorporated into a functional RISC42. Like the miRISC the siRISC recognizes its targets via 

sequence complementarity. Upon binding of the respective substrate Ago cleaves the RNA 

between nucleotides 10 and 11 of the guide siRNA strand43, the two products get released in 

a specific order44 and are then further degraded by other pathways (see section 1.3). 

Both mi- and siRNAs seem to play important roles in cancer development11,24 as well 

as other diseases25 and could serve as potential drugs for various diseases. Especially for 

diseases based on misregulated genes, e.g. cancer or metabolic diseases, and for viral defense 

siRNAs could be a potential tool45. In Drosophila for example siRNAs have been proven to be 

an effective anti-viral molecule46. 

The third class of RNAs are piRNAs which differ in many aspects from the previously 

mentioned RNA classes: Usually they derive from heterochromatin clusters47 and prevent 

transcription of transposons47,48 which could have a negative impact e.g. on germ lines and 

disrupt genes. PiRNAs do not require processing by Dcr and are slightly longer than mi- or 

siRNAs (26-35 nt)49. 

 

1.1.2 Protein key players in RNA interference 

RNA processing during the above mentioned RNAi pathways involves various proteins: 

Drosha13, Dicer and Ago50 all possess (endo-)ribonuclease activity51 and are essential for 

processing of miRNAs and siRNAs or in case of Ago cleave target RNAs. Dicer is an RNase III 

enzyme that cleaves unspecificially different substrates. While in humans only one isoform 

exists, Drosophila possesses two Dcr variants52. Usually Dcr is present in complex with a 

double-stranded RNA binding protein (see next section). It is a multidomain protein53 

comprising a PAZ domain required for RNA end binding54, a DEAD box helicase which unwinds 

the RNA duplex and two RNase III domains that cleave one strand each55. Additionally, it 
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contains a double-stranded RNA binding domain (dsRBD) which interacts with the substrate 

but does not contribute to differentiation between different dsRNAs56. Though Dicer is a key 

player in RNAi it seems dispensable for selected sublasses of siRNAs57. 

Argonaute proteins divide into two subclasses: the Ago and PIWI proteins7. While Ago 

proteins occur ubiquitously PIWI proteins are restricted to germline cells20. They are specific 

for piRNAs while Ago proteins bind both si- and miRNA7,20. Ago comprises a PIWI domain that 

is similar to RNase H and harbors thus the catalytic site58, and a PAZ domain59 which binds 

specifically to 3’ ends of RNA54 and therefore ensures proper orientation of the RNA within 

Ago. The other RNA terminus is bound by a MID domain60. 

 

1.1.3 Double-stranded RNA binding proteins – features and functions 

An important class of proteins involved in RNA interference are double-stranded RNA 

binding proteins which comprise usually two or three double-stranded RNA binding 

domains61-64 and exhibit various functions65.  

DsRBDs show a conserved structure of an αβββα-fold66,67 and bind preferentially to 

dsRNA68. The canonical binding interface comprises the two helices and a flexible loop 

connecting β-strand 1 and 262,63. Binding occurs to two successive minor grooves and the 

major groove in between67 of the RNA. Both structure and binding mode seem to be 

conserved over all dsRBDs though some show aberrant characteristics69 that could modulate 

binding63,70. Interestingly, the affinity seems to differ across a large range and can be modified 

by phosphorylation71. However, all dsRBDs show a preference for dsRNA72 in A-form helix67 

and can tolerate mismatches to a certain extent. Even though a certain specificity for 

sequence or structure has been described dsRBDs seem to bind in a sequence-independent 

but shape-specific mode to RNA64,73; a plausible explanation since most contacts occur to the 

phosphate backbone or sugars68,72 moieties of the nucleic acid. For some proteins like ADAR2 

sequence-specific binding to the minor grooves has been reported74. The general lack of 

sequence specificity potentially gives rise to considerable dynamics within the system75: 

Human TRBP has been shown to slide on dsRNA76. 
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DsRBPs seem necessary for proper RNAi since they are not only involved in si-/miRNA 

processing but also do enhance effective loading of the mature si-/miRNA strand onto Ago22,77 

or directly increase the affinity of Dicer for its substrate78. Furthermore, they could be 

essential to sense the thermodynamic asymmetry of an RNA duplex, e.g. Drosophila R2D2 in 

complex with Dicer-2 occupies the stable 5’ end79 and human TRBP on its own binds the stable 

duplex end80. Loqs-PD has been shown to modulate Dicer cleavage and reactivity during 

precursor siRNA processing81 and selected dsRBPs can even modulate and straighten duplex 

RNAs82 or stabilize unstable RNA structures83. 

In most cases both dsRBDs contribute to RNA binding but the exact interplay between 

the two is elusive up to date. Cooperativity has been proposed for some systems while in 

general the dsRBDs seem to bind rather independently84. For efficient RISC formation both 

dsRBDs seem to be required though61. In many dsRBPs the dsRBDs are connected by a flexible 

linker of considerable length (up to 60 residues as for TRBP84) that could provide 

independence of the two domains. This linker could be essential to enable sliding of the 

domains on the respective RNA75. When a third dsRBD is present it usually mediates protein-

protein contacts to the helicase domain of Dicer78,85. Since not all dsRBPs contain a third 

dsRBD it is speculated that for these proteins the C-terminus contributes to these 

interactions. 

 

1.1.4 The isoform Loquacious-PD is specific for endogenous siRNA maturation in Drosophila 

In Drosophila Dcr-1 together with the Loqs isoform PB78,86 is involved in miRNA 

biogenesis52,87,88. Dcr-2 in contrast promotes siRNA maturation52 and is involved in both 

exogenous and endogenous siRNA maturation (Figure 1.3). However, depending on the 

degree of RNA complementarity, exchange between both pathways seems possible52. 

Specificity for either siRNA pathway seems to be conferred by its dsRBP partner36: R2D2 

bound Dcr-2 processes exogenous siRNA77 (Figure 1.3 right panel) while the Loqs-PD bound 

form is specific for endogenous siRNA89-91 (Figure 1.3 left panel). Recent studies though 

indicate that the two pathways might not be separated that strictly: A cross talk seems 

possible and both RBPs might compensate partially the absence of the other or act in a 

sequential mode on processing and loading92 (Figure 1.3 B, C). In other studies it has been 
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shown on the other hand that both Loqs-PD and R2D2 are involved in dicing of the respective 

RNA substrate and do rather antagonize each other36. However, only Loqs-PD seems to 

enhance endo-siRNA processing86 and it remains unclear whether R2D2 and Loqs-PD – which 

share the binding site on Dicer-2 – bind simultaneously to the RNase or mutually elusive36,86. 

 

Figure 1.3: Pathways of siRNA maturation in Drosophila melanogaster. A) Endogenous siRNAs 

derive from transposons or pseudogenes. They are exported from the nucleus while 

exogenous siRNAs derive from viruses. B) Both siRNAs are bound by Dicer-2 and a dsRBP. 

Note that R2D2 binds exo-siRNAs while Loqs-PD is specific for endo-siRNAs. The siRNAs are 

processed into smaller fragments. C) Upon recruiting Ago-2 the RLC forms, strand selection 

takes place and the guide strand is loaded onto Ago. While it is known that the two dsRBPs 

are specific for binding and processing of the respective siRNAs their role for the RLC is not 

well defined. A cross-talk between both pathways seems possible and R2D2 could be part of 

the siRNA-RLC. An alternative RLC (aRLC) could involve Loqs-PD. D) After release of the other 

proteins the mature RISC forms. E) It binds sequence-specifically to its target and both RISCs 

promote RNA degradation. Endo-siRISC promotes mRNA decay to regulate protein synthesis 

while the exo-siRISC enhances viral RNA degradation. Green arrows indicate a positive 

enhancement. 
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R2D2 is furthermore involved in RISC loading and it remains elusive so far whether 

Loqs-PD could exhibit a similar function36 and form an alternative RLC (aRLC) (Figure 1.3 C). 

While initially miRNA was thought to be loaded onto Ago-1 after processing whereas both 

siRNAs are bound by Ago-2 to form the mature RISC93, this model has been revised. The 

different Ago proteins do not seem to be specific for either class of the RNA but rather exhibit 

different functions94. Furthermore, it seems plausible that different Ago proteins act 

sequentially within the same pathway95. Loading – but not strand selection or cleavage – of 

the mature siRNA onto effector RISC seems to involve a complex machinery of several 

chaperones96,97. The different isoforms of Loqs and R2D2 seem to have preferential RNA 

substrates and protein binding partners but can replace each other to a certain extent88. 
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1.2 RNA localization 

1.2.1 Mechanisms of RNA localization 

RNA localization provides a tool for translational regulation by controlling spatial gene 

expression in different cell compartments which is used by many organisms. The asymmetric 

distribution of mRNAs98 limits protein expression locally and thus allows for example to define 

the body axis99,100. Furthermore, mRNA localization is crucial in embryo development, cell 

polarization101, axon growth and regeneration102 and provides numerous benefits to the 

organism: Regulating availability of mRNA is very efficient as only few mRNA molecules need 

to be transported but can serve as templates for multiple proteins at the target site103. 

Clusters of mRNAs allow the efficient synthesis of large protein complexes and the direct 

assembly thereof and the protein production can be adjusted to specific needs and as a 

response to external stimuli102. Prominent examples of mRNAs that are carefully localized are 

oskar, gurken104, nanos and bicoid99,100 in Drosophila embryos and oocytes. These RNAs 

determine cell polarity and thus define the body axis105 and its compartments. 

Across most species distinct mechanisms to localize mRNAs have evolved: Some 

mRNAs can get locally enriched by binding to proteins that are targeted to specific sites or are 

degraded to prevent translation in predetermined regions106 (see 1.3.1). In these cases RNA 

localization is closely linked to RNA degradation pathways, e.g via the CCR4-NOT complex107. 

Usually mRNAs are actively transported to their respective target sites108 (Figure 1.4). 

Therefore cis-elements within the mRNA109,110 and specific RNA-binding proteins111 guide and 

control mRNA transport via motor proteins. Motor proteins, namely dyneins, kinesins and 

myosins112, usually dimerize112,113 and migrate along mictrotubules or actin filaments in an 

ATP-dependent manner114 (Figure 1.4 B). These proteins either migrate in plus or minus 

direction and thus enable directional transportation of the RNA cargo112. A sequential 

transportation involving multiple different motor proteins is also possible and allows fine 

tuning of RNA transport. 
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Figure 1.4: Principle of active mRNA transport and local protein expression. A) After 
transcription the mRNA is exported to the cytoplasm. Binding of RBPs can already occur at 
this stage. B) RBPs bind to specific localization signals located usually in the 3’-UTR of the 
mRNA and recruit motor proteins. C) In an ATP-dependent manner the motor proteins 
promote directional transport along microtubules or actin filaments. D) At the target site 
translation is initiated which leads to a locally restricted protein synthesis. 

 

 1.2.2 Disease related RNA binding proteins in RNA localization 

RNA binding proteins like She2p115, She3p116, Puf6p115, Vg1117 or Khd1118 involved in 

RNA localization comprise various conserved119 as well as novel120 RNA binding domains and 

properties111. They recognize specific localization sequences within the RNA to determine 

cargo fate104,117. Like FMRP121  they often aggregate or cluster to form RNP-granules122. This 

aggregation is reversible but can be affected by mutations which usually cause 

neurodegenerative diseases111 when occurring in dendrites or other neuronal cells. 

Prominent examples for mutation caused diseases are ALS or fragile X-syndrome123 with the 

two affected proteins ataxin-2 and FMRP respectively. 

 

1.2.3 Staufen – a dsRNA recognizing protein crucial for brain development 

In mammals and Drosphila one RNA-binding protein involved in mRNA localization is 

Staufen124. Staufen occurs as two orthologues in mammals, Staufen-1 and 2, which exhibit 

different functions. While Staufen-1 is found ubiquitously125 Staufen-2 expression is limited 

to specific tissues, e.g. the brain126. There Staufen-2 is crucial for neurogenesis, memory 

formation127 and plays a role in neurodegeneration. Additonally, it ensures proper 
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asymmetric distribution of mRNAs in dendrites and is furthermore involved in long-term 

depression via metabotropic glutamate receptors while Staufen-1 exhibits an opposing 

function in promoting long-term potentiation128. Staufen-2 potentially regulates tissue 

growth and size129. Careful regulation of the system and the two proteins is thus crucial for 

proper brain function and development. Both Staufen-1 and 2 occur in different isoforms (2 

and 4 respectively)130 and comprise four to five dsRBDs131,132 and a tubulin-binding domain 

(TBD) which binds to the motor proteins130. Similarly to Loqs or other dsRBPs dsRBD1, 3133 

and 4132 of Staufen have been described to bind dsRNA. Staufen dsRBD2 mediates proper 

mRNA localization via microtubuli while dsRBD5 initiates its translation132. Analysis of 

Staufen-2 bound mRNAs in Drosophila and mammals revealed Staufen-recognized structures 

(SRS) within the RNA 3’-UTR that were required for Staufen binding134. Interestingly, RNA 

recognition and localization are thus mediated by duplex RNAs or otherwise structured RNA 

like Alu elements135,136 instead of the usually recognized single-stranded RNA (see 1.2.1). 

Binding for Drosophila Staufen dsRBD3 occurs via the canonical binding interface but helix1 

could provide specificity for stem loop structures133. Since sequence or shape specificity of 

dsRBPs seems to be depending on the system (see 1.1.3) a model for RNA recognition of 

Staufen-2 could provide new insights into dsRNA binding.  
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1.3 RNA degradation 

1.3.1 RNA degradation pathways and the importance of the exosome for RNA homeostasis 

An RNA life cycle is completed by its degradation. Three pathways are known among 

pro- and eukaryotes, all of them involve endo- or exoribonucleases as enzymes137 and require 

decapping and/or deadenylation of the RNA138,139. A very efficient way to degrade RNA is 

endoribonuclease mediated140: usually two cleavage products are generated which can be 

degraded simultaneously by components of the other two pathways (Figure 1.5 A). Important 

examples for this kind of RNA processing are Dicer, Drosha and Ago137,141-143, which underlines 

that RNAi pathways in fact are RNA degradation pathways. 

The deadenylation-dependent pathway is the most prominent in eukaryotes. 

However, most eukaryotes possess a deadenylation-independent path as well (Figure 1.5 

B)139. Here degradation is initiated by the removal of the m7G cap from the 5’ end by Dcp1 

and 2144 which is induced by binding of the Sm complex (LSm) to the 3’ end of the RNA145. 

Afterwards the exoribonuclease Xrn1 degrades the RNA from the 5’ to 3’ end139. In one of the 

deadenylation-dependent pathways (Figure 1.5 C, Ci) this mechanism is the same, only 

preceded by removal of the 3’ poly(A)tail by different enzymes (e.g. CCR4-NOT, PAN, 

PARN)146. A second deadenylation-dependent pathway involves the exosome (Figure 1.5 

Cii)139,146,147: After deadenylation the RNA is cleaved and the remaining methyl-guanosine gets 

degraded by the scavenger decapping machinery (involving DcpS)146,148. In contrast to Xrn1 

the exosome contains Rrp6, a 3’ to 5’ distributive exoribonuclease149, but also comprises 

Rrp44 which functions as both an endoribonuclease150 and a 3’ to 5’ processive 

exoribonuclease151,152. For specific RNA substrates the Sm complex might be involved here as 

well153.  

The exosome functions in various pathways that require controlled RNA turnover: It is 

not only essential in degradation of superfluous RNA and thus RNA homeostasis154,155, but 

also in RNA processing, maturation and quality control147,156. By controlling 3’ end 

processing157 and RNA packaging158 it provides an additional layer to gene expression 

regulation. Often the exosome is functionally coupled to splicing159-161 and is thus efficiently 

involved in translation regulation. Furthermore, the exosome is crucial to eliminate aberrant 

transcripts155 and exhibits functions during DNA damage repair, genome maintenance162 and 
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double-strand brakes (DSB): The absence of certain exosome factors (e.g. Rrp6) leads to 

insufficient DSB repair163 and the exosome is also crucial to prevent DSB by solving R-

loops164,165, a major cause for DSB. Besides that it contributes to the antibody class switch 

recombination in B cells164. 

 

Figure 1.5: Different eukaryotic RNA degradation pathways. A) Endoribonuclease mediated 
degradation leaves two cleavage products that are degraded via the B) deadenylation-
independent pathway and the C) deadenylation-dependent pathway. Note that Ci) and B are 
identical apart from the prior removal of the poly(A)tail in C. In contrast to Xrn1 in B and Ci, 
degradation via the Cii) exosome occurs in 3’ to 5’ direction. Green arrows indicate a positive 
enhancement. 

 

Apart from mRNA turnover and its role for genome stability the exosome regulates 

different non-coding RNAs. It is involved in trimming of precursor RNAs and e.g. in yeast in 

the removal of RNAs from cryptic unstable transcripts (CUTs, cryptic transcription)166, which 

arise from bidirectional promoter transcriptions, promoter upstream transcripts 

(PROMPTs)167,168 in humans and enhancer RNAs (eRNAs)165,169. It regulates no-go decay139, 

non-stop decay170 and non-sense mediated decay171,172 and recognizes unstable and 

incorrectly processed and folded RNAs, e.g. CUTs derived from ribosomal DNA repeats and 

telomeres173. Note that several mRNAs get already degraded within the nucleus by Rat1p174. 

By regulating RNA metabolism in general the exosome contributes to homeostasis and can 

prevent autoimmunity, which can be boosted by excess of RNAs175,176. Degradation via the 

exosome implies unfolding of a possibly structured RNA and subsequent degradation to 

individual nucleotides, which is both done by either the exosome itself or its cofactors. 
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1.3.2 The exosome is highly regulated by trans-acting factors 

The so called “degradosome” of prokaryotes is well understood in terms of structure 

and mechanism177 and comprises both RNase and helicase activity178. In contrast to that the 

eukaryotic exosome is more complex and comprises nine different proteins, of which six form 

heterodimers which get stabilized by a cap147. Since this core has a low catalytic activity151,179 

it serves as a platform for the endoribonuclease Rrp44 and Rrp6 which perform the cleavage 

reaction. Additionally, this core channel modulates the catalytic activities of the nucleases152. 

Depending on the substrate several accession modes are available to guide the RNA to these 

catalytic subunits180,181 which might involve unwinding directly by Rrp44182. It is known that 

the platform binds several regulators; among them proteins that unfold and unwind 

structured RNAs177 which enables the eukaryotic exosome to degrade double-stranded and 

structured RNAs as well. 

The exosome is a key player in RNA metabolism and therefore needs to be carefully 

regulated156. As for many regulatory proteins or enzymes regulation can occur via post-

translational modifications (PTM), e.g. phosphorylations183. Other regulatory factors act in cis 

or trans, either within the RNAs itself or as protein-cofactors. RNAs can comprise both positive 

and negative regulatory elements, which are usually secondary structure elements most often 

found in the 3’-UTRs184. However, certain elements do occur in 5’-UTRs or the coding regions 

as well185. One important regulatory RNA element are AU-rich elements143,186 (ARE; 

adenylate-uridylate rich element, 3’-UTR) which is for example recognized by HuR that 

stabilizes the RNA structure187 and prevents exosome access. Other RNA stabilizing proteins 

are Nab2, Pub1188 and LSm/Sm189,190, which protect the RNA from exosome binding and 

unfolding and are thus negative regulators. Sm however is also needed for proper functioning 

of the exosome, e.g. it controls processing of precursor-tRNAs191. Destabilizing proteins in 

contrast are often recruiters of the exosome and mediate contacts between the exosome and 

its target RNA. These positive regulators are also referred to as primary exosome-specificity 

factors (ESFs)158 and are necessary to confer specificity to the exosome, which is required 

since the exosome as a helicase177 is unspecific. Several of these ESFs-like negative regulators 

do as well188 bind to AREs and recruit other factors like RHAU (DHX36, a DEAH-box helicase)192 

and DDX5 (DEAD-box helicase)193 in humans or in S. cerevisiae the U3 protein 18 (Utp18), 

Nop53, Nrd1, Nab3 and Sen1158. 
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Two important positive exosome regulators are no single proteins, but complexes 

instead, and different forms can be found among all eukaryotes from yeast to humans: The 

SKI and the TRAMP (Trf4/Air2/Mtr4 polyadenylation complex) complexes promote exosome 

activity168. The SKI complex is specific for the cytoplasm194 and mainly induces degradation of 

RNA derived from unusual termination during translation. It contains a DExD/H RNA 

helicase194,195 and unwinds the (structured) RNA substrates. In contrast, the TRAMP complex 

occurs only within the nucleus156 and regulates turnover of nuclear non-coding RNAs as well 

as aberrant mRNAs. Up to date it is known that TRAMP distinguishes aberrant RNAs from 

correct ones based on their modifications, e.g. TRAMP preferentially processes hypomodified 

iMet-tRNAs 196. In humans the NEXT complex (Nuclear Exosome Targeting complex) pursues 

similar tasks like TRAMP168. 

 

1.3.3 The positive exosome regulator Mtr4 unwinds RNA substrates 

The TRAMP complex comprises one RNA binding protein (Air1 or 2)197, one 

poly(A)polymerase (Trf4 or 5)198 and the DExH helicase Mtr4199,200 (Figure 1.6). After substrate 

binding the poly(A)polymerase component attaches a short poly(A) stretch to the 3’ end of 

the RNA201, thereby increasing the affinity of Mtr4 for the respective RNA202,203 which 

subsequently unwinds the RNA in an ATP-dependent manner and directs it to the exosome 

for degradation. Interestingly, this system contains a negative feedback mechanism since 

Mtr4 itself restricts the addition of adenosines to the RNA to a maximum of four 

moieties201,204,205. Currently there is good reason to believe that polyadenylation occurs after 

unfolding through Mtr4200, though an experimental proof is missing and it contradicts the 

theory of increased affinity of Mtr4 for polyadenylated RNAs. Besides it was shown that 

polyadenylation occurs in the absence of Mtr4198. While the TRAMP complex pursues further 

tasks like tRNA editing206 Mtr4 on the other hand may also act independently of TRAMP in 

association with other factors207 like C1D which is involved in DNA damage response and the 

human Mpp6208. 

The Mtr4 protein consists of two conserved RecA-like domains, a winged helix and 

ratchet domain which form the core of the protein199. While it is known that the RecA-like 

domains bind ATP/ADP, initiate the formation of the TRAMP complex and harbor the catalytic 
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site, little is known about the functions of the winged helix and ratchet domains. Most likely 

they are involved in RNA binding203 or mediate contacts to other protein factors. A unique 

feature of the Mtr4 protein is the arch domain; an insertion comprising a stalk made of four 

helices and a KOW (Kyrpides-Ouzounis-Woese)209 domain at its end. Similar arch domains 

exist in rRNA binding proteins like L24 which binds 23S rRNA199. Also in Mtr4 the KOW domain 

has been shown to bind RNAs210 (Figure 1.6) and removal of this insertion leads to an overall 

lowered activity of Mtr4 in RNA unwinding203. Furthermore, the KOW domain is supposed to 

activate the exosome197 and boost RNA degradation. 

 

Figure 1.6: Scheme of the TRAMP complex consisting of the poly(A)polymerase Trf4/5 (purple), 
the RNA binding protein Air1/2 (green) and the helicase Mtr4 (blue). Trf4/5 adenylates the 
target tRNA which increases the affinity of Mtr4 (green arrow). Mtr4 limits adenylation (red 
line) and unfolds the RNA in an ATP-dependent manner. Utp18/Nop53 can recruit the 
exosome to ribosomal precursors via Mtr4 as docking platform. 
 

Mtr4 does not only bind tRNAs and components of the TRAMP complex, it also 

interacts with other protein cofactors like Utp18 and Nop53 (Figure 1.6)211. Both proteins 

contain an “arch interaction motif” (AIM) that binds to the Mtr4 arch domain. Utp18 is part 

of the 90 S pre-ribosome while Nop53 binds pre-60 S particles211. Both proteins are involved 

in trimming of ribosomal precursor RNAs. Interestingly, Nop53 is the yeast homologue of 

PICT1, a human regulator of p53211,212. The recruitment of Mtr4 via AIM containing proteins 
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to e.g. the ribosome thus shows the importance of exosome mediated RNA homeostasis. 

Furthermore, Mtr4 interacts via its N-terminus with Rrp6 and Rrp47 and thus directly contacts 

the exosome213. 
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1.4 NMR spectroscopy 

1.4.1 A tool for structural biology 

Besides X-ray crystallography and electron microscopy nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (NMR) has evolved as a major tool in structural biology. While a majority of 

available protein structures have been determined by X-ray crystallography NMR provides 

various benefits over the other two methods: Since the sample is usually in the solution state 

only NMR allows analyzing dynamics and motions of a system while X-ray crystallography and 

electron microscopy require either crystals or immobilized samples. In addition, different 

setups permit the analysis of specific residues or even atoms and respectively quick and easy 

accessible experiments can provide information on ligand binding sites, molecular weights 

and the structural integrity of a biomolecule. Furthermore, for NMR is a non-invasive 

technique samples can be reused afterwards. However, NMR does come with a few 

drawbacks: The sample amount is usually quite large since it is an insensitive method and for 

a complete structure determination multiple time-consuming experiments need to be 

recorded. Analysis of the spectra can be laborious and, though decent progress was made 

over the last years, signal overlap limits the maximum size of biomolecules suited for analysis. 

In these cases an integrated structural biology approach is most promising combining benefits 

of different techniques. 

 

1.4.2 Theory of NMR spectroscopy 

 NMR makes use of the intrinsic properties of the nuclei within the sample: In a 

simplified model every nucleus rotates around its own axis and thereby creates a magnetic 

moment called µ. This spin is divided into discrete states and characterized by the spin 

quantum number I. I can vary in steps of ½ from zero and determines the angular momentum 

of a nucleus (Table 1.1). This momentum scales with the gyromagnetic ratio, a nucleus specific 

constant describing the susceptibility for a magnetic field, and yields the magnetic moment 

(Equation 1).   

μ = γI                    (1) 
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Only nuclei with a spin quantum different than zero are thus visible in NMR. In 

practice, however, only nuclei with a spin quantum of a fraction of an integer are commonly 

used in biomolecular NMR spectroscopy. Full integer spin quantum numbers cause multiple 

effects and complicate analysis. Table 1.1 gives an overview of nuclei mostly used in 

biomolecular NMR spectroscopy. Deuterium is listed because it is often used to render parts 

of the samples ‘invisible’ and to facilitate analysis but it is usually not detected. Note that 

protons provide the highest gyromagnetic ratio and are therefor most sensitive in NMR. Apart 

from protons and phosphor, which is an additional probe available in nucleic acids, the natural 

abundance of the other nuclei is very low. For that reason, when detecting either of these 

nuclei, it is required to isotopically label the sample, meaning to enrich the isotope. 

 

Table 1.1: Nuclei commonly used in biomolecular NMR spectroscopy and their properties. For 
each isotope the spin quantum number, the gyromagnetic ratio and its natural abundance is 
shown. Adapted from Cavanagh et al, 2006214. 

Nucleus Spin quantumnumber Gyromagnetic ratio [(T*sec)-1] Natural abundance [%] 

1H ½ 2.6752*108 99.98 

2H 1 4.107*107 0.02 

15N ½ -2.712*107 0.36 

13C ½ 6.728*107 1.11 

31P ½ 1.0841*108 100.00 

 

The magnetic moment of a nucleus is able to interact with an external magnetic field. 

In a strong magnetic field B0 the spins align with the applied magnetic field and occupy one 

of two states, either + ½ or – ½, parallel or antiaparallel to B0, called α and β (Figure 1.7 A). 

The two states differ in energy levels and the energy difference between them is described 

as the following: 

∆E =  γħB0                    (2), 
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where ħ is the reduced Planck constant. The α-state is energetically favoured and the 

distribution of the spins between the α- and β-state is determined by the energy difference 

in equation 2: The larger the difference the more spins are found in the low energetic α-state 

(Figure 1.7 C). This difference in occupation gives rise to a net (or bulk) magnetization which 

reflects the sum of all spins (Figure 1.7 B). Note that all spins precess independelty around 

the magnetic field (Figure 1.7 A). Therefor no xy magnetization is observable. In a simplified 

model the net magnetization is used to create a detectable signal. Thus, high energy 

difference between the two states is desirable. Since the population difference is usually very 

low and in the range of parts per million (ppm) different variables are modified in NMR 

spectroscopy to increase the difference and obtain a maximum signal (Figure 1.7 C): First, 

nuclei with a high gyromagnetic ratio are used for detection, mostly 1H. Second, a stronger 

magnetic field B0 can be used and third a decrease in temperature will lead to a higher 

occupation difference since the population of the states follows the Boltzmann equation: 

Nα

Nβ
= 𝑒

2μ𝐵0
𝑘𝐵𝑇                     (3) 

In equation 3 Nα and Nβ reflect the number of spins found in the respective state, kB is 

the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.  

In an NMR experiment a radiofrequency pulse rf is applied which comprises a magnetic 

component that interacts, similarly to B0, with the spins in the sample (Figure 1.7 D). These 

spins, usually in z-orientation when in the α- or β-state, are rotated by the perpendicular rf 

pulse into the xy-plane and are all in phase, meaning coherent. The rf pulse applied needs to 

meet (or be at resonance with) the Larmor frequency of the nuclei which is the precession 

frequency of the nuclei around the z-axis. 
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Figure 1.7: Schematic principle of NMR spectroscopy. A) Spins align either parallel (α, shown in 
blue) or antiparallel (β, shown in red) to the external magnetic field B0 and precess around 
the z-axis. B) Note that there is no pure α- or β-state, the spins are tilted. The excess of spins 
with an α-state contribution give rise to a small net bulk magnetization along z (grey arrow). 
C) The two spin states have different energies and the difference increases with the magnetic 
field, the gyromagnetic ratio or at lower temperatures. The larger the difference the higher 
populated is the energetically favoured α-state. This population difference increases the net 
bulk magnetization (grey arrow). D) The bulk magnetization along z is rotated into the xy-
plane by an rf pulse. After the pulse the spins precess in the xy-plane and loose their phase 
coherence. This precession is measured as the oscillating free induction decay (FID). After the 
experiment the magnetization returns to equilibrium along z. 

 

In this transverse plane the spins can be further manipulated by other pulses and 

gather different information. The spins rotate in the xy plane which gives rise to a time signal. 

As soon as no rf pulse is applied the system relaxes. This relaxation is caused by different 

rotation velocities of the spins which causes a loss of phase coherence. Therefor the apparent 

and detectable net magnetization in the xy plane decreases, the so-called free induction 

decay (FID) (Figure 1.7 D). At the same time the spins rotate back from the transverse plane 
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into z direction until they reach equilibrium. This equilibrium corresponds to the bulk 

magnetization before the rf pulse was applied. 

The free induction decay is an oscillating signal with a cosine modulation and an 

exponential decay. It contains information of all spins and needs to be deconvoluted. This 

deconvolution is achieved by a Fourier transformation, a mathematical function that converts 

a time-dependent signal into a frequency-dependent one. Thus, a single FID can be converted 

into a complete NMR spectrum with signals at frequencies corresponding to the precession 

frequency of all spins. Ideally, isolated nuclei of the same type will all have the same Larmor 

frequency and thus result in one single signal. In reality, however, the precession frequencies 

differ depending on the chemical environment and possible interactions with neighbouring 

nuclei. In a biomolecule all nuclei experience shielding and deshielding effects based on 

surrounding electrons, inductive effects and ring currents. These influences vary the 

frequencies and shift signals within the NMR spectra. The difference between the observed 

precession frequency and the Larmor frequency is called chemical shift. Since the chemical 

shift most often is very small and the Larmor frequency is depending on the magnetic field B0 

NMR spectra are converted to ppm and referenced to standard chemicals, e.g. TMS, according 

to the following formula: 

𝛿𝑝𝑝𝑚 =  106 ∗  
𝑣− 𝑣𝑇𝑀𝑆

𝑣𝑇𝑀𝑆
                    (4) 

In equation 4 δ is the chemical shift, v corresponds to the resonance frequency of the 

sample spin and vTMS to the frequency of TMS. The chemical shift is very sensitive to its 

environment and thus provides an excellent tool to monitor changes in the sample. 

 

1.4.3 Relaxation processes 

 As mentioned in 1.4.2 the FID is a decaying oscillating signal. The decay is caused by 

the bulk magnetization returning to equilibrium, meaning aligning to the external magnetic 

field along z. This process is called longitudinal (or T1) relaxation and is based on spin-lattice 

interactions. It describes the loss of xy magnetization and build up of the original z 

magnetization (Figure 1.8 B). The loss of coherence within the xy plane is called transversal 

(or T2) relaxation and is caused by spin-spin interactions (Figure 1.8 A). T2 relaxation 
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determines the length of the FID that contains information and describes dephasing of the 

spins that were, after the 90° pulse, aligned within the plane. Both relaxation mechanisms 

rely on dipole-dipole interactions and anisotropy. The spins experience local magnetic fields 

from surrounding atoms that vary and contribute to relaxation. These local fields are 

fluctuating and influenced by the overall tumbling of the molecule in solution. The tumbling 

of a molecule is described by its correlation time, the time it takes for the molecule to move 

one radian. It is depending on the molecular weight of the molecule: Larger molecules tumble 

slower. Tumbling is a random process and can be described by spectral densities. The spectral 

density of a molecule is depending on its correlation time and determines the contribution of 

different motion frequencies to the overall tumbling. For small molecules many frequencies 

contribute to motions while for large molecules mainly low frequencies do. Low frequencies 

increase the efficiency of T2 relaxation and decrease that of T1 relaxation. Therefor large 

molecules show fast T2 relaxation and slow T1 relaxation. Both relaxation processes can be 

described by the following equations: 

Mz(t) =  [Mz(0) −  Mz
0]e

−
1

T1
t

+ Mz
0                    (5) 

Mx(t) =  Mx(0)e
−

1

T2
t
                     (6) 

Mz and Mx are the longitudinal and transversal magnetization respectively. T1 and T2 

are times that describe the two exponential processes. Usually in biological systems T1 is 

larger than T2 and mainly determines the length of the interscan delay required to enable full 

z magnetization prior to the next experiment (Figure 1.8). 

Note that for proteins T1 (after reaching a minimum at low molecular weights) 

increases with higher molecular weight while T2 decreases. The molecular weight 

dependency of both processes limits NMR spectroscopy: Fast T2 relaxation causes broad 

signals while slow T1 relaxation requires long interscan delays. However, the two relaxation 

mechanisms can be intentionally utilizied for NMR experiments: T1 relaxation is used in the 

NOESY experiment while T2 relaxation is important for the ROESY (see 1.4.6). 
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Figure 1.8: T1 and T2 relaxation are exponential processes. A) The rf pulse (red) transfers 
magnetization into the xy plane leading to maximum transveral magnetization. The spins 
loose phase coherence (grey arrows) which leads to an exponential decay of detectable 
transverse magnetization (T2 relaxation). B) After the initial rf pulse z magnetization is 
completely converted into transverse magnetization. Therefor longitudinal magnetization is 
at zero. Over time the spins return to equilibrium (grey arrows) and build up the initial z-
magnetization (T1 relaxation). T1 relaxation mainly determines the minimal interscan delay 
required for full z-magnetization prior to the following experiment. 
 

1.4.4 Benefits and mechanisms of magnetization transfer 

Nuclei in a biomolecule interact with each other and ‘sense’ surrounding nuclei as 

described in 1.4.2. In general two possibilities for interaction can be distinguished: Spins 

either interact via bonds or through space. Spin-spin interactions via bonds are called J-

couplings (scalar) and describe the influence of the nuclear spin of one nucleus on another 

transferred via electrons in bonds. Usually couplings are only visible across two or three bonds 

and are called geminale or viscinale couplings respectively. Coupling nuclei give rise to 

multiplets in the NMR spectra. The size J of a coupling is given in Hertz and correlates with 

the interaction strength. These couplings can be used to transfer magnetization between 

nuclei and the transfer efficiency depends on the coupling constant J. 

As described in 1.4.2 protons with the high gyromagnetic ratio yield maximum signals 

in the NMR spectra. Due to high complexity in biomolecular NMR spectroscopy 

multidimensional NMR experiments need to be recorded in order to obtain information. 
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Therefor nitrogen and carbon as additional probes are required. It is possible to detect either 

of the two nuclei but the low γ will lead to a poor signal intensity. Thus, advanced pulse 

schemes have been developed that allow to transfer magnetization between different nuclei, 

e.g. transfer magnetization from a proton to nitrogen and back. This is done in a 1H,15N-HSQC 

experiment. In this case the spectrum will contain information about both the proton and 

nitrogen and will show amide correlations and be two-dimensional. This reduces signal 

overlap and thus facilitates spectra analyses. The insensitive nuclei enhanced by polarization 

transfer (INEPT) is a building block that is used very often in different experiments to transfer 

magnetization between two nuclei (Figure 1.9). For a proper understanding product 

operators are required but are beyond the scope of this chapter. Therefore, the INEPT will be 

described qualitatively. 

 

Figure 1.9: Schematic pulse sequence of INEPT magnetization transfer. A) The basic INEPT 
building block comprises a 90° pulse on both nuclei that transfers magnetization after 
coupling could evolve between the first and second 90° pulse. The FID can be recorded on the 
second nucleus. The red arrow indicates magnetization transfer. B) Two INEPT transfers allow 
forth and back transfer of magnetization. This is the basic concept of a 2D-NMR experiment 
and benefits from the high gyromagnetic ratio during detection of 1H. The green brackets 
indicate the possibility to modify the magnetization by including different pulse schemes. 
 

After rotating the bulk magnetization of nucleus A (with a high γ) into the xy plane by 

the first 90° rf pulse, a 180° pulse, a so called spin echo, is applied to both nuclei A and B 

(figure 1.9 A). During that spin echo the two nuclei experience coupling to each other while 

the individual offsets are refocused and the following 90° pulses on both nuclei transfer the 

magnetization from nucleus A to B. This magnetization can now be observed in the free 

induction decay and the resulting signal will have an increased intensity compared to an 

experiment where only nucleus B was used. To further optimize the experiment a second 

INEPT step is very often included at the end of the pulse sequence to transfer magnetization 

back to protons for observation (Figure 1.9 B). Often a decoupling sequence during acquisition 
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removes the coupling between the hetero-atom and protons. This causes multiplets to turn 

into singulets which simplifies analysis and increases the signal-to-noise ratio. 

 The second option for spins to interact is through space. Here two spins interact via 

dipolar relaxation which means that both nuclei affect each others’ z magnetization. This so 

called nucleaur Overhauser effect (NOE) can be detected for distances r between spins of up 

to 5-6Å and is used in NOESY spectra. The cross relaxation efficiency is distance-dependent 

and is described as 

NOE ~ 
1

r6                    (7) 

Furthermore, the NOE is time-dependent as it correlates with the cross-relaxation rate 

constant σ of the two nuclei and the cross-relaxation time τ, the so called mixing time. In 

NOESY experiments magnetization is therefor transferred automatically from a nucleus A to 

nucleus B after the magnetization of A has been modulated. Note that longer mixing times 

can lead to spin diffusion which means that magnetization is transferred from A to B to a third 

nucleus C or even further. This can complicate spectra analysis but allows to detect complex 

systems, e.g. secondary structures in RNAs. 

 

1.4.5 Water suppression techniques 

In aequeous solutions water gives rise to an intense signal in the NMR spectra at 

approx. 4.7 ppm. It saturates the receiver and thus decreases the intensity of sample signals. 

Therefor water suppression schemes need to be applied and are available. One possibility is 

to apply a presaturation on water by a low power continuous wave pulse before the first 90° 

pulse that leads to equal occupation of α- and β-state of the solvent and thus no solvent net 

magnetization can be transferred into the xy plane. Unfortunately, all sample signals with 

similar resonance frequencies as water, e.g. protein Hα, will be saturated as well und thus 

remain invisible. Besides that presaturation can cause baseline artefacts and the saturated 

solvent might exchange with exchangeable protons from the sample, like amino and imino 

protons, and reduce their signal intensity. An alternative is the watergate sequence (water 

suppression by gradient tailored excitation) where the water signal is dephased in the xy 

plane. A pulsed field gradient (PFG) dephases all resonances after the first 90° pulse and a 
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following 180° pulse inverts all resonances except for water. Another PFG is applied and all 

inverted resonances get refocused while only water does not. The drawbacks are similar to 

the presaturation. Besides these two schemes further puls sequences have been developed 

to minimize the water signal, like a water flip-back and the jump-and-return pulse schemes. 

An alternative is the use of fully deuterated solvent which can ideally be measured without 

any water suppression sequence. This is especially useful when resonances near the water 

signal should be observed. However, exchangeable protons will not be visible. 

 

1.4.6 2D homonuclear NMR spectroscopy 

In 2D NMR spectroscopy magnetization is transferred between two nuclei to yield a 

two-dimensional spectrum. As mentioned before this reduces signal overlap and facilitates 

analysis. In homonuclear spectra correlations of spins of the same nuclei are observed either 

through bond or through space. Important experiments are for example the COSY (correlation 

spectroscopy) and the TOCSY (total correlation spectroscopy) which allow to determine 

connectivities of bonded protons. Besides that homonuclear experiments comprise through 

space experiments as well: In a 1H,1H-NOESY correlations of protons in close proximity but 

not coupled via bonds are observed. An alternative experiment is the ROESY which has a 

modified pulse sequence but contains the same information as the NOESY. The NOE can be 

zero and therefor be not detectable while the ROESY always yields positive signals. These 

spectra give valuable distance information that are essential for structure calculations. 

A 2D homonuclear NOESY can be sufficient for a partial assignment of nucleic acids: 

Imino protons are detected and linked to neighbouring residues due to cross peaks in the 

spectra. Therefor a sequential walk is possible and the assignment can be further extended 

to the imino-amino cross peak region and other spectra (see 4.1.2). Note that only residues 

with h-bonded imino protons can be assigned that way because all other imino protons 

exchange with the solvent and can hence not be detected. 
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1.4.7 2D heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy 

Heteronuclear NMR spectra provide information of coupling spins of different atoms. 

The most useful experiments are HSQC experiments (Heteronuclear single-quantum 

correlation spectroscopy). Usually the correlation of a proton to one heteroatom, either 

nitrogen or carbon, is observed to obtain a 1H,15N or 1H,13C-HSQC respectively. The 1H,15N-

HSQC is called fingerprint spectrum of a protein since they are unique for a given protein at 

defined experimental conditions and provide a fast impression of its integrity, structural 

changes or binding events. Note that the amide protons are prone to exchange with the 

solvent which complicates certain applications, e.g. solvent PRE measurements. An HMQC 

(Heteronuclear multiple-quantumcorrelation spectroscopy) can be recored to obtain the 

same information. 

 

1.4.8 3D NMR – protein backbone assignment experiments 

3D NMR experiments provide an even better resolution than 2D spectra. To record 3D 

experiments the magnetization needs to be transferred twice, e.g. from a proton to nitrogen, 

and subsequently to carbon as it is done in an HNCACB. Numerous experiments have been 

developed and allow backbone and side chain assignment of proteins and each of them 

comes with different pros and cons. 
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Figure 1.10: 3D experiments for protein backbone assignment. The cartoons show the 
connectivities obtained from the different NMR experiments discussed in the text highlighted 
in colour. A) The HNCACB links the amide group, the Cα and Cβ of a residue with those of the 
preceeding amino acid. B) The HNcoCACB provides information of the amide group of the 
residue with Cα and Cβ of the previous. Note that both A) and B) are available as HNCA versions 
where the Cβ is missing. In return these experiments provide a higher sensitivity. C) The 
HNcaCO links the carbonyl groups to the amide group while D) the HNCO connects an amide 
group to the preceeding carbonyl group. 
 

A good set to assign the protein backbone could comprise a 1H,15N-HSQC, HNCACB and 

HNcoCACB. The HNCACB links the Cα and Cβ of one residue with those of the preceding 

(meaning N-terminal) amino acid (Figure 1.10 A) while the HNcoCACB implies a step to filter 

magnetization transfer via the CO group in the peptide bond (Figure 1.10 B). Therefor only 

the preceding Cα and Cβ are visible allowing to distinguish those from its own carbon atoms. 

This set can be sufficient for suitable proteins but both 3D experiments are quite insensitive 

due to the transfer via Cβ atoms. The information can be complemented by HNCA and HNcoCA 

experiments which are similar to the previous set but avoid Cβ atoms and provide in return a 

higher sensitivity. Further experiments like HNCO (Figure 1.10 C) and the HNcaCO 

experiments (Figure 1.10 D) can confirm the assignment but are usually not sufficient on their 

own. Both experiments provide information of amide protons linked to preceeding (HNCO) 

or the preceding and its own (HNcaCO) carbonyl group. Other experiments and variations (like 
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CBCAcoNH, HccoNH) are available, but these experiments represent a good standard set and 

were used in this thesis. 

 

1.4.9 Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancement 

Section 1.4.3 describes relaxation processes that always occur in an NMR experiment. 

Relaxation can be intentionally applied and analyzed. The introduction of paramagnetic 

centers leads to enhanced relaxation and thus a faster decay of the signal. Paramagnetic 

compounds contain an unpaired electron (Figure 1.11 A) that possesses a strong magnetic 

moment and interferes with the magnetic moment of the surrounding spins. Through dipole-

dipole interactions it enhances the relaxation of these spins and leads to a lower signal 

intensity. 

Paramagnetic compounds are metals, radicals or synthesized spin labels. For proteins 

various spin labels and metals are available and can be attached to the protein either via 

cysteines, unnatural amino acids or specific tags like DOTA-tags and lanthanide binding tags. 

Nucleic acids can also be labelled but require either incorporation of thiouridines or chemical 

synthesis. By comparing a paramagnetic (that is in presence of a free electron) and a 

diamagnetic sample (either a reduced paramagnetic or not spin-labelled sample) signals of 

residues in close proximity to the spin label show a reduced signal intensity (Figure 1.11 B, C). 

This so-called PRE effect (paramagnetic relaxation enhancement) is observable for distances 

up to approx. 20Å and by calibrating the intensities can be transformed into distance 

restraints. These are medium-range distance information and can thus be usefully combined 

with short-distance information from NOESY experiments for structure calculations. PREs also 

provide valuable information on dynamics and low-populated states. However, a careful 

analysis needs to be done since dynamics will always provide a population and time average. 
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Figure 1.11: Principle of paramagnetic relaxation enhancement. A) A covalently attached spin 
label harbors an unpaired electron e-. The PRE effect, a reduction in signal intensity, can be 
observed for all residues within a distance of approx. 20Å of this spin label. Thereby potential 
binding sites on interaction partners can be mapped. B) A comparison of magnetization loss 
in the xy plane (T2 relaxation) of the paramagnetic (blue) and diamagnetic (grey) sample 
shows that spin labels enhance relaxation and thereby decrease the dectectable signal 
intensity. C) Z magnetization or longitudinal relaxation is affected the same way and 
equilibrium magnetization is reached faster in presence of a spin label. Hence the interscan 
delay needs to be long enough to allow full magnetization recovery also for the diamagnetic 
sample. When the interscan delay is too short (dotted black arrow) it will cause artefacts. 
 

 PRE experiments are error prone due to several reasons: First, labelling of the sample 

might interfere with its structural integrity and remain incomplete. Hence, the sample would 

contain a mixture of para- and diamagnetic species which causes artefacts and wrong 

interpretation of the data. Second, mobility of the spin label itself needs to be taken into 

account with simulations and third, a longer interscan delay is required since for short delays 

initial z magnetization might have recovered completely for the paramagnetic species but not 

the diamagnetic one. This would reduce the maximum signal in the following experiment. 

Paramagnetic compounds do not need to be covalently attached to the biomolecule 

but can be added to the solvent instead. This leads to signal loss of residues at the molecule’s 

surface. This so-called solvent PRE gives thus information on solvent accessible areas and 

provides similar information as obtainable from H/D-exchange experiments.
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2 Scope of the Thesis 

Up to date several functions have been described for dsRBDs during mi- and siRNA 

maturation65: They are required for recognition as well as accurate positioning and cleavage 

of miRNA precursors14,17. Furthermore, dsRBPs recruit Dicer to its target, increase its affinity 

or enhance loading of the mature mi/siRNA onto Ago 22,77. DsRBPs enable Dicer to processive 

processing of long dsRNAs and modulate substrate specificity81. For several dsRBPs a function 

in sensing RNA asymmetry has been described79,80. Even though the exact binding mode and 

binding interface is known, the substrate specificity seems to vary and whether dsRBPs bind 

sequence-dependently or -independently or recognize specific shapes is still a matter of 

current debate64,73,74. The proposed specificity contradicts the observation that several dsRBPs 

slide on duplex RNA and bind dynamically76. In this thesis Loqs-PD was analyzed for its RNA 

binding behavior and the protein-RNA complex was characterized. Potential functions were 

derived from these findings and the possible dynamics further analyzed. Functions and 

dynamics provide valuable insight into RISC formation and increase our understanding of this 

complex process. 

Since most dsRBPs comprise multiple dsRBDs the individual dsRBDs might pursue 

distinct tasks within the protein. Therefore, the question arises whether the two dsRBDs 1 

and 2 of mouse Staufen-2 contribute to RNA binding or have different functions. Using NMR 

the two domains were tested for potential RNA binding and possible binding sites were 

characterized in this work. 

Another project aimed to determine the RNA substrate specificity of Mtr4 KOW. So 

far the KOW domain has been shown to bind tRNAs199,210 but sequence or structure 

requirements for target recognition remain elusive. Therefore, different RNA types were 

tested in NMR experiments and their binding sites on KOW were determined. Furthermore, 

since Mtr4 and the exosome are recruited to ribosomal precursors via Nop53, the binding site 

of Nop53 was examined. The results shed some light on RNA recognition by Mtr4 and the 

recruiting mechanism via Nop53. 
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3 Materials and Methods 

3.1 Chemicals 

15NH4Cl Cortecnet, Voisins-Le-Bretonneux, France 
99% Glycerol VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
Acetic acid Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
Agar Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
APS Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
Biotin (D-(+)) Carl-Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 
Boric acid Carl-Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 
CaCl2 Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
CoCl2 x 6 H2O Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
Coomassie Briliant Blue G250 Applichem 
CuCl2 x 2 H2O Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
DMSO Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
DTT Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
EDTA Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
EtOH VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
FeCl3 x 6 H2O Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
Glucose Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
H3BO3 Carl-Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 
HCl VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
HEPES VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
Imidazole Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
IPTG Carl-Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 
Kanamycin Carl-Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 
KH2PO4 Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
L-Ascorbic acid Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
LiCl Carl-Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 
MgCl2 VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
MgSO4 VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
MnCl2 x 6 H2O Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
Na2HPO4 VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
NaCl VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
NaClO4 Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
NaH2PO4 VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
NaOH Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
Ni(III)Cl2 Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
NTPs (ATP, CTP, GTP, UTP) Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
PEG8000 Pomega, Madison, USA 
SDS VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
Sodium acetate Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
Spermidine Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
Thiamin Carl-Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 
Tris-aminomethane VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
Tris-HCl Amresco, Ohio, USA 
Tryptone Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
Urea Carl-Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 
Yeast extract Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 
ZnCl2 Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
β-Mercaptoethanol Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
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15N,13C NTPs (ATP, CTP, GTP, UTP) Silantes, Munich, Germany 
20% Acrylamide/Bis-acrylamide (19:1) Serva, Heidelberg, Germany 

 

3.2 Consumables 

6x DNA loading dye New England Biolabs, Ipswich, USA 
Amicon MWCO 10k, 15mL Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
Amicon MWCO 3k, 15mL Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany 
DNA stain G Serva, Heidelberg, Germany 
Falcon tubes 15, 50mL Greiner bio one, Kremsmünster, Austria 
Filter 0.22/0.45µm Sortarius, Göttingen, Germany 
GeneRuler 100bp ThermoFisherScientific, Waltham, USA 
GeneRuler 1kb ThermoFisherScientific, Waltham, USA 
Lysozyme Serva, Heidelberg, Germany 
Ni-NTA resin ThermoFisherScientific, Waltham, USA 
Pipette tips 10, 200, 1000µL StarLab, Berlin, Germany 
Reaction tubes 1.5, 2.0mL Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 
TEV protease Arie Geerlof, HMGU, Germany 
Transferpette S 10, 100, 200, 1000µL Brand, Wertheim, Germany 
Wizard® Plus SV Minipreps DNA Purification System Promega, Madison, USA 
Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System Promega, Madison, USA 
NcoI Promega, Madison, USA 
BamHI Promega, Madison, USA 
T4 DNA Ligase Promega, Madison, USA 

 

3.3 Devices 

Äkta FPLC GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, GB 
Benchtop 2UV Transilluminator UVP, Cambridge, GB 
Blue Power 500 Serva, Heidelberg, Germany 
C1000 Thermal Cycler Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, Munich, Germany 
C1000 Thermocycler BioRad, Munich, Germany 
Centrifuge 5415 R Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 
Centrifuge 5810 R Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 
Geldoku Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, Munich, Germany 
HighLoad S75 16/60 Superdex column GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, GB 
HPLC 1260 Infinity Agilent Technologies, USA 
K76 sonotrode Bandelin electronic GmbH & Co. KG, Berlin, 

Germany 
Mini-Sub Cell GT Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, Munich, Germany 
MR Hei-Mix L magnetic stirrer Heidolph Instruments GmbH & Co.KG, Schwabach, 

Germany 
Nanodrop Spectrophotometer ND-1000 peqLab Biotechnologie GmbH, Erlangen, Germany 
New Brunswick Scientific Incubator Eppendorf, Hambug, Germany 
New Brunswick Ultra-Low Temperature Freezer Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 
NewClassic MF fine scale Mettler Toledo, Switzerland 
NMR centrifuge 1011 Hettich, Tuttlingen, Germany 
NMR tubes Norell, Morganton, USA 
PowerPac HV 5000V, 500mA, 400W Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, Munich, Germany 
Rotamax 120 Heidolph Instruments GmbH & Co.KG, Schwabach, 

Germany 
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ScoutPro 600g scale OHAUS Europe GmbH, Greifensee, Switzerland 
Shigemi tubes Shigemi Inc., Allison Park, USA 
SilentCrusher M Heidolph Instruments GmbH & Co.KG, Schwabach, 

Germany 
SmartSpec Plus Spectrophotometer Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, Munich, Germany 
Sonotrode UW 2200 Bandelin, Berlin, Germany 
Syringes 2, 5ml Braun, Melsungen, Germany 
Ultimate 3000 UHPLC+ focused Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA 
Vortexer VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
ZelluTrans dialysis bags 2kDa, 5kDa Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

 

3.4 NMR Spectrometers 

AV 600 Cryo 

- 600 MHz magnet 

- Bruker Avance III HD console 

 

AV 900 Cryo 

- 900 MHz magnet 

- Bruker Avance III HD console 

- Cryo-TXI / 1H, 13C, 15N probe, z-gradient 

 

AV 950 Cryo 

- 950 MHz magnet 

- Bruker Avance III HD console 

- Cryo-TXI / 1H, 13C, 15N probe, z-gradient 
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3.5 Softwares and webservers 

3.5.1 Software 

Topspin 3.5, Bruker BioSpin GmbH 

NMRFAM-Sparky 1.2, NMRFAM 

Microsoft Excel 2013 

Microsoft Word 2013 

Pymol 1.8.6.0, Schrodinger, LLC 

 

3.5.2 Webservers 

All Webservers were accessed last time on 01.06.2017. 

Echidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/dali_server/start 

atdbio.com/tools/oligo-calculator 

biotools.nubic.northwestern.edu/OligoCalc.htmL 

web.expasy.org/protparam/ 

swissmodel.expasy.org 

 

3.6 Buffers, solutions, templates and constructs 

3.6.1 Vectors 

Table 3.1: Vectors used in this thesis. 

 

 

Plasmid Promotor Resistance Tag Cleavage site 

pETM-11 T7-lac Kanamycin N-6xHis-ZZ TEV 
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3.6.2 E. coli strains 

Table 3.2: E. coli strains used in this thesis. 

 

3.6.3 Media and plates 

Table 3.3: Media and plates and their applications.  

E. coli strain Genotype Application 

DH10 β F- mcrA ∆(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) Φ80lacZ∆M15 

∆lacX74 recA1 endA1 araD139 ∆ (ara leu) 7697 

galU galK rpsL nupG λ- 

Cloning 

Amplification of plasmids 

BL21 (DE) F- ompT hsdSB(rB-, mB-) gal dcm rne 131 (DE3) Protein expression 

Medium / Plate Composition Application 

LB 10 g (w/v) Tryptone, 5 g (w/v) Yeast extract, 10 

g (w/v) NaCl per liter 

Expression of 

unlabelled protein 

Minipreparation of 

plasmids 

LB plate LB medium, 15 g Agar per liter Transformation 

Trace elements 

(100x per liter) 

5 g EDTA pH 7.5, 0.83 g FeCl3 x 6 H2O, 84 mg 

ZnCl2, 13 mg CuCl2 x 2 H2O, 10 mg CoCl2 x 6 H2O, 

10 mg H3BO3, 1.6 mg MnCl2 x 6 H2O 

Expression of 15N 

labelled protein 

M9 minimal 

medium stock 

(10x) 

60 g Na2HPO4, 30 g KH2PO4, 5 g NaCl, 5 g 15NH4Cl Expression of 15N 

labelled protein 

Minimal medium 100 ml M9 (10x), 10 ml TE (100x), 20 ml 20 % 

(w/v) glucose, 1 ml 1 M MgSO4, 0.3 ml 1 M 

CaCl2, 1 ml Biotin (1 mg/ml), 1 ml Thiamin (1 

mg/mL), 1 ml Kanamycin (50 mg/ml) 

Expression of 15N 

labelled protein 
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3.6.3 Primer for linker mutant cloning 

Table 3.4: Primers used to clone Loqs-PD linker mutants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Linker mutant Primer Sequence (5’-3’) Tm [°C] 

All mutants (NcoI) Loqs-PDlinker_for CTTCACGGCCATGGGGGCAG 60.0 

All mutants 

(BamHI/EcoRI) 

Loqs-PDlinker_rev GGAGCTCGAATTCGGATCCGGTACC 62.6 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ10 LinkerΔ10_for ACT GGG GCC AAT GCC ACA GGC GGA 

GGA GAT GCC AGC 

69.8 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ10 LinkerΔ10_rev GGC ATT GGC CCC AGT CAC CGA CGG ACC 

AGC GGA GCT GCT 

71.2 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ20 LinkerΔ20_for GCT GGA GGA GGA GAT GCC AGC GAC 

AAG ACC GTT GGT 

67.1 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ20 LinkerΔ20_rev ATC TCC TCC TCC AGC GGA GCT GCT AGG 

CGA TTC CGG CAG 

69.8 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ30 LinkerΔ30_for TCG CCT GAC AAG ACC GTT GGT AAT CCG 

ATT GGC TG 

62.9 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ30 LinkerΔ30_rev GGT CTT GTC AGG CGA TTC CGG CAG CTG 

CGC GCC GAT C 

74.4 
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3.6.4 Protein constucts used 

Table 3.5: Overview of all protein constructs used. For each protein the origin organism and 
the wildtype residues are listed. 

Protein Organism Wildtype residues 

Loqs dsRBD1 D. melanogaster 129-211 

Loqs dsRBD2 D. melanogaster 245-322 

Loqs-PDΔNC (dsRBD1-2) D. melanogaster 129-322 

Loqs-PDΔN (dsRBD1-2-N) D. melanogaster 129-359 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ11 D. melanogaster 129-322Δ224-234 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ21 D. melanogaster 129-322Δ219-239 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ31 D. melanogaster 129-322Δ214-244 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ41 D. melanogaster 129-322Δ209-249 

Staufen 2 dsRBD1 M. musculus 1-93 

Staufen 2 dsRBD2 M. musculus 75-208 

Staufen 2 dsRBD1-2 M. musculus 1-208 

Mtr4 KOW S. cerevisiae 666-818 

Mtr4 KOW extended (stalk) S. cerevisiae 638-842 

Nop53 AIM peptide S. cerevisiae 58-92 
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3.6.5 Buffers and solutions for protein purification 

Table 3.6:  Buffer composition and solutions for protein purification and analysis. For each buffer 
the application is listed on the right. 

Buffer / Solution Composition Application 

Lysis buffer 1 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 5 mM β-

Mercaptoethanol, 5 % Glycerol 

Loqs purification 1st Ni-NTA 

Wash buffer 1 1 M LiCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 5 mM β-

Mercaptoethanol, 2 mM Imidazole, 5 % 

Glycerol 

Loqs purification 1st Ni-NTA 

Wash buffer 2 1.5 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 7.2, 5 mM 

β-Mercaptoethanol, 2 mM Imidazole, 

5 % Glycerol 

Loqs purification 1st Ni-NTA 

Elution buffer 1 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 7.0, 5 mM β-

Mercaptoethanol, 1 M Imidazole, 5 % 

Glycerol 

Loqs purification 1st Ni-NTA 

Imidazole 2 M Imidazole pH 8.0 Loqs purification 1st Ni-NTA 

TEV buffer 1 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 7.0, 5 mM β-

Mercaptoethanol, 5 % Glycerol 

Loqs TEV cleavage 

Loqs dialysis 

Loqs purification 1st Ni-NTA 

Wash buffer 3 1 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 7.0, 5 mM β-

Mercaptoethanol, 5 % Glycerol + 20, 

50, 100 mM Imidazole 

Loqs purification 2nd Ni-NTA 

SEC buffer 1 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 7.0, 5 mM β-

Mercaptoethanol, 3 % Glycerol 

Loqs purification SEC 

Storage 

SDS staining 

solution 

2.5 g Coomassie Blue, 450 ml EtOH, 400 

ml H2O, 100 ml acetic acid 

SDS-PAGE 

SDS destaining 

solution 

450 ml EtOH, 400 ml H2O, 100 ml acetic 

acid 

SDS-PAGE 
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3.6.6 In vitro transcription templates 

Table 3.7: The DNA templates used for RNA in vitro transcription. The DNA sequence is listed 
in 5’ to 3’ direction. 

RNA / top strand Template strand 5’ - 3’ 

T7 top strand  TAATACGACTCACTA 

21 bp siRNA 1 (guide) AAGGAGATCATTTTGAAAGCTCCTATAGTGAGTCTATTA 

21 bp siRNA 2 

(passenger) 

AAGGAGCTTTCAAAATGATCTCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Flipped 21 bp RNA 1 AAGGCGATCATTTTGAAAGCTACTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Flipped 21 bp RNA 2 AAGTAGCTTTCAAAATGATCGCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Inside GC 21 bp RNA 1 AAGTA GATTACGCCGAAATCTACTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Inside GC 21 bp RNA 2 AAGTAGATTTCGGCGTAATCTACTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

GC poor 21 bp RNA 1 AAGTAGATCATTTTGAAAGTTACTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

GC poor 21 bp RNA 2 AAGTAACTTTCAAAATGATCTACTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

GC rich 21 bp RNA 1 AAGGAGCTCGCTCCGACAGCTCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

GC rich 21 bp RNA 2 AAGGAGCTGTCGGAGCGAGCTCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Palindromic RNA 16 AAGACTAGTCGACTAGTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Palindromic RNA 20 AAGACTAGTCAGCTGACTAGTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Palindromic RNA 24 AAGACTAGTCGACTAGTCGACTAGTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Palindromic RNA 28 AAGACTAGTCAGCTAGCTAGCTGACTAGTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Palindromic RNA 32 AAGACTAGTCGACTAGTCGACTAGTCGACTAGTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

Palindromic RNA 40 GACTAGTCGACTAGTCGACTAGTCGACTAGTCGACTAGTCTATAGTGAGTC

GTATTA 
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3.6.7 Buffers and solutions for RNA transcription and purification 

Table 3.8: Composition and application of buffers and solutions used for RNA production and 
purification. 

Buffer / Solution Composition Application 

10x TRX 500 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM MgCl2, 50 

mM DTT, 20 mM Spermidine 

In vitro transcription 

Sodium acetate 3 M Sodium acetate pH 5.5 RNA precipitation 

10x TBE 890 mM Tris-aminomethane, 890 mM Boric 

acid, 20 mM EDTA pH 8.0 

RNA-PAGE 

Gel stock 20% Acrylamide/Bis-acrylamide (19:1), 8 M 

Urea, 1x TBE 

RNA-PAGE 

Loading buffer 1x TBE, 40% (v/v) glycerol RNA-PAGE 

HPLC running buffer 12.5 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 6 M Urea RNA HPLC purification 

HPLC elution buffer 12.5 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 6 M Urea, 0.5M 

NaClO4 

RNA HPLC purification 

Sodium chloride 1 M NaCl RNA dialysis 

 

3.6.8 Buffers for NMR 

Table 3.9: NMR buffer compositions and their applications. 

Buffer Composition Application 

Loqs NMR 20 mM HEPES pH 7.2, 500 mM NaCl Loqs-RNA interaction 

RNA NMR 20 mM (Na2H/NaH2)PO4 pH 6.5, 50 mM 

NaCl 

RNA assignment 

Mtr4 KOW NMR 20 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM 

β-Mercaptoethanol, 5 % Glycerol 

KOW assignment 

KOW-ligand interactions 

Staufen NMR 20 mM (Na2H/NaH2)PO4 pH 7.0, 5 mM DTT Staufen assignment 

Rgs4 SRS2 RNA 

assignment 

Staufen-RNA interaction 
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3.7 Molecular biology 

3.7.1 Cell culture for cloning and plasmid isolation 

Small cultures of 5-10 ml were inoculated with a single colony from an LB plate. The 

cultures were incubated at 37°C and 160 rpm overnight. Afterwards the cells were pelleted 

by centrifugation at 4 °C for 15 min and 12000 rpm. 

 

3.7.2 Minipreparation of plasmids 

Plasmids were isolated from pelleted cultures (see 3.7.1) according to the manual of 

the manufacturer. First the cells were resuspended and lysed and after addition of alkaline 

protease solution the suspension was incubated for 5-10 min. Upon addition of neutralization 

solution cell debri and genomic DNA was pelleted by centrifugation at top speed for 10 

minutes at room temperature. Afterwards the supernatant was transferred into a spin 

column and centrifuged for 1 min at top speed. The column was washed twice with wash 

solution and afterwards the plasmid was eluted by adding water and centrifuging at top speed 

for 1 min. 

 

3.7.3 Cloning of Loqs-PDΔNC linker mutants 

To clone Loqs-PDΔNC mutants with varying linker lengths two-step PCRs were made. 

First one of the flanking primers Loqs-PDlinker_for or Loqs-PDlinker_rev was combined with 

LinkerX_rev or LinkerX_for respectively. The resulting PCR products comprised one of the 

dsRBDs and a fragment of the native linker that overlapped partially with the other fragment. 

The two products were purified via gel extraction and used as a template for the second PCR. 

Here the two flanking primers were used to amplify both dsRBDs and the respective part of 

the linker. After purification the PCR product was enzymatically digested with NcoI and BamHI 

to produce sticky ends. These were compatible with those ends from the standard pETM-11 

vector digested with the same enzymes. Therefore, the product could be inserted into the 

vector by T4 DNA ligation. After transformation in E. coli positive clones were confirmed by 

sequencing. 
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3.8 Protein expression and purification of Loqs 

3.8.1 Cell culture for protein expression 

For protein expression of the different Loqs-PD constructs a 50 ml preculture with 

kanamycin was inoculated with several colonies from a freshly transformed LB plate and 

grown overnight at 37 °C. The preculture was completely transferred to 1 l of the respective 

medium. As soon as the culture reached an OD600 of 0.7-0.9 the culture was incubated with 

IPTG and further cultivated at 18°C for protein expression overnight. The culture was 

harvested by centrifugation at 4000rpm and 4°C for 20 minutes. The pellet was transferred 

to 50 ml falcon tubes and either stored at -20 °C or directly lysed. For 15N labeling of the 

protein 15N labeled minimal medium was used for both preculture and main culture. 

 

3.8.2 Cell lysis 

Unless otherwise stated, cell pellets were dissolved in Ni-NTA lysis buffer and 

disrupted using a sonicator with 50 %, 0.5 cycle 8 times while cooling on ice. After sonication 

the solution was centrifuged at 12000 rpm and 4 °C for 40 min. 

 

3.8.3 Protein purification 

After sonication and centrifugation the supernatant was applied to approx. 4 ml Ni-

NTA twice. The column was washed with approx. four column volumes of wash buffer 1 to 

remove nucleic acids and 8 column volumes of wash buffer 2. The 6xHis-tagged protein was 

eluted with 3 column volumes of elution buffer. Afterwards the column was regenerated by 

washing with water. The elution fraction was dialyzed in dialyze bags using a 10 kDa cutoff for 

the tandem domain construct or 3 kDa cutoff for the individual domains against TEV buffer. 

TEV protease was added to the dialysis bags and both cleavage and dialysis were performed 

overnight at 4 °C. The protein was loaded onto the Ni-NTA column twice again. Afterwards 

the column was washed with 4 column volumes each of wash buffer 3 with increasing 

imidazole concentrations. Since the protein was unspecifically bound to both the sticky ZZ-

tag and the Ni-NTA cleaved protein could be recovered from the column. Both the TEV-
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protease as well as the ZZ-tag were eluted using elution buffer. All fractions containing the 

cleaved product were pooled and concentrated using either a 10 or 3 kDa cutoff amicon 

concentrator at 4 °C, depending whether tandem or single dsRBDs were purified. 2 ml of the 

protein solution were loaded using a 2 ml loop onto a S75 16/60 Superdex size exclusion 

chromatography column. SEC was performed at a flow rate of 1 ml/min at 4 °C and fractions 

of 1.5 ml were collected. The protein was analyzed on SDS gels and stored at 4 °C until usage. 

 

3.8.4 SDS-PAGE 

Prior to SDS-PAGE analysis protein samples of 15 µl were mixed with 6x SDS loading 

buffer and incubated at 95 °C for 5 minutes. Afterwards the samples were briefly centrifuged 

and loaded on 10 or 15 well gels. The gels were run at 50 mA per gel for 35 minutes. 

Afterwards the gels were washed with water and stained with staining solution. After 15 

minutes the staining solution was discarded, the gel was washed several times with water and 

incubated with destaining solution. Usually after further 20 minutes the gels could be 

analyzed on an imager or the GelDoku. 

 

3.8.5 Protein quantification 

To determine the protein concentration a Nanodrop was used. 

 

3.9 RNA transcription and purification 

3.9.1 RNA in vitro transcription optimization 

To determine the optimal MgCl2 concentration for each individual in vitro 

transcription, small test transcriptions with increasing MgCl2 concentrations were performed. 

10 µl of each test transcription were mixed with loading buffer and loaded onto a 20 % 

polyacrylamide gel with 8 M urea. The gels were run at constant 10 W for 30-45 min. 
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3.9.2 RNA large scale in vitro transcription 

Based on the optimization series the protocol for each RNA was adjusted. The 

preparative transcriptions were performed in volumes of 5 or 10 ml as described before215. 

Transcription was run at 37 °C for approx. 4 hours. Afterwards the RNAs were precipitated 

using 0.1 volume of sodium acetate pH 5.5 and 3.5 volumes of cooled ethanol. 

 

3.9.3 RNA purification via denaturing HPLC 

The precipitated RNAs were pelleted by centrifugation at 4°C and 12000 rpm for 20 

min. The supernatant was removed and the pellet air dried for 20 min. Afterwards the RNA 

was resuspendended in water and loaded via a 5 ml loop onto the HPLC. For separation a 

DNAPac Pa200 Prep Scale column was used at a flow rate of 10 ml/min at 85 °C and a 0-100 

% gradient of NaClO4 was applied. Fractions of 2 ml were collected and analyzed on a 

polyacrylamide gel. All fractions containing the pure target RNA were pooled and dialyzed for 

further usage. 

 

3.9.4 RNA purification via denaturing polyacrylamide gel 

If not via HPLC the RNAs were purified via denaturing polyacrylamide gels containing 

8 M urea. After precipitation and removal of ethanol (see previous section) the RNA was 

resuspended in 4 ml 1 x TBE buffer and mixed with loading buffer. The sample was loaded 

onto the gel and the gel ran for approx. 15 hrs at 30 W. Afterwards the RNA bands were 

visualized under UV. The target band was cut out using a scalpel and afterwards electro 

eluted. 

 

3.9.5 Electroelution of RNA gels 

To extract the purified RNAs from polyacrylamide gels electro elution was used. The 

chamber was assembled and the gel loaded in small fragments into the chambers. The system 

was filled with 1 x TBE buffer and electro elution took place at 4 °C and 200 V. Elution of RNA 
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was regularly monitored by analyzing samples with the Nanodrop. Elution was essentially 

complete after 6-7 hrs. 

 

3.9.6 Dialysis and lyophylization of RNAs 

RNAs after electroelution or HPLC purified were loaded into dialysis bags with a cutoff 

of 2 kDa and first dialyzed twice against 1 liter of 1 M NaCl and afterwards twice against 1 l 

water at 4 °C. Using liquid nitrogen the RNA was than frozen in 50 ml falcon tubes. With hot 

needles small holes were pricked out of the falcon lids and the falcons were placed in a glas 

vessel. The glas vessel was attached to the lyophilizer and lyophylization was performed until 

the pellet was completely dried. The RNA was afterwards stored at -80 °C or dissolved in water 

for usage. 

 

3.9.7 RNA quantification 

As for the protein samples RNA concentration was determined using a Nanodrop. 

Usually 100 x dilutions of the concentrated stocks were prepared with water. 

 

3.10 Biophysical experiments 

3.10.1 Static light scattering 

To determine the stoichiometry of the Loqs-RNA complex static light scattering was 

run on 3.8 mg/ml Loqs-PDΔNC, 1800 ng/µl 21 bp siRNA and a 3:1 mixture (protein:RNA) of 4.1 

mg/ml Loqs-PDΔNC, each in 250 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 6.5. The samples were first passed 

via an analytical size exclusion column (GE Superdex200 10/300, Aekta Purifier) at 4 °C and a 

flow rate of 0.5 ml/min and then analyzed by a coupled Viscotek TDA 305 triple-assay 

detector. For referencing a 4 mg/ml solution of bovine serum albumin with a molecular 

weight of 66.4 kDa for the monomer was used and calculations were based on assumed dn/dc 

value of 0.185 ml/g for proteins, 0.165 ml/g for RNA and 0.177 for 1:1 protein:RNA complexes. 

The experimentally determined refractive indices and right-angle light-scattering were used 
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to calculate the molecular masses with the Omnisec software (Malvern Instruments). The SLS 

runs and analysis were performed by Dr. Arie Geerlof. 

 

3.10.2 Small angle X-ray scattering 

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) provides valuable information on the overall shape 

of a molecule, its molecular weight and thus potential oligomerization as well as structural 

changes. It is easy accessible and with powerful beamlines single experiments can be 

recorded within seconds. The sample provided in a capillary is exposed to an X-ray. The 

sample molecules diffract the X-ray beam and the intensity distribution is detected. Like NMR 

SAXS is a solution technique but due to the free tumbling of the molecules only low resolution 

data can be obtained. In addition, the high energetic X-ray beam may cause beam damage of 

the sample. Different plots obtained from SAXS measurements (Guinier, Kratky, P(r)) provide 

information like the radius of gyration, the Porod volume and therefore the molecular weight, 

the maximum distance within the molecule and the overall shape. 

SAXS experiments for the Loqs-PD project were run on a Rigaku BIOSAXS1000 

instrument. It was equipped with a HF007 microfocus generator and a Cu-target at 40 kV and 

30 mA. Images were collected with a Pilatus 100 k detector and a photodiode beamstop was 

used to measure the transmission. Q-calibration was made with a silver-behenate sample. 

For all measurements multiple 900 sec frames were collected, checked for possible beam 

damages and afterwards averaged. Rigaku SAXSLab and GNOM software were used for 

circular averaging, background substraction and calculation of the distance distribution 

functions. The molecular weights were calculated based on the POROD volumes. SAXS 

measurements and analysis were done by Dr. Ralf Stehle. 

 

3.10.3 Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

 All CD temperature series were recorded on a JASCO-J715 spectropolarimeter to 

determine the melting temperatures of RNAs. As buffer the respective RNA NMR buffer was 

used. For temperature regulation a Peltier-type control system (PTC-348WI) and a Julabo 725 

thermostat were used. The power supply was a PS-150J.  
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3.11 NMR spectroscopy 

3.11.1 NMR sample preparation 

After changing buffer to the respective NMR buffer and adjusting the concentration 5 

% D2O were added to the samples for locking. The samples were usually loaded into a 5 mm 

NMR tube, except for small volume RNA samples where a Shigemi tube was used. For titration 

experiments small volumes of the ligand were directly added to the NMR tube and the 

solutions were mixed by carefully inverting the tube several times. To get rid of potential air 

bubbles the tubes were briefly spun down in an NMR centrifuge. All NMR spectra were 

recorded at 298 K if not otherwise mentioned. 

 

3.11.2 RNA assignment 

To assign double-stranded RNA 1H,1H-NOESY spectra were recorded. For a reasonable 

resolution at least 128 and 256 points were collected in the direct and indirect dimension 

respectively, usually more points were sampled. Since for every residue ideally two cross 

peaks in the imino region should occur (accept for terminal base pairs) a sequential walk 

connecting all neighboured residues was made. When needed the assignment was further 

confirmed by analyzing the imino-amino cross peaks. Here uracils and guanosines show 

characteristic patterns. For the isotopically labelled 21 bp siRNA 1H,15N-HSQCs were recorded 

to distinguish uracils and guanosines. 

 

3.11.3 Protein backbone assignment 

 The Mtr4 KOW domain was assigned using HNCACB, HNCA, HNcoCA, HNCO and 

HNcaCO spectra as described in 4.4.1 using a 15N,13C labelled approx. 300 µM sample. 

Based on the HNCACB spectra secondary chemical shifts were calculated as follows: 

secondary chemical shifts [ppm] = ∆δ𝐶𝛼 −  ∆δ𝐶𝛽                    (8) 
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3.11.4 Titrations and calculation of chemical shift perturbations 

  To titrate ligands 1H,15N-HSQCs of the free protein were recorded. Upon addition of 

small amounts of ligand the same experiment was run again. All settings were checked prior 

to measurement but usually required hardly any adjustment. Ligands were added until no 

changes in the spectra could be observed to assure full saturation of the protein. Since Mtr4 

KOW has a low affinity for its ligands no saturation even in high excess was achieved. 

Chemical shift perturbations (CSP) were calculated by using chemical shifts of the free 

protein and at highest ligand concentration according to formula 9. 

CSP [ppm] = √∆H2 + (
∆N

6.51
)

2

                    (9) 

Here the spectra of the free and saturated protein were compared. 

 

3.11.5 Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement experiments and analysis 

 For PRE measurements the two siRNA strands were mixed in a 1:1.1 ratio of spin-

labelled to non-labelled strand to ensure the spin-labelled strand was completely bound. 

Protein and dsRNA were mixed in a 1:1.5 ratio to create the complex. 1H,15N-HSQCs with high 

numbers of scans were recorded to achieve reasonable signal-to-noise ratios. Afterwards the 

spin label was reduced by addition of pH adjusted 5-fold excess of ascorbic acid and the same 

experiment was recorded. 1D spectra were measured to confirm integrity of the spin label 

and successful reduction. The spectra were processed using exactly the same settings and 

analyzed using Sparky. To determine the PRE the intensities were analyzed using the Data 

height function. The PRE effect was calculated as the following: 

Line broadening =  
Ipara

Idia
                    (10) 

σline broadening
+ = (

Ipara+Npara

Idia−Ndia
) −

Ipara

Idia
                    (11) 

σline broadening
− =

Ipara

Idia
− (

Ipara−Npara

Idia+Ndia
)                    (12) 
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3.11.6 Line broadening experiments and analysis 

To evaluate the exchange during RNA binding of Loqs line broadening for different 

protein constructs, RNA substrates and under different conditions was compared. Initially a 

1H,15N-HSQC spectrum was recorded for the free protein and afterwards the RNA was 

carefully added in excess and gently mixed by inverting the NMR tube several times. 

Afterwards another 1H,15N-HSQC was recorded with either exactly the same setting or an 

increased number of scans to compensate for the loss of signal intensity. In the latter case 

this scaling factor was calculated out for the analysis. 

For analysis only signals that did not overlap, meaning which were sufficiently 

separated in the spectra, in neither the free or bound form were used. All other signals were 

not taken into account. The data height of the signals used was determined using Sparky and 

the ratio thereof for the free / bound spectra yielded the line broadening factor according to 

formula 13. The error was calculated as the maximum error range according to formulas 14 

and 15 based on the noise of 10000 sampled points within each spectrum. Note that the 

formulas are identical to those used for PRE calculations (10, 11, 12; see 3.11.5). No internal 

referencing was made since all unstructured regions (linker and termini) always showed nice 

ratios of approx. 1 and were thus not affected by RNA binding. This proved the experiments 

to be comparable. 

Line broadening =  
Ifree

Ibound
                    (13) 

σline broadening
+ = (

Ifree+Nfree

Ibound−Nbound
) −

Ifree

Ibound
                    (14) 

σline broadening
− =

Ifree

Ibound
− (

Ifree−Nfree

Ibound+Nbound
)                    (15) 

 

3.11.7 Heteronulcear NOE experiments and data analysis 

The heteronuclear NOE experiment provides information on local flexibility. The 

experiment comprises two spectra: In one all protons are saturated while the other one 

corresponds to a regular 1H,15N-HSQC. The intensity ratio gives information on the 

heteronuclear cross relaxation rate of the amide vectors and the size of this steady-state NOE 

is an indicator for flexibility and motion of the backbone. 
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The flexibility of the KOW domain in the free form and bound to ligands was analyzed 

using heteronuclear NOE experiments. All experiments were set up the same way and both 

processing and analysis was the same. The data was recorded interleaved and the saturated 

and non-saturated spectra were split afterwards. The hetNOE values were calculated 

according to equations 13-15 from 3.11.6. 
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4 Results 

4.1 SiRNA binding of Loqs-PD 

4.1.1 Summary of previous results 

In a previous study the two individual dsRBD structures of Loqs-PD have been 

determined by NMR spectroscopy by Thomas Kern and Christoph Hartlmüller. Both dsRBDs 

exhibit the canonical αβββα-fold with two α-helices packed against a three-stranded β-sheet. 

β1 and β2 are connected by a flexible loop. Comparison of relaxation data and overlay of 

1H,15N-HSQC spectra of the single domains and the tandem domain construct Loqs-PDΔNC 

revealed that both domains are independent of each other. Upon titration of a 21 bp siRNA 

the single domains bound the RNA via the conserved binding mode: Both helices and the loop 

were involved in RNA binding. A similar pattern of chemical shift perturbations was observed 

for the tandem domain RNA titration indicating that both domains bind simultaneously to 

RNA and do not influence each other. This work was done by Thomas Kern. Our collaborators, 

Stephanie Fesser and Klaus Förstemann, determined affinities for the individual domains and 

the tandem construct towards different substrates based on EMSAs and fluorescence 

anisotropy: Both domains bound duplex RNA with nanomolar affinity (approx. 200 nM) and 

the tandem domains did not show cooperativity (approx. 80 – 100 nM). All constructs showed 

a weak preference for perfect matching dsRNA and seemed to require a certain length for full 

affinity binding. 

Since many diverse functions of dsRBPs have been described and their contribution to 

RISC formation is not clearly defined the complex of Loqs-PDΔNC and a 21 bp siRNA is described 

further in the following sections. 

 

4.1.2 In vitro transcription and analysis of 21 bp siRNA 

The RNA used in this study is based on the Drosophila miRNA bantam which was 

slightly varied to function as an siRNA. The thermodynamic stability of both termini was 

calculated using the atdbio oligo calculator (atdbio.com/tools/oligo-calculator). To analyze 
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the RNP complex the RNA was transcribed in vitro and purified by myself (Figure 4.1) which 

brought two advantages: First, larger amounts of the RNA were available to perform all 

required experiments and second, the RNA could be isotopically labeled which allowed 

further NMR experiments (Figure 4.2). The RNA was the same as used before by Dr. Thomas 

Kern except for the two initial bases that were changed to guanines to increase transcription 

efficiency (compare Figure 4.1 A and Figure 4.8 A). 

The in vitro transcription was optimized for both individual strands (Figure 4.1 A) 

separately. For both strands the target band showed an intensity maximum over a broad 

concentration range of MgCl2 (Figure 4.1 B). Therefor a MgCl2 concentration of 40 mM was 

used for all transcriptions of both strands. The RNA was either purified via denaturing PAGE 

using 8 M urea (see 3.9.4) or HPLC with 6 M urea at 85 °C (see 3.9.3, Figure 4.1 C). Both 

techniques provided the required resolution to separate the target band from the aborts 

(Figure 4.1 C). For gel-purified RNA electroelution was necessary to extract the RNA from the 

gel. After dialysis and lyophylization the two strands were mixed in equimolar amounts and 

1D NMR spectra were recorded to check integrity and quality of the sample (Figure 4.1 D). 

 

Figure 4.1: Transcription and purification of 21 bp siRNA. A) Sequences of the two strands of 
the 21 bp siRNA. The passenger strand comprising the more stable 5’ end is shown in blue, 
the guide strand in red. Usually the guide strand is loaded onto Ago to form the RISC. The 
calculated stability of the termini using the first five base pairs (grey boxes) is shown below 
the sequence. B) Denaturing PAGE of transcriptions for strand 1 and 2 using different MgCl2 
concentrations. The target product band is most intense and migrates the slowest. All other 
bands are aborts. C) Denaturing HPLC chromatogram of strand 2 purification. The grey box 
indicates the target product. The two purified strands are shown on a denaturing PAGE on 
the right. D) 1H NMR spectrum of imino region of 21 bp siRNA confirms duplex character. 
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The assignment of the RNA was required to obtain further information. Therefor a 

1H,1H-NOESY was recorded (see 1.4.6, Figure 4.2 B) which contains the same information as 

the 1D spectrum (Figure 4.1 D) but additional cross peaks between neighbouring residues 

allow a sequential walk. This sequential walk links residues adjacent within the sequence 

(Figure 4.2 A) via hydrogen bonds of the imino protons of guanines and uracils (purple dottet 

line in Figure 4.2 B). Most residues have two crosspeaks corresponding to the previous and 

the following base pair. Only terminal residues show one crosspeaks since they lack one 

neighbouring base pair. While all guanines within the 21 bp siRNA show nice dispersion and 

could be assigned easily the uracils overlap severely. Especially those residues within the two 

uracil stretches cluster together. The imino-amino cross peak region of the 1H,1H-NOESY 

(Figure 4.2 C) helped to differentiate between guanines and uracils in the imino region since 

both bases show characteristic cross peaks in this area. To confirm the base identity a 1H,15N-

HSQC was recorded on an isotopically labeled sample (Figure 4.2 D). Here both bases cluster 

in distinct regions and allow to distinguish them. Note that the shift in the direct dimension is 

the same as in the 1H,1H-NOESY and the assignment can thus be transferred between the 

spectra. Since in both spectra several residues overlapped two samples were prepared where 

either strand was 15N,13C-labeled while the respective pairing strand was not. It was crucial to 

add the unlabeled strand in slight excess to have the labeled strand completely bound. For 

both samples a 1H,15N-HSQC was recorded which revealed which residue was part of the 

passenger or guide strand (Figure 4.2 E). The same samples were used to record a 1H,13C-

HSQC (Figure 4.2 F). Making use of uracil crosspeaks (blue dotted line in Figure 4.2 C) which 

correspond to the pairing and neighbouring adenine H2 the adenines could be assigned 

(Figure 4.2 F). Thus, easy accessible probes across the entire RNA sequence were assigned 

and available for further experiments. Additionally, the assignment confirmed the sequence 

and structure integrity of the RNA. This RNA was used for all following experiments unless 

otherwise stated. 
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Figure 4.2: Duplex 21 bp siRNA assignment based on homonuclear NOESY spectrum. A) 
Sequence of the 21 bp siRNA. Grey boxes indicate residues for which the assignment is 
illustrated in this figure. B) 1H,1H-NOESY of the imino region of the RNA. Purple dotted lines 
indicate the sequential walk starting at G36. Note that diagonal peaks correspond to imino 
protons of guanines and uracils while adenines and cytosines are invisible in this type of 
spectrum. C) The imino-amino cross peak region of the 1H,1H-NOESY shows characteristic 
peaks corresponding to guanines or uraciles. D) 1H,15N-HSQC of isotopically labeled RNA. 
Guanines and uracils cluster in different regions (shaded in grey) and thus allow to identify 
residues in B). E) To minimize overlap 1H,15N-HSQC of RNAs with either strand labeled were 
recorded (blue spectrum: passenger strand, red spectrum: guide strand). F) 1H,13C-HSQC of 
the samples used in E). Starting with imino diagonal peaks in B) and going over corresponding 
cross peaks of A-U base pairs in C) the adenine H2 signals could be assigned in F). 
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4.1.3 Loqs-PDΔNC binds dsRNA in a 1:1 complex 

As mentioned before (4.1.1) Loqs-PDΔNC binds dsRNA via the conserved binding mode 

(Figure 4.3 A). Addition of RNA caused significant chemical shift perturbations in the 

respective regions. For a further description of the complex static light scattering (SLS) was 

used which allows to determine molecular weights and stoichiometries (Figure 4.3 B, see 

3.10.1) based on a calibration with BSA. For Loqs-PD∆NC a molecular weight of 24.8 kDa was 

determined while RNA alone yielded 14.3 kDa. The deviation from the theoretical values (21.1 

kDa for Loqs-PD∆NC, 13.8 kDa for the RNA) is acceptable and within the error. Both molecules 

were monomeric at the given concentration and did not show any sign of degradation. For 

the mixture of the two with a 3-fold excess of protein a molecular weight of the main species 

with 37.9 kDa was determined. This corresponds to a 1:1 complex when comparing with the 

two measurements of the individual components and the result was again within the error. 

All SLS measurements and analyses were done by Arie Geerlof. 

Another suitable technique to determine overall shapes and distances is small angle 

X-ray scattering (SAXS) (see 3.10.2). SAXS was run on Loqs-PDΔNC, the 21 bp siRNA and the 

complex (Figure 4.3 C) as it was done before with SLS. Based on these measurements the 

maximum distances were determined: The RNA had a maximum distance of approx. 65 Å 

while the Dmax for Loqs-PDΔNC varied between 100-110 Å. This variation was likely caused by 

sample quality and possible aggregation. The large distance of the free protein reflects an 

average population and indicates that the two domains were not attached to each other and 

sampled different conformations. Interestingly, the complex had a maximum distance of 

approx. 110 Å. Furthermore, it showed an elongated shape based on the P(r) curve. All SAXS 

measurements and analyses were done by Ralf Stehle. 
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Figure 4.3: Biophysical characterization of Loqs-PDΔNC - 21 bp siRNA complex. A) Chemical shift 
perturbations (CSPs) for Loqs-PD∆NC upon addition of 1.5-fold 21 bp siRNA. High values 
indicate stronger shifts in the respective 1H,15N-HSQC while negative values represent 
residues that could not be tracked during the titration. B) Static light scattering (SLS) for Loqs-
PD∆NC, the 21bp siRNA and a complex thereof. The red curves show the refractive index, the 
blue curves the UV absorption. In the small boxes the black line indicates the particle size at 
a given retention volume and is an indicator of sample homogeneity. The derived molecular 
weights are shown in the graphs and reveal a 1:1 binding. C) P(r) curves obtained from small 
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) for similar samples as in B). The RNA (yellow) showed a 
maximum distance of 60 Å while both the protein (black) and the complex (red) comprised 
distances of 100-110 Å. 

 

4.1.4 Both dsRBDs bind RNA independently and compete for binding 

Previously recorded relaxation data indicated that the two domains are independent 

in the free form and titrations suggested the same for the RNA bound form (work by Thomas 

Kern). To confirm the independence in the RNA bound form both single dsRBDs 1 and 2 were 
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mixed in an equimolar ratio. The 1H,15N-HSQC overlaps perfectly with those from the 

individual dsRBDs which confirms that the domains do not contact each other 

(Supplementary Figure 6.1). This is in agreement with the observation that the tandem 

construct spectrum overlaps with the individual domain spectra (Thomas Kern, data not 

shown). 

 

Figure 4.4: Loqs dsRBDs are independent and compete for RNA binding. A) 1H,15N-HSQC spectra 
of Loqs dsRBD1 and 2 in a 1:1 ratio (black) and in presence of 0.5-fold (blue) and 2-fold (red) 
21 bp siRNA. The amount of RNA refers to the total protein amount, meaning the sum of 
dsRBD1 and 2. B) 1H NMR spectra of the imino region for free protein (black) and for the same 
protein:RNA ratios as in A) plus a 1:1 ratio (yellow) confirm the structural integrity of the RNA 
duplex and show severe line broadening at sub-stoichiometric ratios. 

 

The dsRBD mixture was titrated with the 21 bp siRNA and chemical shifts were 

observed (Figure 4.4 A). As for the single dsRBD and the tandem domain titrations line 

broadening occurred in both the protein and the RNA spectra (Figure 4.4 B). The line 

broadening at sub-stoichiometric concentrations indicates a dynamic binding mode 

potentially involving sliding of the domains on the duplex RNA. Interestingly, saturation was 

only achieved at a protein:RNA ratio of 1:1.5 referring to the total protein amount and not 

the individual domain concentrations. This confirms that binding occurs at a 1:1 stoichiometry 
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and only a single dsRBD binds an RNA duplex. In the mixture the two dsRBDs thus compete 

for the RNA substrate. Since saturation for the tandem domain protein was also reached at a 

ratio of approx. 1:1.5 and both domains bound the RNA these results suggest that the linker 

is required to ensure that both domains bind the same RNA molecule simultaneously. Possibly 

the dynamics within the system do not allow more domains to bind the RNA without the 

linker. The independence in RNA binding is further confirmed by the CSPs (Figure 4.4 C) of the 

mixed dsRBDs which corresponds to those observed for the single dsRBD titrations (Thomas 

Kern, data not shown). 

 

4.1.5 The linker does not affect Loqs’ domain structure 

As shown before the linker seems to be required for simultaneous binding of two 

dsRBDs. Its influence on the complex remains elusive, however. Therefore Loqs-PDΔNC linker 

mutants were generated with varying linker lengths. All linker mutants expressed nicely and 

could be purified with the wildtype protocol. Overall solubility seemed to decrease with 

shorter linker and the protein was more expressed in inclusion bodies. A comparison of the 

1H,15N-HSQC of the linker mutants with wildtype Loqs-PDΔNC and the CSPs (Figure 4.5 A-D) 

reveals that shortening the linker hardly influenced the free protein. In fact only neglectable 

changes within the domains were observed and moderate shifts occured in the regions 

adjacent to the respective deletion (Figure 4.5 C). The overall CSPs for Loqs-PDΔNCΔ41 were 

lower. In the spectra several residues shifted into different directions than for the other linker 

mutants. Obviously, a very short linker exhibits restrictions on the tandem domains. 

For two linker mutants SAXS was measured (Figure 4.5 E). The maximum distance got 

shorter with decreasing linker length. Furthermore, the protein exhibited a more compact 

overall shape. A short linker thus does not influence the individual domain structure but limits 

flexibility and leads to a more overall compact state. 
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Figure 4.5: Chemical shift perturbations of Loqs-PDΔNC linker mutants. Chemical shift 
perturbations of A) Loqs-PDΔNCΔ11, B) Loqs-PDΔNCΔ21, C) Loqs-PDΔNCΔ31 and D) Loqs-PDΔNCΔ41 

compared to Loqs-PDΔNC. The grey boxes indicate the deleted residues. E) P(r) curves for Loqs-
PDΔNC (black), Loqs-PDΔNCΔ21 (green) and Loqs-PDΔNCΔ41 (dark blue). 

 

4.1.6 Linker mutants bind RNA via conserved binding interface and interact with Dicer 

The same linker mutants were used for RNA titrations. For Loqs-PDΔNCΔ11, Loqs-

PDΔNCΔ21 and Loqs-PDΔNCΔ31 similar CSPs were observed (Figure 4.6 A-C) corresponding to the 
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conserved binding interface. The complex spectra quality decreased and line broadening got 

more severe for shorter linkers which lead to several signals broadened beyond detection 

(Figure 4.6 D). For Loqs-PDΔNCΔ41 only the C-terminal residue D322 was observable, all other 

signals were not detectable. This indicates either dynamic binding or the formation of higher 

oligomers where the increased molecular weight causes line broadening. The almost 

complete deletion of the linker in this mutant might cause restrictions that prevent native 

RNA binding or proper domain orientation within the complex. 

 

Figure 4.6: RNA titrations of Loqs-PDΔNC linker mutants. Chemical shift perturbations of A) Loqs-
PDΔNCΔ11, B) Loqs-PDΔNCΔ21 and C) Loqs-PDΔNCΔ31 in complex with 21 bp siRNA. Negative bars 
indicate not traceable shifts while residues marked with an asterisk exhibit higher CSPs. D) 
Amount of signals that are line broadened beyond detection in presence of RNA. E) SAXS P(r) 
curves for protein-RNA complex with Loqs-PDΔNC (black), Loqs-PDΔNCΔ21 (green) and Loqs-
PDΔNCΔ31 (blue). 
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SAXS was measured for protein-RNA complexes with two linker mutants (Figure 4.6 E): 

The Dmax decreased with shorter linkers similarly to the free protein (compare to Figure 4.5 E). 

The complexes thus exhibited a more compact fold and the maximum distance seems to be 

regulated by the linker. Stephanie Fesser and Klaus Förstemann determined the affinity of 

Loqs-PDΔNCΔ41 to be comparable to the wildtype protein. Via co-immunoprecipitation and 

western blots they could also prove that Loqs-PDΔ41 still interacts with Dicer-2 in cells (Figure 

4.7). 

 

Figure 4.7: Co-immunoprecipitation of Loqs-PD wildtype and Loqs-PD∆41 with Dicer-2. Western 

blot of Co-IP of N-terminally myc-tagged transfected wildtype Loqs-PD and the linker mutant 

with Dicer-2. A S2 cell line was used which had an genomically encoded Flag2-tag attached to 

Dicer-2. I: Input, S: Supernatant, B: Bound. Image adapted from Stephanie Fesser and Klaus 

Förstemann. 

 

Summarizing the results a shorter linker does neither affect the domain structure nor 

canonical RNA binding. However, below a certain threshold the linker could limit dynamics 

and flexibility and force the complex into an unfavourable mode or conformation. Hence, the 

ideal domain arrangement might be perturbed. Despite conformational limitations a short 

linker does not perturb the interaction with Dicer-2. 

 

4.1.7 Loqs stabilizes the RNA duplex and has different effects on both strands 

So far the binding site of Loqs on the dsRNA remains elusive. However, Stephanie 

Fesser and Klaus Förstemann performed cross-linking experiments which revealed all Loqs 

protein constructs (the single domains as well as the tandem domain construct and Loqs-PD 

full length) do bind everywhere onto the RNA but preferentially at the termini (Figure 4.8). 

The RNA used differed slightly from that one used in this thesis (compare to Figure 4.1 A). At 

different positions a thiouridine was incorporated which allowed cross-linking of the protein. 
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Quantification of cross-linking was done via signal intensity of the radioactively labeled RNA 

(Figure 4.8 B, C). 

 

Figure 4.8: Crosslinking of Loqs-PD constructs to siRNA reveals terminal binding preference. A) 
Sequence of the bantam derived 21 bp siRNA. As before, the blue strand reflects the 
passenger strand, the red one the guide strand. The thermodynamic stabilities are given 
besides. The grey boxes indicate residues that differ from the RNA used for the NMR 
experiments in this thesis. Numbers 1-8 highlight positions where a thiouridine was 
incorporated and cross-linking occurred. B) Images of the radioactively labelled RNA show 
intense signals at the RNA termini for both single dsRBDs. The signals were quantified and 
plotted as relative cross-linking efficiency below. C) The same experiment was done for Loqs-
PD∆NC and Loqs-PD full length. Image adapted from Stephanie Fesser and Klaus Förstemann. 
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To further describe the binding of Loqs from the RNA’s point of view the probes 

described in 4.1.2 were used in NMR experiments. Both 1H,15N-HSQC (Figure 4.9 A) as well as 

1H,13C-HSQC spectra (Figure 4.9 B) were recorded for the free RNA and in presence of excess 

unlabeled Loqs-PDΔNC. For both experiments two samples were prepared with either strand 

isotopically labeled to reduce signal overlap (see 4.1.2). All complex spectra suffered from 

severe line broadening and most signals were broadened beyond detection. Probably higher 

concentrated samples and longer measurement times could bring back some of the signals 

but this approach was not further pursued. The loss of the majority of signals strongly points 

at a dynamic binding mode, potentially involving sliding. Together with the cross-linking data 

(Figure 4.8) this suggests that Loqs-PD slides on the RNA duplex and may reside more 

frequently at the termini. 

Interestingly, all signals of the passenger strand could be detected while several 

residues, especially in the 1H,15N-HSQC, of the guide strand remained clearly visible though 

line broadened as well (Figure 4.9 A). The experiments were repeated to confirm this finding. 

Also a few adenine H2 signals could be detected (Figure 4.9 B) close to the noise level. Adenine 

and guanine H8 signals in contrast vanished completely. All residues that showed a detectable 

signal intensity in any spectrum cluster in the guide strand (Figure 4.9 C). This suggests that 

both strands are not equally affected by Loqs and binding seems to be asymmetric. 

Interestingly, in both strands a cluster of signals that corresponds to either cytosines or uracils 

H8 remained visible (Figure 4.9 B). Here several peaks overlapped and individual residues 

could not be assigned. A proper interpretation of these results seems impossible so far since 

the lack of detectable complex signals for the passenger strand cannot be rationalized. As 

mentioned before optimization of the experiment could potentially recover some signals, 

nevertheless the two strands would be differently affected by Loqs binding. 
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Figure 4.9: Protein bound RNA shows severe line broadening. A) 1H,15N-HSQC spectra for free 
21 bp siRNA (colored) and in presence of 1.5-fold Loqs-PDΔNC (black). The spectrum with the 
passenger strand isotopically labeled is shown in blue, while the one with the labeled guide 
strand is shown in red. Detectable signals in the complex are labeled. B) 1H,13C-HSQC spectra 
of the same samples. For the guide strand labeled sample (red) some adenine H2 residues are 
detectable but are close to the noise and therefore not visible here. Grey spheres indicate 
clusters of either adenine and guanine H8 signals or cytosine and uracil H6 signals. 
Interestingly, one cluster of either cytosines or uracils remains visible in the protein bound 
form. C) All residues with detectable signals in either spectrum are marked with grey boxes in 
the 21 bp siRNA sequence. 
 

HNN-COSY experiments were recorded on the free and bound RNA to further 

characterize Loqs’ influence on the duplex RNA. The HNN-COSY transfers magnetization via 

H-bonds from an H-bond donor (G, U) to an H-bond acceptor (A, C). Therefore, two signals 

with opposite phases will be visible at the imino shift (Figure 4.10 A) corresponding to the 

donor and acceptor. Since magnetization is transferred via the H-bond only stable double-

stranded RNA will give signals while unstructured residues remain invisible. The HNN-COSY is 
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thus a tool to visualize H-bonds and by using the intensity ratio of two signals from a base pair 

the size of the H-bond can be calculated according to the following formula216: 

| Jh2
NN| =

atan√
−INa
INd

2π∆
                    (16) 

Here I corresponds to the intensity of either the H-bond acceptor or donor and 2Δ is the COSY 

transfer time. 

 

Figure 4.10: HNN-COSY quantifies hydrogen bonds within the RNA duplex. A) HNN-COSY of the 
free 21 bp siRNA. H-bond donor signals are shown in black, acceptor signals in red. Each base 
pair is represented by two signals at the same imino frequency. As example the pairs G27-C18 
and U35-A10 are highlighted. The magnetization is transferred from the donor to the acceptor 
as indicated by the dotted purple arrows. B) In presence of Loqs-PDΔNC all signals were severly 
line broadened. Several acceptor signals gained in intensity compared to the corresponding 
donor signals; especially adenosine signals increased (grey sphere). C) The H-bonds for 
separated base pairs were calculated and plotted against the base pair number. Since 
overlapping signals cannot be properly analyzed no H-bond size was calculated for the 
respective base pairs. 
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For all base pairs of the 21 bp siRNA two signals were observed in the free HNN-COSY 

(Figure 4.10 A) indicating that the entire RNA was a stable duplex at 25°C as expected. This is 

in agreement with CD measurements of the RNA which yielded an approximate melting 

temperature of 61°C (Supplementary Figure 6.6 B). Upon addition of Loqs-PDΔNC most of these 

signals got line broadened and not all could be detected (Figure 4.10 B). Besides that the line 

shape and low signal-to-noise ratio allowed only a partial assignment. According to formula 

16 the size of the H-bonds for the free RNA was calculated (Figure 4.10 C) and all H-bonds are 

between 5.7 – 7.6 Hz which reflects a reasonable size. Though the spectrum quality for the 

complex was not good it allowed a qualitative estimation: Many acceptor signals (red) 

increased in intensity compared to the donor signals (black) which proved that the 

magnetization transfer was improved in presence of the protein. This suggests that the duplex 

RNA is stabilized by Loqs. 

 

4.1.8 Intermolecular PREs confirm dynamics and suggest a weak asymmetric binding 

Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) can provide medium-range distance 

information (up to approx. 20 Å) and are a versatile tool to analyze protein-RNA complexes 

and determine binding sites217 (see 1.4.9). To measure intermolecular PREs within the Loqs-

RNA complex the 21 bp siRNA was chemically labeled with a TEMPO spin label. Synthesis and 

labeling of the RNA was done by Christoph Wunderlich and Christoph Kreutz. Integrity of the 

RNA and spin label was confirmed by mass spectrometry by the Kreutz group (data not shown) 

and with 1D NMR (Supplementary Figure 6.2). 

Two different samples were prepared with the spin label attached to the 5’ end of 

either the passenger or guide strand (Figure 4.11 A) and 1H,15N-HSQCs of the complex with 

Loqs-PDΔNC were recorded for the paramagnetic sample as well as the diamagnetic one after 

addition of ascorbic acid which reduces the spin label (Figure 4.11 B). In both experiments 

weak line broadening in presence of the spin label could be detected for selected residues. 

Overall only a few residues were affected but the PRE effect was slightly stronger when the 

passenger strand was spin labeled (Figure 4.11 C, D). The intensity ratio was calculated 

according to formula 10 and plotted against the residue number for both experiments (Figure 

4.11 E). As already determined visually using the spectra only a few and weak PRE effects 
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could be observed and for passenger strand labeling the effect was slightly stronger. Since 

the PRE effect was in total very weak a dynamic binding mode seems plausible: On average 

the dsRBDs usually were not in close proximity to the spin label and likely diffused on the RNA. 

However, it seems that the domains slightly preferred the more stable terminus of the duplex 

over the less stable one. DsRBDs have a preference for perfect matching and thus stable 

duplex RNAs. Hence this preference could be an intrinsic feature. The effect observed was 

weak though probably due to the small thermodynamic difference of both ends which differ 

only in one base pair (Figure 4.1 A). 
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Figure 4.11: Intermolecular PRE measurements of Loqs-PD∆NC complexed with spin labeled 21 
bp siRNA. A) Schematic representation of the two spin labeled RNA used in this experiment. 
On the left the TEMPO spin label is covalently attached to the passenger strand’s 5’ end, on 
the right to the guide strand. B) 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of the diamagnetic (black) and 
paramagnetic complex Loqs-PD∆NC with either the passenger strand (left) or guide strand 
(right) spin labeled. The paramagnetic sample was reduced with 5-fold ascorbic acid. The 
small boxes show the zoom in shown in C) and D). The zoom in show a weak reduction in 
intensity for selected residues in the paramagnetic sample. E) The calculated intensity ratios 
are plotted against the Loqs-PD residue number. As observed in C) and D) weak effects could 
be detected. Regions that show a PRE effect are highlighted by red boxes. 
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4.1.9 The C-terminus mediates dimerization of Loqs and interaction with Dicer to form an 

asymmetric complex 

In contrast to Loqs-PA and Loqs-PB the two isoforms PC and PD lack the third dsRBD. 

Instead Loqs-PD has a modified sequence at its C-terminus. To analyze the influence of these 

additional 37 residues 1H,15N-HSQCs of Loqs-PDΔNC and Loqs-PDΔN were recorded and 

compared (data not shown). The calculated CSPs (Figure 4.12 A) showed no significant shifts. 

Note that only residues of Loqs-PDΔNC are shown since no additional assignment for the C-

terminus was made. The C-terminus thus does not interact with the two dsRBDs or the linker. 

Upon titrating 21 bp siRNA Loqs-PDΔN showed significant CSPs (Figure 4.12 B) and a 

similar pattern as the tandem domain construct. Since the yield during purification was very 

low and line broadening within the complex was severe many shifts could not be tracked and 

are plotted as negative values. Mostly these residues cluster in RNA binding regions. 

 

Figure 4.12: Effect of N-terminus on domain structures and RNA binding. A) CSPs for Loqs-PD∆N 
compared to Loqs-PD∆NC. No significant changes were observed suggesting the C-terminus 
does not interact with the domains. B) CSPs for titration of Loqs-PD∆N with 1.5-fold 21 bp 
siRNA. Some significant shifts were observed while most residues experienced severe line 
broadening and are plotted as negative bars. The small box showes the imino region of the 
complex sample confirming duplex RNA intregrity. 

 

For both Loqs-PDΔNC and Loqs-PDΔN SAXS concentration series were measured and the 

molecular weight was calculated based on the Porod volume (Table 4.1). The molecular 

weight for Loqs-PDΔNC at all concentrations corresponded to a monomer when compared to 
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the theoretical molecular weight. For Loqs-PDΔN, however, the molecular weight matched 

that of a dimer. The C-terminus therefore mediates dimerization of Loqs-PD. This dimerization 

could possibly explain the line broadening observed in the NMR titration. The stoichiometry 

of Loqs-PDΔN in complex with RNA has not been determined so far. 

 

Table 4.1: SAXS concentration series prove dimerization of Loqs-PD∆N. For different 
concentrations of Loqs-PD∆NC and Loqs-PD∆N the gyration radius, maximum distance, porod 
volume and the molecular weight have been calculated from SAXS measurements. The 
theoretical molecular weight is shown on the right. 

Sample Rg [Å] Dmax [Å] Porod [Å3] MW [kDa] 
theoretical 
MW [kDa] 

Loqs-PDΔNC 1.9 mg/mL 30.05 ± 0.80 104.9 29324.9 23.8 21.1 

Loqs-PDΔNC 3.6 mg/mL 32.73 ± 0.86 104.6 21501.0 17.4 21.1 

Loqs-PDΔNC 4.2 mg/mL 32.18 ± 0.77 102.2 22139.7 17.9 21.1 

Loqs-PDΔNC 4.9 mg/mL 30.65 ± 1.05 104.6 23269.3 18.8 21.1 

Loqs-PDΔN 1.5 mg/mL 35.00 ± 1.00 167.2 52269.1 42.3 25.3 

Loqs-PDΔN 3.4 mg/mL 36.60 ± 0.60 169.1 64776.1 52.5 25.3 

Loqs-PDΔN 4.1 mg/mL 36.96 ± 1.96 177.1 63507.2 51.4 25.3 

Loqs-PDΔN 4.6 mg/mL 38.30 ± 1.90 177.6 65321.1 52.9 25.3 

 

Stephanie Fesser and Klaus Förstemann did further cross-linking experiments with 

Dicer-2 in presence of either Loqs-PD∆NC or Loqs-PD∆N. Dicer-2 on its own, like Loqs-PD, bound 

preferentially to the RNA termini and distributed equally to both ends (Figure 4.13 B, C). In 

presence of excess of Loqs-PD Dicer-2 occupied mainly the less stable end and hardly cross-

linked to the stable terminus. This suggests that Loqs-PD and Dicer-2 form an asymmetric 

complex where probably Loqs-PD binds the stable RNA terminus. An asymmetric complex 

could be the key step towards strand selection during siRNA maturation. In presence of Loqs-

PD∆NC, however, Dicer-2 bound to both termini equally again. Therefore, the interaction of 

Loqs-PD and Dicer-2 is mediated via Loqs’ C-terminus. Furthermore, this interaction is crucial 

to fix the ternary complex. 
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Figure 4.13: Crosslinking of Dicer-2-Loqs-PD complex reveals asymmetric complex formation. A) 

RNA sequence of bantam derived siRNA. Numbers 1-8 indicate cross-link positions. Grey 

boxes highlight residues different from the RNA described in 4.1.2 used for all NMR 

experiments. B) Cross-linking experiments for Dicer-2 alone and in presence of either Loqs-

PD or Loqs-PD∆NC in excess. C) The relative cross-linking efficiency for all experiments shown 

in B). In presence of full length Loqs-PD (blue) Dicer-2 cross-links preferentially to the less 

stable terminus. Truncated Loqs-PD (red), however, does not lead to an asymmetric 

distribution of Dicer-2. Image adapted from Stephanie Fesser and Klaus Förstemann.  
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4.2 Dynamic dsRNA binding by Loqs-PD 

4.2.1 Chemical exchange as a tool to study dynamics 

 An NMR signal reflects a time and population average of molecules observed. When a 

biomolecule samples different conformations, binds a ligand or performs a chemical reaction 

the involved residues experience different chemical environments. The process of switching 

between these different states is called chemical exchange. Depending on the velocity of 

exchange the signals can be line broadened or the different states are detected in separate 

signals. In slow exchange, when the exchange between two states is slower that the 

frequency difference of both respective signals (kex << ∆v) two distinct peaks are observed. 

For fast exchange in contrast a single averaged signal is detected when the exchange is faster 

than the frequency difference (kex >> ∆v). 

 The same is true for dynamic binding in complexes: When a protein moves along a 

ligand it contacts different binding registers which leads to chemical exchange. This 

phenomenon was used by Loth et al218. They analyzed sliding of the lac-repressor on dsDNA: 

Increasing length of the DNA duplex lead to increased line broadening for residues in the 

protein-DNA interface (a direct consequence of chemical exchange because longer duplexes 

provide more different binding registers). Sequence-dependent chemical shifts allowed the 

estimation of a 1D diffusion constant. Different nucleic acids thus could potentially cause 

different line broadening which can point at dynamic motions of a protein on the nucleic acid. 

 

4.2.2 Transcription and analysis of palindromic RNAs 

The approach described in 4.2.1 was established for the Loqs-PD-siRNA complex. To 

analyze the effect of RNA length on line broadening in Loqs spectra different RNAs were 

artificially designed, transcribed in vitro, purified and analyzed by NMR. An initial set of three 

RNAs was based on an 8-nt building block comprising a 4-nt palindromic sequence. By adding 

multiple of these building blocks 16, 24 and 32 bp dsRNAs were designed (Figure 4.14 A). The 

RNA was palindromic and consisted of repetitive elements to allow self-annealing and thus 

reduce the workload. Furthermore, even though most literature states RNA binding by 
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dsRBDs to be sequence-independent, this design allowed an analysis solely based on length 

since the sequence is always the same. 

To gain further data two new RNAs were transcribed comprising the building block 

mentioned above and additional palindromic sequences of 4-nt to make up 20 and 28 bp 

dsRNAs (Figure 4.14 A). Transcription of the RNAs was straightforward after MgCl2 

optimization. Unfortunately, the palindromic sequence led to lower yields with increasing 

sequence length which was most likely due to self-annealing of the DNA template or the 

nascent RNA during transcription. Several attempts by adding DMSO or varying the 

temperature did not improve transcription efficiency. Therefore, the low yield had to be 

compensated by larger transcription volumes and a careful purification afterwards to 

minimize loss. After purification (Figure 4.14 B) via HPLC the RNAs were analyzed by NMR 

spectroscopy. Both 1D and imino NOESYs were recorded (Figure 4.14, C, D; Supplementary 

Figure 6.3). All RNAs could be assigned and for RNAs 16, 24 and 32 as well as 20 and 28 all 

spectra overlap. In the 1D spectra it is obvious that several signals gain in intensity while 

others remain constant. Constant signals correspond to the termini and thus the increase in 

intensity reflects the additional building blocks that contribute to the signals. This confirms 

the structural integrity of the RNAs. 

 

Figure 4.14: Palindromic RNAs used for line broadening analysis. A) Sequences of the different 
palindromic RNAs used. The boxes indicate the repetitive and palindromic sequence used to 
build up the RNAs. Note that RNA 20 and 28 comprise additional shorter palindromic 
sequences. B) Denaturing polyacrylamide gel of palindromic RNAs and RNA 1 and 2 of the 21 
bp siRNA as reference. C, D) 1D imino traces of RNA 16, 24, 32 and 20, 28 respectively. The 
palindromic sequence leads to increasing signals with increasing RNA lengths. 
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4.2.3 Single and tandem dsRBDs slide along dsRNA 

To analyze potential sliding of Loqs-PD the two individual dsRBDs and the tandem 

dsRBD contruct were analyzed with the above mentioned RNAs. Both individual dsRBDs were 

titrated using RNA 16, 20 and 24 and both CSPs and line broadening were analyzed (Figure 

4.15). DsRBD1 and 2 showed very similar shifts for all three titrations, indicating a similar 

binding mode (Figure 4.15 A, B). While the CSPs for the titrations with RNA 20 and 24 were 

basically identical the CSPs for 16 bp RNA titration were a little bit smaller (Figure 4.15 C, E). 

This suggests that either the protein was not saturated or the RNA was too short for full 

affinity binding. Since RNA was added in 5-fold excess and no further shifts were observed, 

the protein was saturated but the RNA was too short to provide an optimal substrate. This is 

in agreement with the low affinity determined by Stephanie Fesser and Klaus Förstemann for 

short RNA duplexes. Nonetheless, the CSPs pattern was similar for all titrations. 

The line broadening was calculated according to equation 13. For both dsRBD1 and 2 

line broadening upon complex formation increased with increasing length of the RNA (Figure 

4.15 D, F). Here three different classes of residues need to be distinguished: First, for many 

residues line broadening was linearly depending on RNA length (e.g. 290-300). These residues 

overall showed moderate line broadening by a factor of 1-4 and low CSPs in the corresponding 

plot. The low CSPs values indicate these residues were not involved in RNA binding or not 

even close to the RNA binding interface. Line broadening therefore can only be caused by the 

increased molecular weight of the complex which lead to a decreased signal-to-noise ratio in 

the spectra. Second, other peaks show higher CSP values but similar line broadening as the 

first group of residues (e.g. 310-315). These residues were either not directly involved in RNA 

binding since CSPs can be secondary effects or they contacted the RNA through their side 

chains which caused higher CSPs but moderate line broadening in the detected amide 

backbone. Third, in both domains some residues showed both increased CSPs and strong line 

broadening (201, 306). These are residues that are directly involved in RNA binding and 

experience line broadening due to chemical exchange. The high affinity (200 nM) of the 

individual dsRBDs and the line broadening of most RNA signals (see 4.1.7) suggest that this 

exchange is due to sliding and not frequent dissociation and subsequent reassociation of the 

protein. 
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Figure 4.15: Line broadening analysis of single dsRBD RNA titrations. A, B) 1H,15N-HSQCs of 
dsRBD1 and 2 respectively in presence of 5-fold 16 bp RNA (black), 3-fold 20 bp RNA (blue) 
and 3-fold 24 bp RNA (green). C, E) Calculated CSPs for titrations shown in A) and B) 
corresponding to dsRBD1 and dsRBD2 binding respectively. D) and F) show the corresponding 
intensity ratios of the free over bound form plotted against the residue number. 
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Using the RNAs 16, 20, 24, 28 and 32 the same experiments were done with the 

tandem dsRBDs of Loqs (Figure 4.16 A). Due to the size and increased overlap the overall 

spectral quality got worse, however, a similar effect as for the individual dsRBDs was 

observed. The CSPs were comparable for all titrations (Figure 4.16 B) but line broadening 

increased with longer RNAs (Figure 4.16 C). This strongly suggests that both domains do slide 

in the tandem construct as well. 

 

Figure 4.16: Line broadening analysis of tandem dsRBD RNA titrations. 3A) 1H,15N-HSQCs of 

Loqs’ tandem dsRBDs in presence of 6-fold 16 bp RNA (black), 4-fold 20 bp RNA (blue), 4-fold 

24 bp RNA (green), 4-fold 28 bp RNA (yellow) and 4-fold 32 bp RNA (orange). B) Calculated 

CSPs for titrations shown in A). C) shows the corresponding intensity ratios of the free over 

bound form plotted against the residue number. 
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4.2.4 Sliding is independent of RNA sequence composition 

Though literature states that RNA binding by dsRBDs in general is sequence-

independent, the effect of sequence on line broadening was analyzed. The previous results 

suggest that Loqs might sense thermodynamic stability of an RNA duplex (see 4.1.7 and 4.1.8) 

and hence the GC content of or its distribution within an RNA could influence sliding. 

Therefore, the previously used 21 bp siRNA was varied in sequence to create four new RNAs 

(Figure 4.17 A). For one the termini were flipped by introducing GCs at the opposite end and 

even increasing the difference in thermodynamic stability. A GC rich RNA was created by 

exchanging AU base pairs against GCs and a GC poor RNA by changing GCs to AUs. Another 

RNA comprised a GC rich patch in the center. After purification all RNAs were analyzed by 1D 

NMR (Figure 4.17 B) and imino NOESY spectra (Supplementary Figure 6.4) and assigned to 

confirm the structural integrity of each duplex. Some of these RNAs differ from typical and 

potent siRNA sequences219 but were used to analyze the sequence effect on sliding. 

 

Figure 4.17: Different siRNAs used for line broadening analysis. 4A) Sequences of the different 
siRNAs used. Grey boxes highlight changes compared to the 21 bp siRNA. B) 1D imino traces 
of the siRNAs. 

 

As before CSPs were analyzed for all RNA titrations (Figure 4.18 A) and the same 

pattern was observed for all experiments. The line broadening analysis (Figure 4.18 B) 

revealed no significant differences for the different substrates used. Sequence composition 

hence seems to have no or only a marginal effect on sliding and is neglectable compared to 

the RNA length. 
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Figure 4.18: Line broadening analysis of Loqs-PDΔNC siRNA titrations. A) Calculated CSPs for 
titrations of Loqs’ tandem dsRBDs with 4-fold 21 bp RNA (black), 4-fold flipped RNA (violet), 
3-fold inside GC RNA (blue), 4-fold GC poor RNA (yellow) and 4-fold GC rich RNA (green). B) 
The corresponding intensity ratios of the free over bound form plotted against the residue 
number. 

 

4.2.5 The linker does not affect sliding 

As shown above (4.1.4) the linker assures simultaneous binding of both dsRBDs to the 

RNA. For other dsRBPs it has been proposed that the linker also contributes to sliding75. To 

test this hypothesis for Loqs-PD, two linker mutants were compared with the wildtype protein 

(Figure 4.19). The 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of the complexes showed hardly any differences 

(Figure 4.19 A). This was confirmed by the similar CSPs (Figure 4.19 B) which were almost 

identical. A comparison of the line broadening (Figure 4.19 C) showed also no significant effect 

of the linker length. Thus, sliding is not affected by approx. halving the linker. Note that the 

two shortest linker mutants were not tested. 
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Figure 4.19: Line broadening analysis of Loqs-PDΔNC linker mutant RNA titrations. A) 1H,15N-
HSQCs of the respective free protein (black) and in presence of 3.5-fold 21 bp RNA shown for 
the wildtype linker (red), ∆10 linker mutant (violet) and ∆20 linker mutant (light violet). B) 
Calculated CSPs for titrations shown in A. C) shows the corresponding intensity ratios of the 
free over bound form plotted against the residue number. 

 

4.2.6 Elevated temperatures enhance sliding 

All previous measurements were performed at 25°C which hardly reflects natural 

conditions. In Drosophila (or other insects) the proteins will experience a broader 

temperature range which could affect their functions while in mammals usually a constant 

but elevated temperature is maintained. Therefore, different temperatures covering 15, 20, 

25, 30 and 37 °C were tested with the standard 21 bp siRNA (Figure 4.20). Since temperature 

affected the overall spectra (Figure 4.20 A, B) and not all peaks shifted similarly, not all 

assignments could be transferred between the spectra. Some signals overlapped after 

temperature changes and were not analyzed for intensities. All experiments were recorded 

on the same sample and the protein:RNA ratio was exactly the same through all experiments. 
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Nevertheless, the CSPs were not identical but showed some variations instead, especially in 

the RNA binding regions (Figure 4.20 C). This might reflect a potential reduction in affinity at 

elevated temperatures because the CSPs are lower at higher temperatures. The overall line 

broadening reduced with increasing temperatures (Figure 4.20 D) and for the regions not 

involved in RNA binding it was again linearly depending on temperature (e.g. residues 170-

180).  

RNA binding regions in contrast showed a strong reduction in line broadening upon 

increasing the temperature (Figure 4.20 D). This suggests that sliding increased and the 

system switched further to the fast exchange regime leading thus to sharper signals and less 

line broadening.  

 

Figure 4.20: Line broadening analysis of Loqs-PDΔNC RNA titration at different temperatures. A) 
1H,15N-HSQCs of free Loqs’ tandem dsRBDs (black) in presence of 3-fold 21 bp RNA at 15 °C 
(blue) and 37 °C (red). B) Calculated CSPs for titrations at 15, 20, 25, 30 and 37 °C. C) The 
corresponding intensity ratios of the free over bound form are plotted against the residue 
number. 
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Table 1 shows that the average line broadening of both dsRBDs significantly decreased 

with raising temperatures. When the inverse of these line broadening factors is plotted 

against the temperature (Figure 4.21) the y-axis corresponds to the relative exchange speed. 

It is thus a measure for the relative sliding velocity. 

 

Table 4.2: Average line broadening for dsRBD1 and 2 over selected residues at different 
temperatues. 

Temperature [°C] Average line broadening 

dsRBD1 (136-205) dsRBD2 (252-318) 

15 14.02 19.46 

20 13.16 17.52 

25 10.99 12.33 

30 7.88 9.56 

37 4.94 5.52 

 

The two curves show an exponential increase (Figure 4.21) which can be approximated 

by van’t Hoff’s rule: For the analyzed temperatures the inverse line broadening increased by 

a factor of approx. 1.6-2.0 when temperatue increased about 10 °C. Line broadening was 

solely caused by chemical exchange because the increased molecular weight of the complex 

was the same at all temperatures. The chemical exchange in an approximation and assuming 

that no further processes contribute was only caused by sliding of Loqs on the dsRNA. 

Therefore, the inverse line broadening is a direct measure for the exchange speed and 

consequently the relative sliding velocity of the protein. 
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Figure 4.21: Inverse line broadening increases at higher temperatures. The inverse of the 
average line broadening (table 4.2) plotted against temperature for dsRBD1 (blue) and 
dsRBD2 (green). Overall sliding increases by a factor of 1.6-2.0 when the temperature 
increases about 10 °C. 

 

4.2.7 Viscosity limits sliding 

The viscosity in a cell differs from the one in an aqueous buffer used for NMR. 

Therefore, different viscosities were tested using the same setup as above to estimate sliding 

under physiological conditions. According to literature, viscosity in the cytoplasm should be 

1-3 times that of water which corresponds to approx. 1-2 cP (Figure 4.22 A). Hence 10 % and 

25 % glycerol were added to the samples (Figure 4.22 A). Both samples showed very similar 

CSPs as the 0 % glycerol sample (Figure 4.22 B, C), indicating that glycerol does not affect the 

binding interface. However, overall line broadening increased with increasing glycerol 

concentration (Figure 4.22 D) indicating sliding to be slower. Here the opposite effect of 

temperature is observed: Higher viscosity shifts the chemical exchange to a slower regime 

causing more line broadening. 
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Figure 4.22: Line broadening analysis of Loqs-PDΔNC RNA titrations at different glycerol 
concentrations. A) Viscosity of different aqueous glycerol solutions at varying temperatures 
(based on Segur et Oberstar, 1951220).  B) 1H,15N-HSQCs of Loqs’ tandem dsRBDs in presence 
of 3-fold 21 bp siRNA in standard buffer (black), with 10 % glycerol (brown) and 25 % glycerol 
(light brown). C) Calculated CSPs for titrations shown in B. D) shows the corresponding 
intensity ratios of the free over bound form plotted against the residue number. 

 

By comparing overall line broadening of dsRBD1 for the different experiments (Table 

4.3) it is obvious that at 25 % glycerol sliding decreased by a factor of 2. 25 % glycerol 

corresponds to approx. 1.9 cP – thus the viscosity increased by roughly a factor of 2 compared 

to pure water (Figure 4.22 A, Table 4.3). Hence, sliding seems to be linearly depending on 

viscosity. Note that the spectra quality did not allow the analysis of many residues and these 

results might thus be biased. 
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Table 4.3: Average line broadening for dsRBD1 and 2 over selected residues at different 
glycerol concentrations. 

Glycerol [%] Approx. viscosity 

[cP] 

Average line broadening 

dsRBD1 (136-205) dsRBD2 (252-318) 

0 0.87 9.53 13.08 

10 1.11 13.15 13.28 

25 1.85 18.40 17.79 
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4.3 Staufen-2 dsRBD1-2 RNA binding 

4.3.1 Both domains are independent in the free form 

To evaluate NMR accessibility of Staufen-2 dsRBD1 and 2 the two individual domains 

as well as the tandem construct Staufen-2∆NC were used to record 1H,15N-HSQC spectra (Figure 

4.23). In all constructs intense and dominant signals at the centre of the spectrum occured, 

indicating unstructured and flexible regions. At lower contour levels signals corresponding to 

structured regions showed up. An overlay of the single domain spectra and the tandem 

domain spectrum showed that most signals nicely overlap. Additional peaks in the tandem 

domain spectrum are likely to correspond to linker residues which are missing in the 

individual domain spectra. Since the tandem domain spectrum is thus the sum of the 

individual spectra it seems likely that the two dsRBDs 1 and 2 of Staufen-2 are independent 

in the free form and do not significantly interact. 

 

Figure 4.23: Fingerprint spectra of Staufen-2 constructs. 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of Staufen 2 
tandem dsRBD1-2 (black), dsRBD1 (blue) and dsRBD2 (red). Most signals of the individual 
dsRBDs overlap with those of the tandem construct. 

 

4.3.2 Structure homology models indicate conserved fold and extended loop in dsRBD2 

The 1H,15N-HSQC spectra for both individual dsRBDs indicated folded proteins (Figure 

4.23). The intense signals in the centre of the spectrum, however, suggest parts of the 
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proteins to be flexible or unstructured. A backbone assignment based on an HNCACB, HNcaCO 

and HNCO was started for dsRBD1. The assignment would allow to determine secondary 

structure elements and map potential RNA binding sites. The 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum 

comprised approx. 280 signals which exceeded the number of 95 residues of the construct. 

For dsRBD2 approx. 192 signals were detected while 146 expected. This indicated possible 

multiple conformations, oligomerization or aggregation. SAXS experiments of dsRBD1 

confirmed a large molecular weight that significantly exceeded a monomeric form (data not 

shown). 

 Overall the HNCACB suffered from a poor signal-to-noise ratio for all residues in the 

structured regions. Only presumably unstructured residues gave intense signals while for the 

others cross peaks were missing or severely line broadened. Nevertheless, some residues 

highlighted in green in the following sequence of dsRBD1 could be assigned: 

GPMANPKEKTPVCLVNELARFHSIQPQYKLLNESGPAHSKMFSVQLSLGEQTWESEGSSIKKAQQAVAN

KALTESTLPKPVQKPPKSNVNNNPGS 

The project was started late during the thesis and therefore the assignment could not 

be pursued. For sure optimization of the buffer, temperature or deuteration of the samples 

would improve spectra quality and allow at least a partial assignment. 

 

Figure 4.24: Structure homology models of Staufen-2 dsRBD1 and 2. A) Sequence-based 
structure homology model for Staufen-2 dsRBD1 comprised the residues 9-74. B) The model 
of dsRBD2 consisted of residues 94-181 and showed an extended loop between β1 and β2. For 
both models the expected conserved binding regions are highlighted by grey spheres. The 
respective amino acid sequences are shown below. 
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A structure model was built based on sequence homology (Supplementary Table 6.2) 

using the webserver swissmodel.expasy.org. After an automatic template search the top 50 

hits based on sequence similarity were used for structure modelling. The models for dsRBD1 

and 2 with the best GMQE and QMEAN values are shown in Figure 4.24 (Supplementary Figure 

6.5). The models comprised residues 9-74 and 96-180 for dsRBD1 and 2 respectively. Both 

domains showed the canonical αβββα-fold. DsRBD2 has an extraordinary long loop of 21 

residues between β1 and β2 (Figure 4.24 B). For both domains the expected RNA binding 

interface is highlighted by grey spheres and the corresponding residues are listed below. The 

sequence similarity thus points at a conserved dsRBD fold and allows a canonical RNA binding 

mode. 

 

4.3.3 The two dsRBDs bind dsRNA dynamically 

Both individual dsRBDs were titrated using Rgs4 SRS2 RNA to assess potential RNA 

binding (Figure 4.25). Prior to titration experiments the structural integrity of the RNA was 

confirmed by 1D NMR and NOESY spectra (Supplementary Figure 6.6). The spectra of both 

domains showed severe line broadening upon addition of RNA (Figure 4.25 A, C). 

For dsRBD1 (Figure 4.25 A) significant chemical shifts in the spectra were observed 

while line broadening for dsRBD2 (Figure 4.25 C) was so severe that only few signals remained 

visible after complex formation. Therefore, both domains do interact with the given stem loop 

RNA and binding might be dynamic. In both cases saturation was basically achieved at a 1:1 

molar ratio which indicates high affinity binding of both dsRBDs. This is in agreement with SPR 

data from Simone Heber and Dierk Niessing who found the single dsRBDs to bind in the 

nanomolar range while the tandem domains show clear cooperativity and an increased 

affinity. 

Interestingly, line broadening also occured in the RNA spectra (Figure 4.25 B, D) when 

protein was in excess which further supports potential dynamics within the complex. A closer 

look at the imino spectra reveals that the two domains seem to interact differently with the 

RNA: While for dsRBD1 relatively sharp RNA imino signals were observed at a 1:0.5 

protein:RNA ratio (Figure 4.25 B), for dsRBD2 the RNA signals were severly broadened and 

almost not detectable any more (Figure 4.25 D). Thus, binding of the individual dsRBDs might 
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occur at a different time scale and involve different dynamics. Note that for both titrations 

only minor and neglectable shifts in the RNA spectra occurred. 

 

Figure 4.25: RNA titrations of Staufen-2 single dsRBD1 and 2. A) 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of free 
dsRBD1 (black), in presence of 0.5-fold (blue), 1-fold (yellow) and 3-fold excess of RNA. B) The 
corresponding 1D imino traces of the RNA at the same ratios. C, D) The RNA titration for 
dsRBD2. 

 

 So far only a few residues of dsRBD1 could be assigned (see 4.3.2). Some of these 

residues showed shifts in presence of RNA (Figure 4.26 A) and are thus possibly part of the 

RNA binding site. Note that Ser32, Gly33 and Ala35 are part of the SGPAHSK sequence shown 

in Figure 4.24 A in 4.3.2. The shifting residues were mapped onto the structure model (Figure 

4.26 B) and all clustered in the predicted loop or α-helix 1. Simone Heber and Dierk Niessing 

created mutants based on these results and could confirm reduced or even abolished binding 
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using SPR. Despite the incomplete assignment this suggests that the assignment is correct and 

that the loop residues of Staufen-2 dsRBD1 do mediate interactions with the RNA. 

 

Figure 4.26: Binding site 2 in Staufen-2 dsRBD1. A) 1H,15N-HSQC of free Staufen-2 dsRBD1 
(black) and in presence of 0.5-fold stem loop RNA (blue). The small boxes indicate zoom in 
and highlight residues shifting in presence of RNA. B) Residues that could be assigned and 
showed shifts upon RNA addition are highlighted as red spheres in the structure homology 
model of dsRBD1. 

 

4.3.4 Simultaenous binding of both dsRBDs is independent and dynamic 

RNA binding might be different in presence of the other domain and therefore the 

tandem domain protein was also used for an RNA titration. Similarly to the individual domains 

the signals got line broadened in presence of RNA and chemical shifts were observable (Figure 

4.27 A). By comparison with the individual domain titrations the same residues were affected 

which indicates that both domains bind RNA in the tandem construct and the binding 

interface of each individual domain is not affected by the presence of the other domain. The 

RNA imino signals (Figure 4.27 B) got line broadened as for the dsRBD2 titration. This suggests 

that also in the tandem domain protein considerable dynamics occur, be it sliding (as 

proposed for Loqs in 4.2) or high on and off rates. 
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Figure 4.27: Staufen-2ΔNC RNA titration. A) 1H,15N-HSQC of the free Staufen dsRBD1-2 construct 
(black) and in presence of 2-fold RNA (green). B) The RNA imino traces for that titration at 
different protein:RNA ratios. 
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4.4 Mtr4 KOW ligand binding 

4.4.1 Backbone assignment of KOW 

Due to the excellent quality of the 1H,15N-HSQC only an HNCACB was used for the 

initial assignment of the Mtr4 KOW domain. Approximately 50% of the protein could be 

assigned but the additional magnetization transfer via the Cβ led to a significant loss of 

detectable signals. Thus, HNCA and HNcoCA spectra were recorded which indeed filled the 

assignment gaps by providing information on the previously missing residues and confirmed 

already assigned residues (Figure 4.28). Remaining gaps are caused by prolines or flexible and 

overlapping regions. In addition, HNCO and HNcaCO experiments were recorded to confirm 

the assignment (data not shown). In total approx. 97% of the residues (excluding the artificial 

N-terminal sequence left after protease cleavage) could be assigned in the HNCACB. 

 

Figure 4.28: Example walk for KOW backbone assignment for the sequence VVVNT. Note that 
the residue order is opposite (C to N) to the natural one due to the assignment procedure. 
Black signals show Cα, red signals Cβ. Shown are three spectra strips per residue, #1: HNCACB, 
#2: HNCA, #3:HNcoCA. Blue arrows indicate connections via Cα, purple arrows via Cβ. 
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4.4.2 Solution secondary structure elements confirm crystal structure 

The calculation of secondary chemical shifts is a versatile and reliable tool to analyze 

secondary structure elements in solution. It can therefore be used to validate existing crystal 

structures as in this case. Based on the previously mentioned equation 8 secondary chemical 

shifts were calculated and plotted against the residue number. The analysis indicates an 

αβαββαβαβα fold which agrees with the secondary structure elements found in the published 

crystal structure (Figure 4.29 A; PDB: 2XGJ). 

Heteronuclear NOE data provide information on local flexibility. The data recorded for 

the free protein proved most of the protein to be rigid (Figure 4.29 B). Only the C-terminus 

(residues 812-818) was highly flexible while the loop (residues 704-711) connecting β2 and β3 

showed moderate flexibility. 

 

Figure 4.29: Secondary structure elements and flexibility of KOW. A) Secondary chemical shifts 
of Mtr4 KOW plotted against residue number. Positive values indicate α-helical structures, 
negative values β-strands. Above the plot the secondary structure elements derived from the 
crystal structure are depicted as cartoons and aligned to the sequence. B) Heteronuclear NOE 
data for the free KOW domain indicate flexible regions in the loop and C-terminus (blue 
boxes). The grey box indicates the artificial sequence GAASM left after cleavage. 

 

4.4.3 Structured RNAs and Nop53 bind to distinct interfaces 

As mentioned before the KOW domain binds tRNAs but the RNA elements required 

for recognition are unknown so far. The previously described 21 bp siRNA was used to titrate 

a dsRNA to Mtr4 KOW. Significant shifts occurred upon RNA addition but binding was weak 
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and saturation was not achieved even in 10-fold excess of RNA (Supplementary Figure 6.7 A). 

Chemical shift perturbations were calculated (Figure 4.30 A) and revealed two main regions 

to be involved in RNA binding: The N-terminal region of α-helix1 which connects the KOW 

domain via the arches with the Mtr4 protein core and the flexible loop, especially residues 

712-717. Note that a few additional peaks showed up in presence of RNA which are 

unassigned. In another titration Phe-tRNA from baker’s yeast was used as a ligand 

(Supplementary Figure 6.7 B). In 7.5-fold excess shifts similarly to those from the dsRNA 

titration were observed in the spectra resulting in comparable CSPs (Figure 4.30 B). The 

residues mainly involved are histidine, serine, asparagine, aspartate and glutamate, all good 

H-bond donors and potential RNA binders. These data prove that the KOW domain uses a 

specific interface to bind structured RNAs via their double-stranded regions. For all titrations 

involving structured RNAs 1D traces of the imino region were recorded to prove the presence 

of dsRNA (Figure 4.30). 

Mtr4 KOW binds Nop53211, a tumor suppressor homologue that recruits Mtr4 to the 

ribosome. Sebastian Falk and Elena Conti determined the crystal structure of Mtr4 bound to 

the Nop53 peptide and using NMR I analyzed peptide binding in solution. Upon titrating the 

peptide to the KOW domain significant chemical shifts were observed (Supplementary Figure 

6.7 C). Note that the protein was not saturated due to the low affinity even though a high 

excess (20-fold) of peptide was used. Chemical shift perturbations were calculated and 

plotted against the residue number (Figure 4.30 C). The bar plot indicates residues 772-781 

and 797 as the core region that was mostly affected by peptide binding (namely leucine, 

isoleucine, methionine, asparagine and valine). These findings are in agreement with the 

crystal structure. The binding interface for Nop53 thus differs from that for dsRNA. 
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Figure 4.30: KOW titrations with different ligands. Chemical shift perturbations of the titrations 
with A) dsRNA, B) Phe-tRNA, C) Nop53 peptide and D) both Nop53 peptide and dsRNA plotted 
against the residue number. Residues His666 and Ala668 marked with asterisks in A) show 
CSP values of 0.38 and 0.51 respectively. For all RNA titrations 1H imino spectra are shown in 
small boxes which prove duplex integrity. For A) and C) two lines indicate the average + 1 x 
standard deviation (orange) and average + 2 x standard deviation (red). E) and F) show CSPs 
for dsRNA and Nop53 peptide titration respectively mapped onto the available crystal 
structure (PDB: 2XGJ). Only residues larger than the average + 1 or 2 standard deviations (see 
colored lines in A) and C)) are highlighted in orange and red. 
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The Nop53 bound Mtr4 KOW domain was further titrated with the dsRNA 

(Supplementary Figure 6.7 D) and again significant shifts could be observed, corresponding to 

those observed for the dsRNA titration. The CSPs plot referenced to free KOW showed 

changes in both peptide and dsRNA binding region (Figure 4.30 D) reflecting the sum of both 

individual titrations. When referring to the KOW-Nop53 complex (Figure 4.31 A) CSPs 

corresponding to RNA binding were observed. His666, Ala668, Asn669, Ala670 were affected 

by both peptide and dsRNA binding and shifted back to the RNA bound state (Figure 4.30 B). 

These results strongly suggest that Mtr4 KOW can bind both Nop53 and dsRNA 

simultaneously and any preference may be fine tuned by the respective concentrations and 

affinities for both ligands. Due to the close proximity of these residues to the N-terminus the 

effect in the full-length protein might be different. 

 

Figure 4.31: Analysis of simultanoues titration of dsRNA and Nop53 peptide. A) Chemical shift 
perturbations of the Mtr4 KOW-Nop53 peptide complex titration with 7x dsRNA plotted 
against residue number. The pattern corresponds to the difference of Figure 4.30 C and D and 
reflects the RNA binding pattern from Figure 4.30 A and B. The red box indicates residues 
shifting to the RNA bound form in presence of both ligands. Residue Ala668 marked with an 
asterisk shows a CSP value of 0.30 ppm. B) A zoom-in of the 1H,15N-HSQC overlays of free Mtr4 
(black), with 5 x dsRNA (orange), 10 x dsRNA (red), 20 x Nop53 peptide (blue) and both 20 x 
Nop53 peptide plus 7 x dsRNA (purple) shows the shifts of Ala668. Clearly RNA and peptide 
bound states can be distinguished and in presence of both ligands Ala668 shifts to the RNA 
bound state. 
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Note that in all titrations saturation was not reached due to the weak affinity and all 

spectra showed moderate line broadening in presence of the ligands. From NMR no reliable 

KDs could be obtained. For both dsRNA and Nop53 peptide complexes heteronuclear NOE 

data were recorded but did not show any differences in local flexibility (Supplementary Figure 

6.8). 

 

4.4.4 KOW does not bind single-stranded RNA 

To determine the RNA binding specificity a ssRNA was titrated to the Mtr4 KOW 

domain as well. Upon addition of high excess (7-fold) of single-stranded RNA (ssRNA; 5’-

CCUUACCACACAACU-3’) no shifts in the 1H15N-HSQC could be observed (Figure 4.32 A). 

However, a moderate and uniform line broadening for the majority of signals was detected 

while several peaks only showed up in presence of ssRNA or gained in intensity (Figure 4.32 

A). 

 

Figure 4.32: KOW titration with single-stranded RNA. A) 1H15N-HSQC overlay of the free KOW 

domain (black) and in presence of 7-fold ssRNA (5’-CCUUACCACACAACU-3’, red). The 

experimental setup, processing and plotting was identical for both spectra. A moderate loss 

in intensity can be observed for most signals. Residues marked with a blue asterisk gain in 

intensity in presence of ssRNA while Gly693, Asn724 and Gly791 show peak splitting. B) 1D 1H 

spectra of amino region of free Mtr4 KOW and in presence of ssRNA. C) Chemical shift 

perturbations of the KOW titration with 7 x ssRNA plotted against residue number. 
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For Gly693, Asn724 and Gly791 peak splitting was observed and the calculated 

chemical shift perturbations revealed no significant binding sites (Figure 4.32 C). Interestingly, 

the residues that show peak splitting are in close proximity to each other. Most of the 

upcoming signals did also gain in intensity when dsRNA or both dsRNA and Nop53 peptide 

were titrated, while for peptide only these signals were not observed. As a control 1D traces 

of the amino region were monitored prior and after addition of the RNA (Figure 4.32 B) where 

sharp peaks indicated the presence of the RNA. These findings suggest ssRNA might interact 

with a low populated conformation of KOW that is hardly detectable in the free form. It is 

also possible that the strong negative charge of any RNA has the described effect on the 

spectrum. 

 

4.4.5 The arch domain interacts with KOW 

Besides the KOW domain (Mtr4666-818) another construct was used comprising the 

KOW domain and the first two helices of the stalk (Mtr4638-842) to test for potential 

interactions within the protein. An overlay of the 1H,15N-HSQCs of the free proteins revealed 

striking differences between the two spectra (Figure 4.33 A). Due to many shifts the 

assignment of the previously used KOW construct could only be partially transferred. Those 

residues assigned showed moderate to strong CSPs (Figure 4.33 C). For not assigned residues 

even stronger CSPs can be expected. These results suggest that the stalk might interact with 

the KOW domain. 

Mtr4638-842 was titrated with Phe-tRNA and dsRNA and showed only minor shifts 

(Figure 4.33 B). Nevertheless, several signals showed severe line broadening in presence of 

either RNA. Due to the partial assignment no proper analysis of CSPs for RNA titrations was 

possible. Interestingly, several of the line broadened residues shifted in the Mtr4666-818 RNA 

titrations. These results suggest that the KOW domain with stalk also interacts with tRNA via 

a dsRNA binding interface. Furthermore, it seems like the binding site remains – at least 

partially – the same as for the KOW domain itself. 
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of KOW with and without the extended stalk. A) 1H,15N-HSQC overlay 
of free Mtr4666-818 (corresponds to KOW; black) and Mtr4638-842 (red). B) Mtr4638-842 titration 
with Phe-tRNA (red) and dsRNA (blue). C) CSPs for comparing free Mtr4666-818 and Mtr4638-842. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Loqs-PD contribution to RISC formation and asymmetry sensing 

 In this work it was shown that Loqs-PD∆NC is monomeric and binds in a 1:1 ratio to its 

RNA substrate. The C-terminus, however, mediates dimerization of Loqs-PD (Figure 5.1 A) and 

formation of a heterodimer with Dicer-2 (Figure 5.1 B) as it was shown by crosslinking 

experiments from Stephanie Fesser and Klaus Förstemann. Whether full length Loqs-PD binds 

as a dimer to RNA was not tested in this thesis. Dimerization was shown recently for Loqs-

PB221 and thus seems to be conserved for all Loqs isoforms. Since Loqs-PB binds in a 1:1 ratio 

to Dicer-1221 it seems plausible that both Loqs-PB and Loqs-PD dimerize only in the absence 

of the ribonuclease. Dimerization of a dsRBP could serve as a storage pool for Dicer binding 

partners that is immediately available when needed. This would allow a quick response to 

stimuli and changing conditions. 

 

Figure 5.1: Binding properties of Loqs-PD and its interaction partners. A) The C-terminus of 
Loqs-PD mediates dimerization of the protein. B) Via the C-terminus Loqs-PD can interact with 
Dicer-2 (yellow spot). C) Loqs-PD’s single and tandem domains bind dynamically to dsRNA 
which potentially involves sliding and dissociation. D) Loqs-PD binds to the entire RNA duplex 
but is often found at the termini. It seems to have a weak preference for the more stable 5’ 
end (highlighted by the green sphere). 
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 A comparison of the single and tandem domains shows that both domains are 

independent in both the free and RNA bound form (this thesis and previous work from 

Thomas Kern). Loqs-PD∆NC is saturated in presence of a low excess of RNA which confirms the 

above stated stoichiometry. This agrees also with a titration of a mixture of both single 

dsRBDs. Interestingly, saturation occurs when the RNA is added in excess of the total protein 

concentration which corresponds to the sum of both dsRBD concentrations. It suggests that 

also the individual dsRBDs bind in a 1:1 complex and confirms that the domains are 

independent. The linker therefor is required to assure that both dsRBDs bind the same RNA 

simultaneously. Without the linker probably the dynamics within the system (Figure 5.1 C) 

allow only one dsRBD to bind the RNA. 

 Overall the linker does not affect the individual domain structures and only influences 

domain RNA binding when a critical minimal length is undershot. The linker itself does not 

contribute to RNA binding. Stephanie Fesser and Klaus Förstemann could also confirm that 

the interaction with Dicer-2 is not affected by the linker length. Hence, the long linker 

between the two domains is required for simultaneous RNA binding but its length uncouples 

the binding modes and allows flexibility which seem to be required for the protein to sample 

different binding sites. When too short the linker probably restricts motions and optimal 

domain arrangement. 

 From cross-linking experiments (Stephanie Fesser, Klaus Förstemann) it is known that 

Loqs-PD binds preferentially to duplex RNA termini. However, SAXS and NMR data strongly 

indicate binding to be dynamic. The PRE experiments confirmed that binding occurs at the 

ends of the RNA but it seems to be transient because the overall PRE effect observed was very 

weak. Thus at a given time point only a small portion of Loqs-PD is found at either end. All 

data combined point at sliding of the protein on RNA like it was shown for human TRBP76 and 

Staufen-175. 

Despite the dynamic binding a weak preference of Loqs-PD to bind the more stable 5’ 

end of the RNA duplex could be detected (Figure 5.1 D). Interestingly, the cross-linking data 

of the ternary complex showed that Dicer-2 binds the less stable end while Loqs-PD occupies 

the stable terminus. An asymmetric complex forms (figure 5.2 B) which could set the basis for 

strand selection during siRNA maturation and RISC formation. Therefor, Loqs-PD seems to 

scan the RNA and its high affinity for stable RNA duplexes might direct the protein to more 
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stably paired binding sites. This means Loqs-PD and potentially other dsRBPs as well have an 

intrinsic ability to sense the thermodynamic asymmetry of an RNA duplex and contribute to 

strand selection. Different experiments already indicated other dsRBPs to be capable to sense 

thermodynamic stability as well79,80. In this work for the first time an NMR-based approach 

was used to visualize asymmetry sensing. Besides the different functions described before65 

the contribution of a dsRBP to strand selection seems to be a key feature in RISC maturation. 

The effect is weak though and needs to be amplified by Dicer-2. Data from cross-linking 

experiments with Loqs-PD∆NC show that no asymmetric complex forms and Dicer-2 alone 

distributes equally between both termini. The dsRBP is hence the driving force for strand 

selection and the protein-protein interaction of Loqs-PD and Dicer-2 is thus required to fix the 

ternary complex and switch from dynamic to static binding. To confirm this hypothesis further 

RNAs could be tested by both NMR and cross-linking where the thermodynamic difference 

between both termini is increased. Note that the RNA used in this work has the minimal 

difference as the termini differ only in one GC base pair (Figure 4.1 A). 

 

Figure 5.2: Possible function of Loqs-PD during RISC formation. A) Loqs-PD binds to stable RNA 
duplexes and slides along its substrate, possibly scanning for more stably paired regions. B) 
Dicer-2 binds to Loqs’ C-terminus and fixes the conformation to form an asymmetric complex 
where Loqs-PD binds to the stable and Dicer-2 to the less stable end. C) Together with Ago-2 
an alternative RISC loading complex is formed, the passenger strand is degraded and D) the 
mature RISC forms. 
 

All data from this thesis, collaborators and literature combined can be used for a 

refined model of siRNA maturation and RISC formation in Drosophila (Figure 5.2). Loqs-PD 

binds dynamically to a precursor siRNA (Figure 5.2 A) and scans for stable regions. Upon 

engagement of Dicer-2 the two proteins interact via Loqs’ C-terminus and form an asymmetric 

complex where Loqs binds the stable and Dicer the unstable terminus (Figure 5.2 B). Romy 
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Böttcher and Klaus Förstemann could show that Loqs-PD and Dicer-2 are sufficient to load 

siRNAs onto Ago-2 in cells (data not shown). Thus after recruiting Ago-2 to the ternary 

complex an alternative RISC loading complex forms (Figure 5.2 C). Here strand selection 

occurs as well as degradation of the passenger strand. The guide strand afterwards is loaded 

onto Ago to form the mature RISC (Figure 5.2 D). Besides its various other functions like the 

modulation of Dicer’s substrate specificity and processivity of dsRNA cleavage Loqs-PD is a 

key factor to sense the thermodynamic stability of a duplex RNA. Thereby it sets the basis for 

strand selection and assures proper siRNA loading onto RISC. 
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5.2 A semi-quantitative look at dsRBD sliding on dsRNA 

 Different experiments presented in this thesis pointed at a sliding mechanism of Loqs-

PD (see 5.1). Sliding was described for other dsRBPs as well75,76 and seems plausible because 

most protein-RNA contacts occur via the phosphate backbone or the sugar moieties of the 

nucleic acids68,72,73. Specific contacts are thus unlikely except for RNAs that differ from the 

ideal A-type helix or show mismatches. This was for example shown for ADAR2 that binds 

sequence-specifically to stem loop RNAs with mismatches74. 

 An interesting experiment was made by Loth et al.218 who analyzed sliding of the DNA-

binding lac repressor using NMR. In this thesis the approach was transferred to Loqs-PD for 

RNA binding analyses. I could successfully establish for the first time an NMR-based sliding 

analysis of a multidomain protein bound to RNA. In contrast to the lac repressor, Loqs-PD 

binds with a significantly higher affinity to its substrate which suggests the data to be more 

reliable since the majority of the protein should be bound in a stable complex.  

 The line broadening analysis (see 4.2) confirms the data from 4.1 and proves that the 

individual dsRBDs (Figure 5.3 C) as well as tandem dsRBDs (Figure 5.3 A) of Loqs-PD slide on 

dsRNA. This is in agreement with other studies76. The RNA length seems to be a key factor to 

modulate sliding: For a short RNA of 16bp only minimal line broadening was observed which 

corresponds to no sliding. The RNA is too short to enable sliding and even not long enough to 

allow full affinity binding67,72. For increasing RNA lengths sliding gets more severe. The RNA 

sequence on the other hand has hardly any influence on sliding (Figure 5.3 B) and chemical 

shift perturbations. Both findings confirm that binding (and also sliding) is sequence-

independent. Different stabilities of RNA duplexes as well did not show any effect. 

Interpretation of this data is critical though since all experiments were done at 25°C where all 

RNAs are a stable duplex according to CD melting point analyses. However, local fluctuations 

or ‘breathing’ of the duplex RNA could be possible. 
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Figure 5.3: Effects on sliding of Loqs-PD tandem dsRBDs. A) The tandem dsRBDs of Loqs bind 
RNA simultaneously and exhibit sliding on the dsRNA. B) Sliding seems to be independent of 
the RNA sequence. Like tandem domains C) each individual dsRBD slides as well. D) The 
importance of the linker for sliding remains elusive, however, it seems to play a minor role. 
E) Lower temperatures and G) increased viscosity slow down sliding. F) For elevated 
temperatures sliding is enhanced.  
 

 Single molecule experiments and MD simulations showed that the linker between two 

dsRBDs is crucial for sliding activity75: A short linker reduces sliding. The linker mutants of Loqs 

tested in this work did not show a significant effect on sliding (Figure 5.3 D). It is possible that, 

similarly for the binding mode discussed in 5.1, once a critical linker length is exceeded it does 

not affect sliding any more. Only a very short linker might limit dynamics or even enhance 

dynamics since the binding mode seems to be suboptimal for those mutants. Besides that 

Wang et al.75 compared different proteins which might have a different sliding propensity by 

default. Therefor, the importance of the linker for sliding cannot be finally assessed. It is 

obvious, however, that the linker role is far less important than RNA length or temperature. 

 In the NMR experiment all parameters are defined and an artificial system is analyzed. 

Hence I wanted to estimate whether sliding could also occur within the cell and is potentially 

relevant. To mimic cellular conditions different temperatures and viscosities were tested in 

line broadening experiments. Overall viscosity limits sliding (Figure 5.3 G) while increased 
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temperatures enhance motions (Figure 5.3 E, F) as expected. In an approximation (see 4.2.6 

and 4.2.7) in cellular cytoplasm at elevated temperatures (1-2 cP viscosity, 30-37°C) the two 

opposing effects of viscosity and temperature could cancel each other out. Sliding in the cell 

would thus be comparable to the NMR experiments and our data reflect a realistic scenario. 

For sure other parameters in vivo will influence sliding, like cofactors and binding partners. 

 Overall Loqs-PD slides on duplex RNAs though sliding could be affected by potential 

dimerization (see 5.1). As known from other systems binding and sliding is sequence-

independent and strongly influenced by external parameters that influence thermodynamics, 

e.g. temperature and viscosity. Sliding is thus not only a feature already known from DNA 

binding proteins but is rather common for (double-stranded) RNA binding proteins as well. It 

could facilitate scanning of RNA duplexes for thermodynamic stability. The complex of TRBP 

and Dicer slides as well76 and sliding possibly enhances cleavage efficiency of Dicer when 

bound to si- or miRNA precursors. Other translocation mechanisms known from DNA binding 

proteins are intersegment transfer and hopping. It would be interesting to extend this study 

to also test for these processes, albeit both mechanisms are harder to address. 
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5.3 Staufen-2 dsRBD1 and 2 bind RNA localization signal 

 So far the function of dsRBD1 and 2 of mouse Staufen-2 were poorly characterized. 

Also their contribution to RNA binding remained elusive. In the NMR experiments presented 

(4.3) both dsRBDs bind to the double-stranded stem loop RNA alone and in tandem (Figure 

5.4 B, C). Like for Loqs-PD the two domains seem to be independent of each other (Figure 5.4 

A). In contrast to that SPR measurements indicate cooperative binding of both dsRBDs. Thus 

besides dsRBD3 and 4 dsRBD1 and 2 of Staufen-2 also contribute to RNA binding. Since the 

RNA used in this thesis is probably part of a larger composition of secondary structure 

elements in a 3’-UTR it is possible that the four dsRBDs bind to different stem loops to 

recognize specific shapes. 

 

Figure 5.4: Staufen-2 tandem dsRBDs 1-2 are independent and bind RNA dynamically. A) The 
two Staufen 2 dsRBD1 and 2, connected by a linker, are independent in the free form. B) Each 
single domain binds to stem loop RNA (dsRNA respectively). Binding is likely to be dynamic 
and possibly binding occurs at different time scales for the two domains. C) In the tandem 
construct both domains bind to RNA via the binding interface shown in the single domain 
titrations. Considerable dynamics during binding are present as well. 
 

For all titrations line broadening was observed for both the protein as well as the RNA. 

This points at dynamics which could include dissociation and re-association or sliding. The 

affinity was determined by Simone Heber and Dierk Niessing by SPR experiments: Both 

dsRBDs bind RNA with low nanomolar affinity. Therefor, dissociation seems unlikely. 

Furthermore, line broadening is different for the two single dsRBDs which suggests that 

binding involves different dynamics for the two domains and motions occur at another time 

scale. 
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The started assignment revealed some RNA binding residues for dsRBD1. These are 

conserved and mutants showed reduced binding in SPR experiments. The structure models 

suggest the conserved αβββα-fold for both dsRBDs. According to the models the assigned 

RNA binding residues are located in the loop connecting the first two β-sheets. However, 

dsRBD2 has an extended loop in the structure model which agrees with the sequence 

alignment. NMR and SAXS data confirm that at least dsRBD1 oligomerizes or exists in multiple 

conformations. It is known that Staufen-1 dimerizes via its dsRBD5222, but a similar function 

has not been described so far for dsRBD1.  

DsRBD1 and 2 thus both bind dsRNA and binding is likely to be dynamic as it was 

observed for Loqs (see 5.2). Both Loqs-PD and Staufen-2 show characteristic line broadening 

in protein and RNA NMR spectra. Binding of dsRBD1 furthermore could occur via the 

conserved binding mode though further data needs to be analyzed. Another shared feature 

is the independence of both domains. Here, further information are required since the lacking 

assignment does not allow to determine the linker length between the two Staufen dsRBDs.  
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5.4 The Mtr4 KOW domain contributes to tRNA binding and 

recruitment to the ribosome 

Based on the experiments shown before it seems unlikely that Mtr4 KOW interacts 

with ssRNA which agrees with literature (Figure 5.5 A)194. Most peaks that show up in 

presence of ssRNA can also be found in presence of dsRNA with or without the Nop53 peptide. 

A possible explanation could be the existence of a low populated conformation of KOW that 

interacts (maybe unspecifically) with any kind of RNA. Additionally, the negative charge of the 

RNA could interact unspecifically with parts of the protein. 

The NMR data presented in this thesis revealed that structured RNAs and Nop53 bind 

to the Mtr4 KOW domain via distinct interfaces (Figure 5.5 C, D). The solution data for the 

peptide complex is in agreement with the crystal structure from our collaborator Sebastian 

Falk (data not shown). Among the residues affected are leucine, isoleucine and valine which 

could bind the AIM of Nop53 via hydrophobic interactions and the crystal structure indeed 

confirms that these residues interact with residues 59-69 of Nop53 (ALFHVDVEGDE) which 

comprise a small β-strand that packs antiparallel against β-strand 5 of KOW. 

The RNA titrations show that KOW interacts with dsRNA and tRNA via the same 

binding site suggesting recognition of tRNAs (or otherwise structured RNAs) is depending on 

double-stranded regions within the RNA. This site comprises residues that are good h-bond 

donors (histidine, serine, asparagine, aspartate and glutamate) which makes them suitable 

RNA binding residues. 

The different binding sites allow simultaneous binding of both Nop53 and RNA 

substrates, however, based on the NMR titrations the binding sites overlap partially. The 

residues involved switch to the RNA bound form when both ligands are present (Figure 5.5 

E). In presence of 20-fold Nop53 peptide a 7-fold access of RNA was needed to achieve similar 

shifts as for 5-fold access of RNA only. This indicates that the two ligands influence each other 

and might modulate affinities of KOW. Individual affinities and ligand concentrations will fine 

tune complex formation. A simultaneous binding mode seems important for the biological 

function of Mtr4 and the exosome: The RNA binding site points to the inside of Mtr4 and the 

ssRNA binding channel of the core while Nop53 binds to the top of the domain. This 
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arrangement enables Mtr4 to be recruited to its target via Nop53/Utp18 while binding its RNA 

substrate. Depending on the affinities in the natural complex (means with all cofactors) it 

could even be possible that upon ribosome/substrate binding Nop53/Utp18 is released from 

Mtr4. 

Overall KOW has a low affinity (based on the NMR titrations where no saturation was 

reached) for all tested ligands199, which agrees with reports that mutations in the KOW 

domain reduce RNA binding and unwinding but do not abolish it completely210. Since both the 

Mtr4 core (Rec domains) as well as Air1/2 bind the RNA substrate, the KOW domain probably 

assists in RNA binding and assures correct orientation of the substrate to enable proper 

unwinding and access to the Mtr4 channel. Furthermore, it serves as a platform to mediate 

interactions to its ribosome targets via Nop53 and Utp18. 

 

Figure 5.5: Interaction modes of Mtr4 KOW domain with different ligands. A) ssRNA might 
interact with a minor population of KOW (blue, adapted from PDB: 2XGJ) though direct proof 
is missing. B, C, D, E) Two potential sequential binding schemes for Nop53 and tRNA binding 
are shown. The binding site for D structured RNAs (grey) differs from the C Nop53 (gold) 
binding interface. F) The stalk (lilac) interacts with the KOW domain and G) might contribute 
to RNA binding or modulate it. 

 

The NMR experiments for the extended KOW domain (including parts of the stalk) 

point at an interaction of the stalk with the KOW domain (Figure 5.5 F) and a possible 

participation of the stalk in RNA binding or at least modulation of RNA binding (Figure 5.5 G). 

A scenario where the stalk modulates accessibility and/or affinity of KOW for RNA seems thus 

plausible. Due to large shifts of the free extended form compared to the KOW domain a new 
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backbone assignment would be necessary to allow a proper analysis and extended model. 

The influence of the stalk could also be an artefact that could be absent in the context of full 

length Mtr4 or in presence of cofactors. Here further structural experiments would be 

necessary, e.g. SAXS/SANS to determine the overall shape. 

Based on this work and literature data a possible model for pre-ribosomal RNA 

processing involves initial binding of Nop53/Utp18 via its AIM to KOW (Figure 5.6 A, B). 

Thereby the respective factor recruits the TRAMP-exosome complex to the pre-ribosome and 

KOW binds the ribosomal RNA precursor (Figure 5.6 C). This binding is accompanied by a 

conformational change within the AIM of Nop53/Utp18. Here the cofactor might get released 

from the complex. When the RNA is properly bound by the Mtr4 core and Air1/2 it gets 

unwound through the central channel of Mtr4 and degraded by the connected exosome 

(Figure 5.6 D). 

 

Figure 5.6: A model for ribosome precursor-RNA processing via the TRAMP-Exosome complex. 
A) Mtr4 (blue, adapted from PDB: 2XGJ) as part of the TRAMP complex (green) binds the 
exosome (green). B) Nop53//Utp18 bind via their AIM to the KOW domain of Mtr4 and recruit 
the entire complex to C) the pre-ribosome. Upon binding of ribosomal precursor-RNAs the 
AIM of Nop53/Utp18 performs a conformational switch and partially releases Mtr4. D) The 
RNA gets processed and unwound by Mtr4 (TRAMP) and subsequently degraded by the 
exosome. 
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6 Appendix 

6.1 Loqs siRNA binding 
 

Supplementary Table 6.1: Dali alignments for dsRBD1 and dsRBD2. 
dsRBD1 

No Chain Z rmsd lali nres %id PDB Description 

1 1rc7-A 7.8 2.2 60 220 33 Ribonuclease III 

2 3llh-B 7.7 2.3 59 66 42 RISC-Loading Complex Subunit TARBP2 

3 3adl-A 7.6 2.0 59 76 27 RISC-Loading Complex Subunit TARBP2 

4 1di2-A 7.6 2.1 59 69 29 Double Stranded RNA Binding Protein A 

5 2nuf-A 7.6 2.2 61 219 33 28-mer 

6 1yz9-A 7.6 2.2 60 220 33 Ribonuclease III 

7 2nuf-B 7.5 2.3 61 219 33 28-mer 

8 2nug-B 7.5 2.2 61 218 34 5’-R(P*AP*AP*GP*GP*UP*CP*AP*UP*UP*CP*G)-3’ 

9 1yz9-B 7.5 2.5 61 218 33 Ribonuclease III 

10 1yyk-A 7.4 2.2 60 221 33 Ribonuclease III 

 

dsRBD2  

No Chain Z rmsd lali nres %id PDB Description 

1 1di2-A 11.1 1.6 66 69 41 Double Stranded RNA Binding Protein A 

2 3adl-A 10.6 1.6 66 76 41 RISC-Loading Complex Subunit TARBP2 

3 1rc7-A 10.1 1.9 66 220 35 Ribonuclease III 

4 2nug-B 10.1 2.0 66 218 35 5’-R(P*AP*AP*GP*GP*UP*CP*AP*UP*UP*CP*G)-3’ 

5 1yyk-A 10.0 1.8 66 221 35 Ribonuclease III 

6 2nue-B 10.0 1.7 66 220 35 46-mer 

7 1yyw-D 10.0 1.6 66 219 35 Ribonuclease III 

8 1yyw-A 10.0 1.7 66 219 35 Ribonuclease III 

9 2nuf-A 9.9 2.0 66 219 35 28-mer 

10 1yz9-A 9.9 1.9 66 220 35 Ribonuclease III 
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Supplementary Figure 6.1: 1H,15N-HSQC overlay of single dsRBDs and mixed. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.2: Methyl groups confirm successful reduction of TEMPO spin label. 

Upon reduction (red) with ascrobic acid the characteristic signals corresponding to the methyl 

groups of TEMPO show up (grey box). A) TEMPO spin label attached to the stable 5’ end and 

B) to the less stable end. 
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6.2 Loqs sliding 
 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.3: 1H,1H-NOESYs of palindromic RNAs. 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.4: 1H,1H-NOESYs and CD spectra of different siRNAs.A) Imino NOESY 
spectra of different siRNAs show the connectivities between neighbouring residues. B) CD 
spectra of selected siRNAs. The GC content strongly influences the melting temperature. 
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6.3 Staufen 2 

Supplementary Table 6.2: Sequence alignment of Staufen-2 dsRBD1 and 2. 

Sequence alignment of Staufen dsRBD1 (residues 9-74) from SMART webserver 

(http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/). 

QUERY            PVCLVNELAR FHSI-...QP QYKLLNESGP AHSK....MF SVQLSLGE.. .-QTWESEGS .SIKKAQQAV ANKALTEST 

O72122/1-67      PVSAVNEFCM MTHR-...PL EFCETRAGGE DHCP....RF TCTITISG.. .KVVAVADGA .SKKLARHTA CSSALTILI 

TRBP_XENLA_1/1-  PIQLLHEFGT KTGN-...HP VYTLEKAEGQ AHNP....SF TFRLVIGD.. .-ITSLGEGP .SKKTPKQKA AEFALNILR 

RM03_YEAST/1-69  PTRELAMLCR REGLE...KP VSKLVAESGR LSKS...PVF IVHVFSGE.. .ETLGEGYGS .SLKEAKARA ATDALMKWY 

O12983_2/1-67    PVSGLLEYAR AKGF-...AA EFKMVNQTGP PHDP....KF VFQAKVGG.. .-RWFPAVSA SNKKQAKAEA ADAALRVLI 

O69161/1-68      PKTVLQEWAQ GKGLP...TP VYREVERTGP HHDP....QF RVAVDLPG.. .LAPAEGIGG .SKRAAEKVA ASVMIEREG 

DDX9_BOVIN/1-67  VKNFLYAWCG KRKM-...TP SYEIRA-VGN KNRQ....KF MCEVRVEG.. YNYTGMGNST .NKKDAQSNA ARDFVNYLV 

O12983_1/1-67    PVSGLLEFTH YCSQ-...QC DFVLLNQSGP SHDP....RF KIQAVIDG.. .RHFPVAEAS .SKKTAKKDA ASLALRILL 

YOT2_CAEEL/1-74  PKKALQKFFE REGF-...DM NFEFSE-QGQ GHTH....KW VCSIELPV(8 )FTASATVST .SKKDAQIQC ALDACRILD 

C71721/1-67      PKTALQEWAQ ANSHH...LP IYRLIKREGA AHSS....IF TVLVKVKD.. .-YEQTCTGY .SIKEAEKKA ARSLLHRLK 

O12982/1-67      PISLLMEHGQ KSGN-...MC EFQLVSQEGP PHDP....KF TYTVKIGN.. .QTFPPVVAN .NKKMAKHLA AEAAVRELL 

CAA22774/1-65    PKNTVAMLNE LRH--...GL IYKLESQTGP VHAP....LF TISVEVDG.. .-QKYLGQGR .SKKVARIEA AATALRSFI 

RNC_TREPA/1-68   YKSTLQVLAH QRYRS...KP EYTVVKRTGP DHSV....RF WVDVTVGD.. .ARFGPGYGT .SKKSAEQCA ARLAWEQLS 

A40025/1-67      IKSFLYQFCA KSQI-...EP KFDIRQ-TGP KNRQ....RF LCEVRVEP.. NTYIGVGNST .NKKDAEKNA CRDFVNYLV 

Q62309/1-67      PVSALHQFAQ MQRV-...QL DLKETVTTGN VMGP....YF AFCAVVDG.. .IQYKTGLGQ .NKKESRSNA AKLALDELL 

RNC_HELPY/1-68   YKTALQELTQ AQFCV...IP TYQLLKEKGP DHHK....EF EMALYIQD.. .KMYATAKGK .SKKEAEQQC AYQALQKLK 

TRBP_HUMAN/1-66  PISLLQEYGT RIGK-...TP VYDLLKAEGQ AHQP....NF TFRVTVGD.. .-TSCTGQGP .SKKAAKHKA AEVALKHLK 

VN34_ROTBS/1-66  ALVKLNDCIT KYNLK..IIC TFDVNLDDDG SI--....MY ICYLKVGS.. .-AEATGNGC .SKKEAKRRA AVSILDQLG 

Q94239/1-67      PVSRLIQVTQ AKSKE...HP TFELVAEHGV SKYK....EF IIQVKYGD.. .-DVQEGKGP .NKRLAKRAA AEAMLESIG 

O51648/1-68      YKSLLQEYVQ KKYKI...SP SYKLDKEIGP DHDK....VF CVELYVGE.. .NFISNGKGK .SKKEAEMRA AEVALKAME 

Q22617_1/1-65    KKTPLMVLEE AA---...KA VYQKTPTWGT VELP...EGF EMTLILNE.. .-ITVKGQAT .SKKAARQKA AVEYLRKVV 

RNC_ECOLI/1-69   PKTRLQEYLQ GRHLP...LP TYLVVQVRGE AHDQ....EF TIHCQVSG.. LSEPVVGTGS .SRRKAEQAA AEQALKKLE 

AAD20688_1/1-67  YKNLLQEIAQ RVGAP...LP RYTTFR-SGL GHQP....VF TGTVELAG.. .-ITFTGDPA KNKKQAEKNA AMAAWSSLK 

Q62262/1-65      GKNPVMELNE KRR--...GL KYELISETGG SHDK....RF VMEVEVDG.. .-QKFRGAGP .NKKVAKASA ALAALEKLF 

BAA76772/1-64    PRSPVRELLE MEPE-...TA KFSPAE-RTY DGKV....RV TVEVVGKG.. .--KFKGVGR .SYRIAKSAA ARRALRSLK 

3879546/1-68     VKEFLYAWLG KNKYG...NP TYDTKS-ETR SGRQ....RF KCELRITG.. FGYTAFGNST .NKKDAATNA AQDFCQYLV 

Q85372/1-66      PVTIINEYCQ ITKR-...DW SFRIES-VGP SNSP....TF YACVDIDG.. .RVFDKADGK .SKRDAKNNA AKLAVDKLL 

O17113/1-67      PVAQLNEYAQ KFYKK...YP TFEFVKEQAV GKHR....VF IIQATFED.. .-KTLEGRGP .SKMIAKRAA AEAILESIG 

Q94239_2/1-72    VISDIHEKAY QLKV-...NV VFEVLKEEGP PHDR....QY VVRCAFVT(5 )KAEAVGKGK .KKKSAQQEA CTQLLATVE 

Q22617/1-64      WVGKLQEKSQ KSKLQ...AP IYEDSKNERT E---....RF LVICTMCN.. .-QKTRGIRS .KKKDAKNLA AWLMWKALE 

CAA21662/1-65    PKMVLHDYCV ETKIP...KA TYEVVKRDDK ----....RF VATACIGD.. .KKYRSGIGQ PNLRMAEQVA ALAALHGMN 

RNC_RHOCA/1-68   PKTALQEWAQ ARGLP...PP RYETLGRDGP DHAP....QF RIAVVLAS.. .GETEEAQAG .SKRNAEQAA AKALLERLE 

STAU_DROME_2/1-  PITKLIQLQQ TRKEK...EP IFELIAKNGN ETARR..REF VMEVSASG.. .-STARGTGN .SKKLAKRNA AQALFELLE 

STAU_DROME_1/1-  PMCLVNELAR YNKI-...TH QYRLTEERGP AHCK....TF TVTLMLGD.. .-EEYSADGF .KIKKAQHLA ASKAIEETM 

O77403/1-67      IKSFFHSWCN KTKV-...EP QFESRP-TGP KHRQ....RF LCELRVAG.. FNYVGAGNST .VKKDAEKNA ARDFVNFLV 

RNC_MYCTU/1-67   WKTSLQELTA ARGLG...AP SYLVTS-TGP DHDK....EF TAVVVVMD.. .SEYGSGVGR .SKKEAEQKA AAAAWKALE 

PAC1_SCHPO/1-65  AKSKLFHKYS TLG--...HI EYRWVD-GAG GSAE....GY VIACIFNG.. .KEVARAWGA .NQKDAGSRA AMQALEVLA 

O43042/1-69      PRRQLSRLCK RLSLK...EP VYRIIAETGR KSRE...PVF VIGAYSGH.. .HLLGQGQAS .SLNLAEQQA AYNSLISYY 

CAB36811_1/1-69  SITALRELCA SEGL-...EM AFQSQR-QLP SDMVH.RDEL HAQVEIDG.. .RVVGEGVGS .TWDEARMQA AERALSSVR 

DDX9_BOVIN_1/1-  AKARLNQYFQ KEKI-...QG EYKYTQ-VGP DHNR....SF IAEMTIYI(5 )RIFAREHGS .NKKLAAQSC ALSLVRQLY 

4768838/1-73     PKSQLQQCCL TLRTE(5)IP LYKTLQTVGP SHAR....TY TVAVYFKG.. .ERIGCGKGP .SIQQAEMGA AMDALEKYN 

3879546_1/1-72   SKKALNEFLQ KMRLP...QV NYGTKIRESN TVKT(5)QIF VPQINKNL.. .--VGKGTGS .NKKVSEAAC AMNIVRQMF 

RNC_COXBU/1-68   AKSLLQEWLQ ARRLP...LP TYEVKI-TGE AHAQ....TF TVNCYVKG.. LPHKTEGVNT .TRRRAEQIA AKRFLELLD 

AAD17531_2/1-89  PTVELNALCM KLGK-...KP MYKPVDPYSR MQST(23)LY QVELSVGG.. .-QQFNGKGK .TRQAAKHDA AAKALRILQ 

AAD17531_1/1-66  EISQVFEIAL KRNL-...PV NFEVARESGP PHMK....NF VTKVSVGE.. .-FVGEGEGK .SKKISKKNA AIAVLEELK 

RNC_CAEEL/1-74   AKSHLQQWCL AMRDP(6)MP EYRVLGIEGP TNNR....IF KIAVYYKG.. .KRLASAAES .NVHKAELRV AELALANLE 

O75569_2/1-67    YIQLLSEIAK EQGF-...NI TYLDID-ELS ANG-....QY QCLAELSTS. PITVCHGSGI .SCGNAQSDA AHNALQYLK 

SON_HUMAN/1-69   PVSALMEICN KRRWQ...PP EFLLVHDSGP DHRK....HF LFRVLING.. SAYQPSFASP .NKKHAKATA ATVVLQAMG 

Q91550_1/1-65    VMNALMRLNQ LKP--...GL QYKLISQTGP VHAP....VF TMSVEVDD.. .-KTFEASGP .SKKTAKLHV AVKVLQDMG 

CAB09530/1-73    PCALLHAMLN KQTKQK.CKI AYEFKDNVPP VAGQA.TTTF YCECVIDE.. .TDRYIGVGR .SKKLAKSEA AMQALKKLF 

RNC_SYNY3/1-68   VKSMLQQWAL AKTKQ...LP EYELINTSGP PHAQ....EF TFTVKVAG.. .KIHGQGSGP .SKQIATKQA ALEALKSLG 

CAA22415/1-67    WKTSLQELTA TEGLG...VP EYLVTE-TGP DHEK....TF TAAARVGG.. .VSYGTGTGR .SKKEAEQQA AESAWRSIR 

KP68_HUMAN/1-67  FMEELNTYRQ KQGV-...VL KYQELPNSGP PHDR....RF TFQVIIDG.. .REFPEGEGR .SKKEAKNAA AKLAVEILN 

CAB09530_1/1-60  PAMLLHELFK DV---...SE EYTEVE-GVP K---....KY CCTLKVNG.. .-RTFQMESV .NKKAAKQKC SELVVRDLR 

STAU_DROME/1-66  PISQVHEIGI KRNM-...TV HFKVLREEGP AHMK....NF ITACIVGS.. .-IVTEGEGN .GKKVSKKRA AEKMLVELQ 

RED1_HUMAN_1/1-  PVMILNELRP -----...GL KYDFLSESGE SHAK....SF VMSVVVDG.. .-QFFEGSGR .NKKLAKARA AQSALAAIF 
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AAC72051/1-66    PVSVVHSFAR SQGL-...PL DFETVGCEGP SHDP....RF VIECKFLD.. .-FQHQCTDS .SKKRAIQKI CVLISNDLK 

AAD18207/1-68    PKNLLQQFTQ KQFRV...LP VYQSTAVTDA QGNV....SY QIQVLVNQ.. .EVWGEGNAS .SKKEAEKIA AQQALDTYG 

RNC_HAEIN/1-72   AKTRLQEYLQ GKHLP...LP TYEVVNIQGE AHCQ....IF TVKCKVKS(4 )DRTFVAKGS .SRRKAEQAA AEQILKELD 

TRBP_XENLA/1-67  PVGSLQELAV QKGWR...LP EYTVAQESGP PHKR....EF TITCRVET.. .-FVETGSGT .SKQVAKRVA AEKLLTKFK 

RED1_HUMAN/1-65  PKNALMQLNE IKP--...GL QYTLLSQTGP VHAP....LF VMSVEVNG.. .-QVFEGSGP .TKKKAKLHA AEKALRSFV 

DSRA_RAT_1/1-67  PVTTLLECMH KLGN-...SC EFRLLSKEGP AHDP....KF QYCVAVGA.. .QTFPSVSAP .SKKVAKQMA AEEAMKALQ 

AAC78493/1-68    PISLIMELCA KRRWN...PP SFSCEE-SGA DHLK....MF VWTIVIND.. VEYRPMCGSK .QKKEGKAVA AQVALQSLG 

AAC72049/1-67    VKGMLQELCV KRGLE...LP VYEKLSKVGP DHAP....TI TVKLTANG.. .-IEVIEAAS .SRAQAEKLA AATLYEKMK 

P97616_1/1-63    PVVVLNELRS -----...GL RYVCLSETAE KPRV...KSF VMAVCVDG.. .-RTFEGSGR .SKKLAKGQA AQAALQALF 

AAD19719/1-68    PKSALQEWAA AHNRR...PP VYEIVSRTGP QHNP....CF TIQVSIAG.. .VGEASAEGS .SKQEAQTAA AQALLDILA 

O36966/1-66      KISTLKMVAD YYQK-...EV KYDFDAVESP REAP....VF RCTCRFLG.. .-YTIMTQGI .GKKNPKQEA ARQMLLLLS 

AAD17531/1-67    PISRLAQIQQ AKKEK...EP EYTLLTERGL PRRR....EF VMQVKVGN.. .-HTAEGTGT .NKKVAKRNA AENMLEILG 

O77403_1/1-71    AKAKLHQFMQ MNKI-...QA DYRYTP-VGP DHAR....SF MAEMKIFV(5 )TITGRESGS .NKQTASKSC ALSLVRQLY 

Q63184_1/1-66    YIGLVNSFAQ KENL-...PV NFELCDPDSQ LPH-....RF ICKCKIGQ.. .TTYGTGFGA .NKKEAKQLA AKNAYQKLS 

Y346_SYNY3/1-69  YKEALQAWTQ AHYKC...LP EYRVEPLDQN LPQQ...SGF QATVWLGD.. .QPLGSGSGS .SKKSAEQAA AQQAYQDFI 

2795791/1-67     PISGLLEYAQ FASQ-...TC EFNMIEQSGP PHEP....RF KFQVVING.. .REFPPAEAG .SKKVAKQDA AMKAMTILL 

RNC_BACSU/1-68   FKSQLQEYVQ RDGKG...SL EYKISNEKGP AHNR....EF EAIVSLKG.. .EPLGVGNGR .SKKEAEQHA AQEALAKLE 

CAA22774_1/1-62  PVMLLYELFN -----...DV NFECINIDGA QNNC....RF KMTVTINE.. .-KKFDGTGP .SKKTAKNAA AKAALASLC 

RNC_SPICI/1-70   YKTELQEFLQ AGDAR...TL EYKLIKESQP LEGNR..VLY TVVAEIGG.. .IRYGEGCGY .THKEAEQLA ARDALQKLA 

RNT1_YEAST/1-67  AKRQLYSLIG YASL-...RL HYVTVK-KPT AVDP....NS IVECRVGD.. GTVLGTGVGR .NIKIAGIRA AENALRDKK 

O84299/1-68      PKNRLQQFTQ QTLKV...LP SYKALPWKSE DGSP....GY HVQVFVNG.. .DLWGEGFAG .SKKEAEKLA AKQALSTHD 

O04492_1/1-68    CKNLLQEYAQ KMNYA...IP LYQCQKVETL GRVT....QF TCTVEIGG.. .-IKYTGAAT RTKKDAEISA GRTALLAIQ 

Q94239_1/1-67    AMCRVAEIAR FNKL-...RH VYNLQDESGP AHKK....LF TVKLVLTE.. .AETFEGSGT .SIKRAQQAS AEAALKGTK 

CAB36811/1-65    SADVLHGIAI KCGA-...KV EYKPSLVSST DL--....RF SVEAWLSN.. .QKIGEGIGK .SRREALHKA AEASIQNLA 

A464_CHVP1/1-67  YKDRLLKHTR KVELP...RP EFVSVFEKGG A-NP....SF IVDVVING.. .QKISTGTGK .SRKDAEQNA SKIALHTMG 

O04492/1-68      FKSRLQEYAQ KYKLP...TP VYEIVK-EGP SHKS....LF QSTVILDG.. VRYNSLPGFF .NRKAAEQSA AEVALRELA 

O67082/1-67      YKTILQEITQ KRWKE...RP EYRLISVEGP HHKK....KF IVEAKIKE.. .-YRTLGEGK .SKKEAEQRA AEELIKLLE 

O55319/1-66      PISACLELIS KLKT-...AG PVEHFERAGP PHSP....TY SCTVTYAG.. .-RHFGGEGP .SKASAKTQA YGALRQYLE 

KP68_HUMAN_1/1-  YIGLINRIAQ KKRL-...TV NYEQCA-SGV HGPE....GF HYKCKMGQ.. .KEYSIGTGS .TKQEAKQLA AKLAYLQIL 

AAD20688/1-68    YKNQLQELAQ RSCFN...LP SYTCIR-EGP DHAP....RF KATVNFNG.. EIFESPQYCS .TLRQAEHSA AEVALNALS 

O75569/1-66      PIQVLHEYGM KTKN-...IP VYECERSDVQ IHVP....TF TFRVTVGD.. .-ITCTGEGT .SKKLAKHRA AEAAINILK 

Consensus/60%    sbsbLpcbsp bp.b.....s pYchhp.pGs s+s.....pF hhplplss.. ..bbspGpGs .*KKpAcppA Ap.ALppL. 

 

 

Sequence alignment of Staufen dsRBD2 (residues 96-180) from SMART webserver 

(http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/). 

QUERY            PTVELNGLAM KRGE-...PA IYRPLDPKPF PNYR(19)IF YVQLTVGN.. .-NEFFGEGK .TRQAARHNA AMKALQALQ 

O72122/1-67      PVSAVNEFCM MTHR-...PL EFCETRAGGE DHCP....RF TCTITISG.. .KVVAVADGA .SKKLARHTA CSSALTILI 

TRBP_XENLA_1/1-  PIQLLHEFGT KTGN-...HP VYTLEKAEGQ AHNP....SF TFRLVIGD.. .-ITSLGEGP .SKKTPKQKA AEFALNILR 

RM03_YEAST/1-69  PTRELAMLCR REGLE...KP VSKLVAESGR LSKS...PVF IVHVFSGE.. .ETLGEGYGS .SLKEAKARA ATDALMKWY 

O12983_2/1-67    PVSGLLEYAR AKGF-...AA EFKMVNQTGP PHDP....KF VFQAKVGG.. .-RWFPAVSA SNKKQAKAEA ADAALRVLI 

O69161/1-68      PKTVLQEWAQ GKGLP...TP VYREVERTGP HHDP....QF RVAVDLPG.. .LAPAEGIGG .SKRAAEKVA ASVMIEREG 

DDX9_BOVIN/1-67  VKNFLYAWCG KRKM-...TP SYEIRA-VGN KNRQ....KF MCEVRVEG.. YNYTGMGNST .NKKDAQSNA ARDFVNYLV 

O12983_1/1-67    PVSGLLEFTH YCSQ-...QC DFVLLNQSGP SHDP....RF KIQAVIDG.. .RHFPVAEAS .SKKTAKKDA ASLALRILL 

YOT2_CAEEL/1-74  PKKALQKFFE REGF-...DM NFEFSE-QGQ GHTH....KW VCSIELPV(8 )FTASATVST .SKKDAQIQC ALDACRILD 

C71721/1-67      PKTALQEWAQ ANSHH...LP IYRLIKREGA AHSS....IF TVLVKVKD.. .-YEQTCTGY .SIKEAEKKA ARSLLHRLK 

O12982/1-67      PISLLMEHGQ KSGN-...MC EFQLVSQEGP PHDP....KF TYTVKIGN.. .QTFPPVVAN .NKKMAKHLA AEAAVRELL 

CAA22774/1-65    PKNTVAMLNE LRH--...GL IYKLESQTGP VHAP....LF TISVEVDG.. .-QKYLGQGR .SKKVARIEA AATALRSFI 

RNC_TREPA/1-68   YKSTLQVLAH QRYRS...KP EYTVVKRTGP DHSV....RF WVDVTVGD.. .ARFGPGYGT .SKKSAEQCA ARLAWEQLS 

A40025/1-67      IKSFLYQFCA KSQI-...EP KFDIRQ-TGP KNRQ....RF LCEVRVEP.. NTYIGVGNST .NKKDAEKNA CRDFVNYLV 

Q62309/1-67      PVSALHQFAQ MQRV-...QL DLKETVTTGN VMGP....YF AFCAVVDG.. .IQYKTGLGQ .NKKESRSNA AKLALDELL 

RNC_HELPY/1-68   YKTALQELTQ AQFCV...IP TYQLLKEKGP DHHK....EF EMALYIQD.. .KMYATAKGK .SKKEAEQQC AYQALQKLK 

TRBP_HUMAN/1-66  PISLLQEYGT RIGK-...TP VYDLLKAEGQ AHQP....NF TFRVTVGD.. .-TSCTGQGP .SKKAAKHKA AEVALKHLK 

VN34_ROTBS/1-66  ALVKLNDCIT KYNLK..IIC TFDVNLDDDG SI--....MY ICYLKVGS.. .-AEATGNGC .SKKEAKRRA AVSILDQLG 

Q94239/1-67      PVSRLIQVTQ AKSKE...HP TFELVAEHGV SKYK....EF IIQVKYGD.. .-DVQEGKGP .NKRLAKRAA AEAMLESIG 

O51648/1-68      YKSLLQEYVQ KKYKI...SP SYKLDKEIGP DHDK....VF CVELYVGE.. .NFISNGKGK .SKKEAEMRA AEVALKAME 

Q22617_1/1-65    KKTPLMVLEE AA---...KA VYQKTPTWGT VELP...EGF EMTLILNE.. .-ITVKGQAT .SKKAARQKA AVEYLRKVV 

RNC_ECOLI/1-69   PKTRLQEYLQ GRHLP...LP TYLVVQVRGE AHDQ....EF TIHCQVSG.. LSEPVVGTGS .SRRKAEQAA AEQALKKLE 

AAD20688_1/1-67  YKNLLQEIAQ RVGAP...LP RYTTFR-SGL GHQP....VF TGTVELAG.. .-ITFTGDPA KNKKQAEKNA AMAAWSSLK 

Q62262/1-65      GKNPVMELNE KRR--...GL KYELISETGG SHDK....RF VMEVEVDG.. .-QKFRGAGP .NKKVAKASA ALAALEKLF 

BAA76772/1-64    PRSPVRELLE MEPE-...TA KFSPAE-RTY DGKV....RV TVEVVGKG.. .--KFKGVGR .SYRIAKSAA ARRALRSLK 

3879546/1-68     VKEFLYAWLG KNKYG...NP TYDTKS-ETR SGRQ....RF KCELRITG.. FGYTAFGNST .NKKDAATNA AQDFCQYLV 
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Q85372/1-66      PVTIINEYCQ ITKR-...DW SFRIES-VGP SNSP....TF YACVDIDG.. .RVFDKADGK .SKRDAKNNA AKLAVDKLL 

O17113/1-67      PVAQLNEYAQ KFYKK...YP TFEFVKEQAV GKHR....VF IIQATFED.. .-KTLEGRGP .SKMIAKRAA AEAILESIG 

Q94239_2/1-72    VISDIHEKAY QLKV-...NV VFEVLKEEGP PHDR....QY VVRCAFVT(5 )KAEAVGKGK .KKKSAQQEA CTQLLATVE 

Q22617/1-64      WVGKLQEKSQ KSKLQ...AP IYEDSKNERT E---....RF LVICTMCN.. .-QKTRGIRS .KKKDAKNLA AWLMWKALE 

CAA21662/1-65    PKMVLHDYCV ETKIP...KA TYEVVKRDDK ----....RF VATACIGD.. .KKYRSGIGQ PNLRMAEQVA ALAALHGMN 

RNC_RHOCA/1-68   PKTALQEWAQ ARGLP...PP RYETLGRDGP DHAP....QF RIAVVLAS.. .GETEEAQAG .SKRNAEQAA AKALLERLE 

STAU_DROME_2/1-  PITKLIQLQQ TRKEK...EP IFELIAKNGN ETARR..REF VMEVSASG.. .-STARGTGN .SKKLAKRNA AQALFELLE 

STAU_DROME_1/1-  PMCLVNELAR YNKI-...TH QYRLTEERGP AHCK....TF TVTLMLGD.. .-EEYSADGF .KIKKAQHLA ASKAIEETM 

O77403/1-67      IKSFFHSWCN KTKV-...EP QFESRP-TGP KHRQ....RF LCELRVAG.. FNYVGAGNST .VKKDAEKNA ARDFVNFLV 

RNC_MYCTU/1-67   WKTSLQELTA ARGLG...AP SYLVTS-TGP DHDK....EF TAVVVVMD.. .SEYGSGVGR .SKKEAEQKA AAAAWKALE 

PAC1_SCHPO/1-65  AKSKLFHKYS TLG--...HI EYRWVD-GAG GSAE....GY VIACIFNG.. .KEVARAWGA .NQKDAGSRA AMQALEVLA 

O43042/1-69      PRRQLSRLCK RLSLK...EP VYRIIAETGR KSRE...PVF VIGAYSGH.. .HLLGQGQAS .SLNLAEQQA AYNSLISYY 

CAB36811_1/1-69  SITALRELCA SEGL-...EM AFQSQR-QLP SDMVH.RDEL HAQVEIDG.. .RVVGEGVGS .TWDEARMQA AERALSSVR 

DDX9_BOVIN_1/1-  AKARLNQYFQ KEKI-...QG EYKYTQ-VGP DHNR....SF IAEMTIYI(5 )RIFAREHGS .NKKLAAQSC ALSLVRQLY 

4768838/1-73     PKSQLQQCCL TLRTE(5)IP LYKTLQTVGP SHAR....TY TVAVYFKG.. .ERIGCGKGP .SIQQAEMGA AMDALEKYN 

3879546_1/1-72   SKKALNEFLQ KMRLP...QV NYGTKIRESN TVKT(5)QIF VPQINKNL.. .--VGKGTGS .NKKVSEAAC AMNIVRQMF 

RNC_COXBU/1-68   AKSLLQEWLQ ARRLP...LP TYEVKI-TGE AHAQ....TF TVNCYVKG.. LPHKTEGVNT .TRRRAEQIA AKRFLELLD 

AAD17531_2/1-89  PTVELNALCM KLGK-...KP MYKPVDPYSR MQST(23)LY QVELSVGG.. .-QQFNGKGK .TRQAAKHDA AAKALRILQ 

AAD17531_1/1-66  EISQVFEIAL KRNL-...PV NFEVARESGP PHMK....NF VTKVSVGE.. .-FVGEGEGK .SKKISKKNA AIAVLEELK 

RNC_CAEEL/1-74   AKSHLQQWCL AMRDP(6)MP EYRVLGIEGP TNNR....IF KIAVYYKG.. .KRLASAAES .NVHKAELRV AELALANLE 

O75569_2/1-67    YIQLLSEIAK EQGF-...NI TYLDID-ELS ANG-....QY QCLAELSTS. PITVCHGSGI .SCGNAQSDA AHNALQYLK 

SON_HUMAN/1-69   PVSALMEICN KRRWQ...PP EFLLVHDSGP DHRK....HF LFRVLING.. SAYQPSFASP .NKKHAKATA ATVVLQAMG 

Q91550_1/1-65    VMNALMRLNQ LKP--...GL QYKLISQTGP VHAP....VF TMSVEVDD.. .-KTFEASGP .SKKTAKLHV AVKVLQDMG 

CAB09530/1-73    PCALLHAMLN KQTKQK.CKI AYEFKDNVPP VAGQA.TTTF YCECVIDE.. .TDRYIGVGR .SKKLAKSEA AMQALKKLF 

RNC_SYNY3/1-68   VKSMLQQWAL AKTKQ...LP EYELINTSGP PHAQ....EF TFTVKVAG.. .KIHGQGSGP .SKQIATKQA ALEALKSLG 

CAA22415/1-67    WKTSLQELTA TEGLG...VP EYLVTE-TGP DHEK....TF TAAARVGG.. .VSYGTGTGR .SKKEAEQQA AESAWRSIR 

KP68_HUMAN/1-67  FMEELNTYRQ KQGV-...VL KYQELPNSGP PHDR....RF TFQVIIDG.. .REFPEGEGR .SKKEAKNAA AKLAVEILN 

CAB09530_1/1-60  PAMLLHELFK DV---...SE EYTEVE-GVP K---....KY CCTLKVNG.. .-RTFQMESV .NKKAAKQKC SELVVRDLR 

STAU_DROME/1-66  PISQVHEIGI KRNM-...TV HFKVLREEGP AHMK....NF ITACIVGS.. .-IVTEGEGN .GKKVSKKRA AEKMLVELQ 

RED1_HUMAN_1/1-  PVMILNELRP -----...GL KYDFLSESGE SHAK....SF VMSVVVDG.. .-QFFEGSGR .NKKLAKARA AQSALAAIF 

AAC72051/1-66    PVSVVHSFAR SQGL-...PL DFETVGCEGP SHDP....RF VIECKFLD.. .-FQHQCTDS .SKKRAIQKI CVLISNDLK 

AAD18207/1-68    PKNLLQQFTQ KQFRV...LP VYQSTAVTDA QGNV....SY QIQVLVNQ.. .EVWGEGNAS .SKKEAEKIA AQQALDTYG 

RNC_HAEIN/1-72   AKTRLQEYLQ GKHLP...LP TYEVVNIQGE AHCQ....IF TVKCKVKS(4 )DRTFVAKGS .SRRKAEQAA AEQILKELD 

TRBP_XENLA/1-67  PVGSLQELAV QKGWR...LP EYTVAQESGP PHKR....EF TITCRVET.. .-FVETGSGT .SKQVAKRVA AEKLLTKFK 

RED1_HUMAN/1-65  PKNALMQLNE IKP--...GL QYTLLSQTGP VHAP....LF VMSVEVNG.. .-QVFEGSGP .TKKKAKLHA AEKALRSFV 

DSRA_RAT_1/1-67  PVTTLLECMH KLGN-...SC EFRLLSKEGP AHDP....KF QYCVAVGA.. .QTFPSVSAP .SKKVAKQMA AEEAMKALQ 

AAC78493/1-68    PISLIMELCA KRRWN...PP SFSCEE-SGA DHLK....MF VWTIVIND.. VEYRPMCGSK .QKKEGKAVA AQVALQSLG 

AAC72049/1-67    VKGMLQELCV KRGLE...LP VYEKLSKVGP DHAP....TI TVKLTANG.. .-IEVIEAAS .SRAQAEKLA AATLYEKMK 

P97616_1/1-63    PVVVLNELRS -----...GL RYVCLSETAE KPRV...KSF VMAVCVDG.. .-RTFEGSGR .SKKLAKGQA AQAALQALF 

AAD19719/1-68    PKSALQEWAA AHNRR...PP VYEIVSRTGP QHNP....CF TIQVSIAG.. .VGEASAEGS .SKQEAQTAA AQALLDILA 

O36966/1-66      KISTLKMVAD YYQK-...EV KYDFDAVESP REAP....VF RCTCRFLG.. .-YTIMTQGI .GKKNPKQEA ARQMLLLLS 

AAD17531/1-67    PISRLAQIQQ AKKEK...EP EYTLLTERGL PRRR....EF VMQVKVGN.. .-HTAEGTGT .NKKVAKRNA AENMLEILG 

O77403_1/1-71    AKAKLHQFMQ MNKI-...QA DYRYTP-VGP DHAR....SF MAEMKIFV(5 )TITGRESGS .NKQTASKSC ALSLVRQLY 

Q63184_1/1-66    YIGLVNSFAQ KENL-...PV NFELCDPDSQ LPH-....RF ICKCKIGQ.. .TTYGTGFGA .NKKEAKQLA AKNAYQKLS 

Y346_SYNY3/1-69  YKEALQAWTQ AHYKC...LP EYRVEPLDQN LPQQ...SGF QATVWLGD.. .QPLGSGSGS .SKKSAEQAA AQQAYQDFI 

2795791/1-67     PISGLLEYAQ FASQ-...TC EFNMIEQSGP PHEP....RF KFQVVING.. .REFPPAEAG .SKKVAKQDA AMKAMTILL 

RNC_BACSU/1-68   FKSQLQEYVQ RDGKG...SL EYKISNEKGP AHNR....EF EAIVSLKG.. .EPLGVGNGR .SKKEAEQHA AQEALAKLE 

CAA22774_1/1-62  PVMLLYELFN -----...DV NFECINIDGA QNNC....RF KMTVTINE.. .-KKFDGTGP .SKKTAKNAA AKAALASLC 

RNC_SPICI/1-70   YKTELQEFLQ AGDAR...TL EYKLIKESQP LEGNR..VLY TVVAEIGG.. .IRYGEGCGY .THKEAEQLA ARDALQKLA 

RNT1_YEAST/1-67  AKRQLYSLIG YASL-...RL HYVTVK-KPT AVDP....NS IVECRVGD.. GTVLGTGVGR .NIKIAGIRA AENALRDKK 

O84299/1-68      PKNRLQQFTQ QTLKV...LP SYKALPWKSE DGSP....GY HVQVFVNG.. .DLWGEGFAG .SKKEAEKLA AKQALSTHD 

O04492_1/1-68    CKNLLQEYAQ KMNYA...IP LYQCQKVETL GRVT....QF TCTVEIGG.. .-IKYTGAAT RTKKDAEISA GRTALLAIQ 

Q94239_1/1-67    AMCRVAEIAR FNKL-...RH VYNLQDESGP AHKK....LF TVKLVLTE.. .AETFEGSGT .SIKRAQQAS AEAALKGTK 

CAB36811/1-65    SADVLHGIAI KCGA-...KV EYKPSLVSST DL--....RF SVEAWLSN.. .QKIGEGIGK .SRREALHKA AEASIQNLA 

A464_CHVP1/1-67  YKDRLLKHTR KVELP...RP EFVSVFEKGG A-NP....SF IVDVVING.. .QKISTGTGK .SRKDAEQNA SKIALHTMG 

O04492/1-68      FKSRLQEYAQ KYKLP...TP VYEIVK-EGP SHKS....LF QSTVILDG.. VRYNSLPGFF .NRKAAEQSA AEVALRELA 

O67082/1-67      YKTILQEITQ KRWKE...RP EYRLISVEGP HHKK....KF IVEAKIKE.. .-YRTLGEGK .SKKEAEQRA AEELIKLLE 

O55319/1-66      PISACLELIS KLKT-...AG PVEHFERAGP PHSP....TY SCTVTYAG.. .-RHFGGEGP .SKASAKTQA YGALRQYLE 

KP68_HUMAN_1/1-  YIGLINRIAQ KKRL-...TV NYEQCA-SGV HGPE....GF HYKCKMGQ.. .KEYSIGTGS .TKQEAKQLA AKLAYLQIL 

AAD20688/1-68    YKNQLQELAQ RSCFN...LP SYTCIR-EGP DHAP....RF KATVNFNG.. EIFESPQYCS .TLRQAEHSA AEVALNALS 

O75569/1-66      PIQVLHEYGM KTKN-...IP VYECERSDVQ IHVP....TF TFRVTVGD.. .-ITCTGEGT .SKKLAKHRA AEAAINILK 

Consensus/60%    sbsbLpcbsp pp.b.....s pYchhp.pGs s+p.....pF hhplplss.. ..bbspGpGs .*KKpAcppA Ap.ALppLb 
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Group name Amino acids Displayed as 

Default X . 

Single X - 

Alanine A A 

Cysteine C C 

Aspartic Acid D D 

Glutamic Acid E E 

Phenylalanine F F 

Glycine G G 

Histidine H H 

Isoleucine I I 

Lysine K K 

Leucine L L 

Methionine M M 

Asparagine N N 

Proline P P 

Glutamine Q Q 

Arginine R R 

Serine S S 

Threonine T T 

Valine V V 

Tryptophan W W 

Tyrosine Y Y 

Negative D,E - 

Ser/Thr S,T * 

Aliphatic I,L,V l 

Positive H,K,R + 

Tiny A,G,S t 

Aromatic F,H,W,Y a 

Charged D,E,H,K,R c 

Small A,C,D,G,N,P,S,T,V s 

Polar C,D,E,H,K,N,Q,R,S,T p 

Big E,F,H,I,K,L,M,Q,R,W,Y b 

Hydrophobic A,C,F,G,H,I,L,M,T,V,W,Y H 
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Supplementary Figure 6.5: Extended data for structure models of Staufen-2 dsRBD1 and 2.  

 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.6: Sequence of Rgs4 SRS2 RNA and 1H,1H-NOESY. The RNA comprises 
an additional sequence to stabilize the duplex (blue box). The grey boxes indicate 
mismatches. 
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6.4 Mtr4 KOW 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.7: Titrations of KOW domain with different ligands. 1H15N-HSQC overlay 
of the free KOW domain (black) and in presence of the respective ligand (red). A) Titration 
with 10-fold dsRNA. B) Titration with 7.5-fold Phe-tRNA. C) Titration with 20-fold Nop53 
peptide and D) with both 20-fold Nop53 peptide and 7-fold dsRNA. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.8: hetNOE data for KOW in complex with ligands. A) Free KOW domain 
and in presence of B) 6-fold dsRNA and C) 3.8-fold Nop53 peptide. No significant changes in 
local flexibility can be observed in presence of either ligand. 
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